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Different questions appear to call for different kinds of answers. We can refer to these readings as Mention-Some (MS) and Mention-All (MA), based on their level of exhaustivity (Hintikka 1976, 1978; Karttunen 1977; Asher & Lascarides 1998). For example, (1) is said to require exhaustivity, where Dana knows all of the relevant partygoers. (2) permits non-exhaustivity, where Dana knows some relevant place to find coffee. (3) appear to require non-exhaustivity, where Dana knows at least one way to get to Central Park.

(1) Dana knows who came to the party. #MS/MA
(2) Dana knows where we can find coffee. MS/MA
(3) Dana knows how we can get to Central Park. MS/?MA

MS readings seem to be more tightly constrained than MA readings. However, it has been an open question precisely why this is case. Across the literature, two main hypotheses have emerged. Hypothesis 1: linguistic form constrains MS availability. Three main linguistic form factors have been pinpointed. Ginzburg (1995) and Asher & Lascarides (1998) noted that who-questions favor MA, while others (why, how, and where-questions) favor MS. George (2011), following Heim (1994) argued that the matrix verb know selects for MA. Finally, a number of researchers have pointed out that questions with existential modals/non-finite clauses permit MS (Bhatt 1999; George 2011, Ch 6; Fox 2014; Nicolae 2014; Dayal 2016; Xiang 2016). Hypothesis 2: contextual goals license MS (Groenendijk & Stokhoff 1982, 1984; Ginzburg 1995; Asher & Lascarides 1998; Beck & Rullmann 1999; van Rooij 2003, 2004; George 2011, Ch.2).

Theoretical proposals have taken two different approaches to these observations about MS/MA availability. One strategy posits underlying question ambiguity, housing the variability in the semantics (Beck & Rullmann 1999; George 2011; Nicolae 2014; Fox 2014; Xiang 2016). The second strategy posits a unique semantic representation
that is either MA by default (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982, 1984; Karttunen 1977), MS (Asher & Lascarides 1998; Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010), or semantically underspecified for either (Ginzburg 1995; van Rooij 2003, 2004). No matter which underlying semantics, context then allows for the hearer to resolve (non-)exhaustivity.

This dissertation tests these two hypotheses concerning the sets of factors licensing MS and MA readings, and thereby weighs in on the theoretical debate concerning the baseline representation of question semantics and the role of pragmatics. I provide quantitative empirical evidence that addresses the role of the linguistic factors, but demonstrate that contextual goals can indeed override those interpretational defaults. Furthermore, I demonstrate that not only MS, but MA readings, too, are subject to contextual constraints (see Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010). I argue that baseline interpretations do not reveal underlying semantics, but rather reflect hearer expectations about why a speaker would utter a given question, given that it surface-underspecifies meaning. Under this view, linguistic factors are defeasible cues to speaker goals, which direct the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity: when the context is informative with respect to discourse goals, linguistic factors are neutralized, both in interpretation and production. This finding resonates with a line of psycholinguistic research on communication and audience design (e.g., Brennan & Clark 1996; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Keyser et al 2000; Ferreira & Dell 2000; Ferreira 2019).

Finally, I show that hearer-specific properties drive (non-)exhaustivity resolution in questions, depending on the extent to which a hearer is more ‘literal’ or more ‘pragmatic’. This finding helps us work toward a novel computational model of question-answer dynamics that incorporates aspects of the question, the questioner, and the hearer.
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Chapter 1

What is the question of questions?

In nature, information is transmitted between two organisms through at least two means. Primarily, genetic evolution transmits genetic code from parents to offspring through reproduction. On the other hand, social learning allows organisms to rapidly (compared to the evolutionary processes that mold genes) acquire and transmit new information from conspecifics.

Humans are uniquely social creatures from birth. One endowment that appears to set us apart from other species of social learners is our productive and systematic linguistic capacity. Language allows us to interact with the world, coordinate with others, exchange truths (and falsehoods), discuss the weather. More than that, language allows us to make the unobservable observable; to voice our internal beliefs and desires.

Questions in particular are essential to social learning because they serve many communicative functions. In virtue of the productive and systematic descriptions that our linguistic capacity affords us, a speaker can seek out information about almost anything, and a hearer can understand whatever the speaker requests and cooperatively respond (or not).

Often more information is transmitted in the speaker’s utterance than can be traced back to the compositional linguistic structure—what is often referred to as the literal meaning. For a classic case of this, an English speaker at the dinner table might ask, Can you pass me the salt? (Austin 1967). Under normal circumstances, any English speaker would understand this question to be, not an inquiry about the addressee’s ability, but a request for the salt itself. This additional request goes beyond the literal meaning of the question, and can be referred to as the speaker’s meaning (Grice’s what is
implicated). The speaker intended for the addressee to pass them the salt, not to answer with a yes or a no.

Because linguistic understanding and production appears quite effortless and is often successful, it is perhaps surprising to discover that the notion of a literal meaning is not a straightforward one to establish. Literal meaning, it is often thought, is truth-conditional and context-independent. In most cases however, a speaker’s utterance is rife with ambiguity, vagueness, and indeterminacy, and requires additional information.

Such is the case with questions. Questions do not prima facie have truth conditions: under what conditions in the world is Can you pass me the salt? true or false? Linguists, philosophers, psychologists, and computer scientists have spent decades searching for the correct analysis of the literal meaning of a question.

Linguists, as mathematicians, have answered that questions denote the sets of their answers. Thus, the meaning of Can you pass me the salt? is essentially the set of two truth-evaluable declarative (answers), \{ I can pass you the salt, I cannot pass you the salt \}. This strategy suggested that the literal meaning of a question is thus context-independent, and seemed to offer a straightforward explanation of the truth conditions of sentences with embedded questions. Thus, the literal meaning of Dana knows whether you can pass me the salt can be paraphrased as, Dana knows the answer to the question, ‘Can you pass me the salt?’ Unlike these Polar, or Yes-No, questions that have only two possible answers, Wh-questions like Where can I find coffee? or How do I find the train station? have potentially infinite answers.

There are many ways in which questions have missing information, but this dissertation is particularly concerned with the issue of (Non-)exhaustivity. (Non-)exhaustivity refers to an interpretational variability in questions: the number of answers to a question a hearer must provide to answer the question, or that an agent

---

1Of course, the answers here do contain a context-sensitive expression, the first person indexical pronoun I. The referent of the first person indexical shifts with the speaker. At the same time, it does have a context-independent aspect of meaning, which Kaplan (1989) referred to as a ‘character’: in any context, I will refer to the speaker. Only the ‘content’, which we can think of as the pronoun’s extension, will change with context.
must know in order to be ascribed knowledge-wh\(^2\). For our purposes, we will use the term QUESTION to refer to both a root question as in (4), and its embedded counterpart as in (5).

(4) Where can I find coffee?
(5) Dana knows where I can find coffee.

When a speaker asks a question as in (4), there are many ways that a hearer may answer her. (6) are all responses a speaker might provide when asked a question like (4), and thus constitute answers to the question, in a broad sense. However, in a more specific sense, they do not all ANSWER the question. Semanticists since the mid-20th century have considered ANSWER to be a technical term referring only to those semantic answers which essentially fill-in for the missing information (replacing the where in the sentence I can find coffee where to create a complete (and grammatical) sentence). The reason for this is to define a notion of answer that is compatible with a compositional semantic theory (see Chapter 2 for more discussion).

(6) a. I don’t know, I’m not from around here.
   b. Ask over there.
   c. Somewhere.
   d. Around the corner.
   e. Hidden Grounds.
   f. Hidden Grounds, Peet’s, Starbucks, Stumptown, Penstock, ...

Given this technical notion ANSWER, (6a-c) do not ANSWER the question, because they cannot be grammatically substituted for where. (6d-f) resolve the question in different ways. (6d) essentially tells the questioner how to find coffee, but does not name a coffee shop. In contrast, both (6e) and (6f) do name coffee shows, but differ in how many they name. The first is called a NON-EXHAUSTIVE, or MENTION-SOME (MS) answer because the answerer provides at least one answer to the question; the second is called an EXHAUSTIVE, or MENTION-ALL (MA) answer, because the answerer provides the exhaustive list of answers to the question.\(^3\)

\(^2\)Or even more generally (cf. Lahiri 2002), for whatever relation to the question denoted by a question-embedding verb, the amount of answers that the subject must be in that relation to.

\(^3\)In Chapter 2 we will discuss the different strengths of exhaustive answers. For the moment, we focus
refers to the fact that root questions may be answered by either kind of answer, and that sentences with embedded questions as in (5) may be true on an exhaustive reading, and/or on a non-exhaustive reading. For simplicity, when I say that a question is exhaustive or has an exhaustive reading, I intend to mean that a root question is (felicitously) answered by an exhaustive answer, or that an embedded question is true on an exhaustive reading. Likewise, when I say that a question is non-exhaustive or has a non-exhaustive reading, I intend that a root question is felicitously answered by a non-exhaustive answer, or that an embedded question is true on a non-exhaustive reading.

(7) Dana knows where I can find coffee.
   a. Dana knows that I can find coffee at Hidden Grounds.
   b. Dana knows that I can find coffee at Hidden Grounds, Peet’s, Starbucks, Stumptown, Penstock....

Questions—at least, the acoust signal—underspecify (non-)exhaustivity. As a result, the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity is highly context dependent. The job of a semanticist is to determine whether this underspecification is located at the level of literal meaning (and how it is underlyingly realized), or whether it is located at the level of speaker meaning (and how a hearer derives the speaker meaning from the underlying literal meaning). There are many logical possibilities one can explore to answer these questions, and the inherent context-dependence of the phenomenon obscures a straightforward answer to any of them.

In studying the semantics-pragmatics interface, or even semantics generally, the line between competence and performance becomes blurred. Determining the truth conditions of a sentence (and thus, as linguists using introspection to determine the output of the semantic grammar, the semantic competence) is intertwined with the performance process of interpretation. As such, when we make judgements about the truth-conditions of sentences, we deploy our interpretive mechanisms for the purpose of introspection. This is especially true of judgements involving “pragmatics”.

The goal of this dissertation is to understand how (non-)exhaustivity in both root
and embedded questions is resolved with the above points in mind. To do this, we will start with the theories suggested to us by semanticists as guides for the the predicted answerhood-conditions of particular questions. I will argue that received intuitions about baseline context-independent answerhood conditions fall out from establishing, in a given context, appropriate level of information required to resolve a salient discourse goal. Hearers recruit prior expectations about the likely contexts in which a question (or a declarative with an embedded question) is uttered. When a question is evaluated without explicit context, the performance mechanism of understanding kicks in to fill in the missing, necessary, contextual information. As a result, semantic theories of (non-)exhaustivity in questions are adept at capturing the typical goals, the typical amount of information required/intended by a speaker.

Over the course of the next six chapters, I hope to convince the reader of this. I will attempt, over five experiments, to provide evidence of the relationship that I see between linguistic form (signal) and context (or goal), and along the way, reflect on various methodological considerations about the relationship between semantics and pragmatics.

In Chapter 2, I survey the major evidence for (non-)exhaustivity in questions and answers, and discuss how theoretical semantics handles these interpretational variations. There are several different issues I discuss here, but the basic observation is that, most semanticists implicitly assume that non-exhaustivity is more limited in its distribution—that all questions can have an exhaustive reading (or allow exhaustive answers), but not all questions allow a non-exhaustive reading (or non-exhaustive answers).

In the spirit of researchers like Asher & Lascarides (1998), Ginzburg (1995), and van Rooij (2003), I argue that that perceived omnipresence of exhaustivity should not be mistaken for evidence of underlying semantic exhaustivity for the following reasons. As the first two authors pointed out, when you look at the data that different semanticists appeal to in their theories, you see they only use a small set of example questions, and often these are not provided with explicit linguistic contexts. Those who argue for
exhaustive semantics use almost exclusively who-questions, while those who argue for non-exhaustivity include how- and where- (and why-) questions. These different kinds of questions non-trivially affect our baseline expectations about likely answers. I argue that this determines how (non-)exhaustivity resolved in that question. If questions are semantically exhaustive, why would this only be reflected in who-questions?

My main approach to this issue involves two tactical manoeuvres. First, I hold the linguistic form fixed, and consistently manipulating the surrounding context. Second, I deploy the inverse algorithm: hold the context fixed and systematically manipulate linguistic form. I find that these baseline interpretations disappear when context is systematically manipulated, and others emerge which contradict the received generalizations when more data are considered. Some who-questions are baseline non-exhaustive (e.g., Who has a light?), and how-questions can permit exhaustivity with the appropriate context.

In examining these cases, the following generalization emerges: whether a question is exhaustive or non-exhaustive is a matter of whether discourse goals are exhaustive or non-exhaustive. When no explicit goals are provided, hearers (and linguists too), must reach into their expectations and prior beliefs about the most likely goal that a speaker who uttered that question would have. Thus, hearers must impute contexts where none are provided to determine (non-)exhaustivity. This is a necessary step, because questions are semantically underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity. Thus, “default exhaustivity” is epiphenomenal of both how hearers access their prior expectations, and reflects a general “safe-bet” heuristic to choose the maximally informative message when they are uncertain.

In order to account for non-exhaustive answers/readings, every semantic theory needs some notion of context-sensitivity, disambiguation, or precisification, regardless of the underlying semantic representation the theory assigns to a question. Thus, by systematically examining the relationship between context and linguistic form, we can articulate the facts about this relationship.

In Chapter 3, I present initial evidence for my view that questions require context
to manifest discourse goals. We find that, while certain linguistic factors may indeed boost the baseline acceptability of a non-exhaustive reading of an embedded question, when discourse goals are explicitly non-exhaustive, putative linguistic factors are neutralized.

Further, participants rate (non-)exhaustivity on the basis of informational sufficiency: in non-exhaustive contexts, participants rate both singleton answer mention-some (“mention-one”) and non-singleton answer mention-some equally good (and rated mention-all significantly lower), while in exhaustive contexts, they rate non-singleton answer mention-some and mention-all equally good (and singleton mention-one significantly lower).

Discourse goals specify how much information is required, thereby resolving (non-)exhaustivity. Linguistic form factors should be thought of as defeasible cues to the discourse goals. As such, a hearer would be expected to rely on them more when the linguistic context is underinformative with respect to a discourse goal, but not necessarily when the context is informative (Wu & Keysar 2006).

In Chapter 4, I present two answer rating experiments to quantify the likelihood of (non-)exhaustivity given linguistic form (Experiment 3a) and given explicit discourse goals (Experiment 3b). We find that in the first case, hearers do not rate exhaustive and non-exhaustive answers significantly different based on question form factors on the magnitude that we might expect to see, if there were grammatical restrictions on non-exhaustivity. We see small deviances from ceiling high ratings for expected exhaustive form factor combinations (e.g., non-modal know-who questions), but these do not yield near-floor ratings of un-acceptability or un-likelihood.

We do find significant differences between dependent measures in our experimental tasks. This further suggests to me that (non-)exhaustivity resolution is not a context-independent phenomenon as assumed by many formal semanticists. Task-sensitivity can be viewed as yet another form of goal-sensitivity (cf. Roberts 2018;
Degen & Goodman 2014). Whatever the underlying semantics, accounts of (non-)exhaustivity must acknowledge context, as manifested explicitly in a linguistic context or implicitly in the hearer’s prior expectations about the likely context associated with a given question token.

As most semantic theories do not provide explicit contexts for determining (non-)exhaustivity in questions, these theories provide insight into the hearer’s baseline expectations about the likely goals associated with the question, rather than a characterization of a context-independent question meaning. These baseline expectations will then be directly dependent on the linguistic form of the question, which hints to the hearer likely goals/contexts.

Can we vindicate this probabilistic account by looking at the relationship between speaker and hearer and quantify the informational content of different question types and contexts that articulate (non-)exhaustivity?

In Chapter 5, I present two studies which aim to understand the probabilistic relationship between (non-)exhaustivity and linguistic form from the perspective of the speaker with communicative goals, as well as what kind of information relevant to (non-)exhaustivity resolution would be available as input to the language learner. We might expect that a speaker who is concerned with maximal clarity for the sake of her hearer would produce questions that maximally indicate (non-)exhaustivity by the linguistic form of the question. In other words, that speakers with exhaustive goals should produce questions loaded with exhaustive linguistic cues, while speakers with non-exhaustive goals should produce questions with non-exhaustive linguistic cues.

I present a corpus study that quantifies speakers’ naturalistic production of surface-level form cues. We find that the frequency and co-occurrence of cues provides conflicting evidence for (non-)exhaustivity. While how-questions, a non-exhaustive cue, are the most frequent question, \textsc{finite} (non-modal) clauses are also the most frequent, and the most frequently co-occurring with how-questions. Thus, the linguistic signal alone does appear to be informative enough to determine (non-)exhaustivity. I next present a production study that aims at quantifying the extent to which form cues are
produced given contextual goals. If a contextual goal is exhaustive, then we might expect speakers to produce questions with more exhaustive surface-level cues; and if a contextual goal is non-exhaustive, then speakers would produce questions with more non-exhaustive cues. Instead, we find that participants do not produce a significant amount of cues generally—their questions are ambiguous/underspecified for (non-) exhaustivity. However, when they do produce cues, those cues align nicely with our contextual manipulation: exhaustive cues are produced significantly more in the exhaustive goal contexts, while non-exhaustive cues are produced more in the non-exhaustive goal contexts.

Pragmatic reasoning as articulated by Grice is often assumed to involve recursive mindreading on the part of the speaker and the hearer. In particular, part of the equation in speech production is the speaker reasoning about possible utterances and the inferences that the hearer will draw from the speaker’s choice of utterance. At the same time, research on communication and mindreading reveals a much more subtle relationship between speaker and hearer, utterance meaning and context: speakers actually do not avoid ambiguous, vague, or difficult-to-parse utterances (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1989; Clark & Brennan 1996; Kehler & Rohde 2018; Kehler et al. 2008; Arnold et al. 2004; Ferreira & Dell 2000; Ferreira & Hudson 2011; Ferreira & Schotter 2013; Jaeger 2010, 2011); nor do they always deploy their theory of mind to reason about their interlocutors in the process of communicating (cf. Wu & Keysar 2006; Lin, Keysar, & Epley 2010).

In Chapter 6, I return to the hearer with two goals. First, to test the hypothesis that informative contexts neutralize effects of linguistic form, while underinformative context induce the opposite effect. In a card-game experimental scenario (Cremers & Chemla 2017, Phillips & George 2018), we tested three contexts that manifested an exhaustive goal, a non-exhaustive goal, and the third unspecified for a goal. However, as there are no truly “null contexts”, we also expected the card game setting to inherently encode exhaustive goals. The reason is that typically the goal of a card game is to gain or win as many points, tricks, chips, as possible. Our hypothesis was not exactly borne
out: participants responded purely based on context and never based on the linguistic form of the question. However as expected, they treated the “null context” on par with our exhaustive context. I argue this provides support for the view that exhaustivity derives primarily from hearer expectations about likely goals, and not primarily from the semantics of the question.

The second goal of this study is to locate context-sensitivity in (non-)exhaustivity resolution using independent measures of hearer “literalness” or “pragmatic-ness”. In this correlational analysis, participants’ responses to sentences that give rise to a scalar implicature with the existential quantifier some (cf. Grice 1967, 1989; Horn 1972, Gazdar 1979) determined whether they were literal or pragmatic hearers (in a replication of Bott & Noveck 2004). Literal hearers do not calculate the scalar implicature, while pragmatic hearers do. We discovered two things. First, that literal hearers rated mention-some conditions near-ceiling, while pragmatic hearers accepted these conditions at most near chance (seemingly to calculate an exhaustivity inference). Second, we found significant effect of our context manipulation in both populations. This finding suggests that context-sensitivity is crucial to fixing the interpretation of questions at the literal level (supporting theories like Beck & Rullmann 1999; George 2011, Ch2; Asher & Lascarides (1998); van Rooij (2003), 2004), as well as at the expected speaker meaning level (cf. Schulz & van Rooij 2006; van Rooij & Schulz 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010). More than that, I suggest that these findings bear against analysis of question meaning that encode only (weak or strong) exhaustivity.

Finally, in Chapter 7 I conclude by discussing some open questions about the relationship between experimental and theoretical semantics (and pragmatics). Do the data I’ve presented here actually support context-sensitivity at the level of literal meaning as I’ve argued? Are degraded acceptances of mention-some evidence for an underlying semantic representation, or are they merely reflective of participant permissiveness or tolerance? What do differences between task factors (like dependent measures) reveal about semantic competence, if anything? In attempt to answer these questions, I review similar debates from experimental syntax, attempt to draw analogy
where possible, and importantly describe where the analogy fails and why.
Chapter 2

Non-exhaustivity and Question Semantics

(NON-)EXHAUSTIVITY refers to an interpretational variability in questions: the number of answers to a question a hearer must provide to answer the question, or that an agent must know in order to be ascribed knowledge-\textit{wh}.\footnote{Or even more generally, for whatever relation to the question denoted by question-embedding verb, the number of answers that an agent must be in that relation to.}

(8) Where can I find coffee?
(9) Dana knows where to find coffee.

Consider a world where the coffee shops include three places, Hidden Grounds, Penstock, and Peets. A NON-EXHAUSTIVE, or MENTION-SOME, answer names some (but not all) of the answers to the question. In contrast, an EXHAUSTIVE, or MENTION-ALL, answer names all the answers to the question.

(10) NON-EXHAUSTIVE/MENTION-SOME
    a. Hidden Grounds.
    b. Hidden Grounds and Penstock.

(11) EXHAUSTIVE/MENTION-ALL
    a. Hidden Grounds, Penstock, and Peets. \textit{WEAK-EXHAUSTIVE}
    b. Hidden Grounds, Penstock, and Peets, \textit{INTERMEDIATE EXHAUSTIVE}
       and perhaps other places.
    c. Only Hidden Grounds, Penstock, and Peets. \textit{STRONG EXHAUSTIVE}

At this point in the discussion, it would be reasonable to exclaim, “But wait, how can one ever name \textit{all} the answers?” You’re right. Clearly there are more answers to the question than those three coffee shops. This becomes particularly obvious when we consider \textit{how-} and \textit{why-}questions. However, semantic theories take it for granted that the domain of answers is restricted in some way.
In this chapter, we will review the main theoretical accounts of question semantics in order to understand what semanticists say about (non-) exhaustivity. Before addressing different semantic theories, we first look at the data they are supposed to capture. In Section 2.1 I will walk through the main empirical observations about (non-)exhaustivity, focusing on linguistic form factors. In Section 2.2 I will present the main theories of question semantics generally, and in Section 2.4 I will present the main theoretical treatment of non-exhaustivity specifically. The reason that these are separate sections is because dominant semantic theories treat non-exhaustive readings as exceptional, more limited in distribution and availability.

2.1 Empirical generalizations, empirical observations

In this section of the chapter, I will present the empirical observations that directly relate to non-exhaustivity and mention-some readings and answers. The main finding of this section is that non-exhaustivity is modulated by both the surface-level linguistic form of the question, and by the discourse goals that either explicitly or (are inferred by the hearer to) implicitly drive the context.

2.1.1 Generalization 1: Wh-words

Different wh-questions license different levels of (non-) exhaustivity. This observation was first made explicit by Ginzberg (1995), and shortly there after Asher & Lascarides (1998) noted that this manifests when we look at the data used in support of different semantic theories: theories which argue for an exhaustive semantics typically cite who-questions, while those which argue for a non-exhaustive semantics typically use non-who-questions (often how- and why-questions).

(12) a. Who came to the party? / Dana knows who came to the party. MA/#MS
b. Where can I get coffee? / Dana knows where I can get coffee. MA/MS
c. How do you get to Central Park? / Dana knows how you get to Central Park. #MA/MS

Constructed examples presented in support of MA readings usually feature who-questions,
as in (12b), while examples in support of MS readings feature where-questions, as in (12c)—or more generally, non-who-questions. Consider, for example, (13), from Asher and Lascarides (1998):

(13) Dana knows how to get to the treasure.

It seems natural to interpret (13) as true just in case Dana knows at least one way to get to the treasure, and unreasonable that she should know all of the possible ways to get there. What matters is that Dana is able to find a way to the treasure.

Asher and Lascarides suggest that while wh-words might differ in how they resolve (non-) exhaustivity by default (i.e., that who-questions are exhaustive), these preferences may be overridden by contexts that make explicit a questioner’s goals and mental state. They argue given the variability of interpretations observed, a unified question semantics should provide a weak (monotonic) meaning (a non-exhaustive one). This may then be strengthened via pragmatics (to an exhaustive reading) given the questioner’s plans and cognitive state, rather than the other way around (p. 262, see also Chemla & Singh 2014).

Further differences between wh-words may be observed in how the referential domain of a wh-word is fixed. For example, Ginzburg (1995) notes that who- and where-phrases differ in the granularity of their referential domains. Consider the two contexts and in (14) and (15).

(14) Mary has just stepped off a plane in Helsinki.
   a. Flight Attendant: Do you know where you are?
   b. Mary: Helsinki.

(15) Mary has just gotten out of a taxi in front of her hotel.
   a. Taxi Driver: Do you know where you are?
   b. Mary: Helsinki.

(16) Mary knows where she is.

(16) seems true in (14), but false in (15). According to Ginzburg, where is vague with respect to granularity of location, while who typically only refers to individuals. Though he does not relate this directly to MS/MA, he notes that with where questions, the
questioner’s contextually-provided goals determine the level of granularity appropriate.

However, we might create comparable scenarios with who questions which also demonstrate granularity effects. Consider the following fictional scenarios.

(17) Luke Skywalker is talking to Han Solo about his dismay concerning the Galactic Empire’s attempts to purge the galaxy of the Jedi. A menacing character dressed in all black with a breathing mask is suddenly revealed.
   a. Han Solo: Do you know who that is?

(18) Luke Skywalker is expressing his despair to Obi-wan Kenobi about his lost opportunity to ever have one final moment to see his father. A menacing character dressed in all black with a breathing mask is suddenly revealed.
   a. Obi-Wan: Do you know who that is?

(19) Luke knows who that is.

Just as with (16), we might argue that the truth of (19) depends on whether it is a response to (17) or (18): (19) appears to be true in (17), but seems false in (18). As in (16), the response in (19) seems out of place, like the person who utters the embedded question is missing or not clued in on something. While we admit that this case is slightly different from Ginzburg’s, it serves to demonstrate that for both where and who, the context may determine the level of specificity or granularity with which an embedded question is acceptable.

In a similar vein, we can also cite who-questions that seem to be naturally interpreted on an MS reading, as the examples in (20) and (21) show.

(20) Who’s got a light? (Groenedijk and Stokhof, 1984; van Rooij, 2003)
(21) I need a ride. Who’s going to the party? (Dayal, 2016)

Both questions are headed by who, and yet both permit an MS answer. If one person steps forward and truthfully offers, “Me,” the speaker should be satisfied.

Likewise, Asher and Lascarides discuss another example where we naturally have

---

2The aware reader may note that the following stories seem to reflect a de re/de dicto ambiguity. The discussion of these kinds of knowledge claims were the particular focus of Boër & Lycan. Indeed, these two examples parallel’s their Superman cases, which we mention later.
a non-exhaustive know-who. Imagine that Jill is a gossip columnist, writing on the celebrities who attended Elton John’s party. (22) can be true even if Jill doesn’t know any cameramen who were at the party.

(22) Jill knows who attended the post-Oscar party at Elton John’s house.

Some might argue that (22) reveals an exhaustive answer when the domain is restricted to the set of celebrities (e.g., *Who [of the celebrities/relevant party-goers] attended the post-Oscar party?*) (see discussion in George, 2011, Section 6.2). However, if this is the case, it is still unclear how domain restriction alone could be the determining factor and why with rampant domain restriction in natural language (e.g., with quantifiers and definite descriptions), MS readings still seem to be blocked in some cases but not others.

Domain restriction of the set picked out by who also does not seem to readily explain other examples we might create, where an MS answer seems felicitous. Consider the following scenario. Imagine that our friend Mark is incredibly cliquish, and typically only invites philosophers to his parties. I am trying to prove that he’s biased, while you are defending him. In fact, Mark had a party just last night, so we have the following dialogue in (23).

(23) a. Me: Who came to the party last night? / Who was invited to the party last night?  
   b. You: Jill, a linguist.

Note that your response in (23b) is both felicitous and non-exhaustive. When I ask either question in (23a), I may intend a restriction to the set of philosophers (i.e., who, of the philosophers), because of my beliefs about Mark. I may even plausibly intend you to give me an exhaustive answer. However, again, not only is your answer felicitous but it’s non-exhaustive as well.

Did the hearer misconstrue the speaker’s intended restriction? The set of philosophers would be the natural restriction available from the common ground (cf. von Fintel, 1994), and when we consider my expectations about the answers. However,

---

3Thanks to Caley Howland for bringing this scenario to my attention.
if my point is to prove that all party-goers were philosophers, then it is more likely that I do not intend this set as a restriction. To put this more explicitly, I would not ask instead of (23a), Which philosophers came to the party? with the explicit restriction because the answers to this question would not prove my point. Rather, I need to know everyone who went, not just philosophers. Yet, I do expect that the answers to the more general question will be only philosophers. My expectation of the what the domain of answers is is different than the domain of reference I may or may not have intended. In this way, there is no misconstrual of the domain of reference, although my expectations about the answers are different than what they turn out to be.

A third candidate explanation might be possible. You may think that a restriction is to the complement of the contextually available set, (i.e., any non-philosophers). There may be independent reasons to prevent this kind of move. Further, the question remains nonetheless of how this kind of restriction is licensed. No obvious semantic mechanism is present to trigger the restriction.

It is possible to create contexts where the domain is explicitly restricted, and an MA answer is felicitous for a how- or a why-question. Imagine the following scenario (p.c. with N. Theiler and F. Roelofsen):

(24) **Guard**
    An apartment building has just hired a new night watch guard. The guard is learning the floor plan. There are three fire exits on each floor: one from the front stairwell, one from the back stairwell, and out the windows.

(25) The guard knows how to exit the building in an emergency.

It seems natural for (25) to be MA. Note how constrained the domain is, and how naturally MA is. Intuitively, MS is infelicitous in the context as we have defined it. A night guard who had only MS knowledge in this scenario would not only be negligent of their job, but potentially endanger the lives of those living in the apartment. It further seems implausible that the guard would not know all the ways to exit, given their small number.

The point is not that an MA context cannot be constructed for a how- or why-question. Rather, the fact that we can do so is further evidence of the role of context. In
world knowledge conspires with the domain of reference to determine what is plausible and necessary for a guard to know about their job. A night guard certainly *should* know all the ways to exit the building, that is part of their job. If there is a fire, they will certainly need that knowledge to direct all the tenants out of the building as quickly as possible.

The drive for exhaustive answers/interpretations arises when the domain is restricted enough for that to be achieved. While *how-*/*why-* questions may allow for MA given those restricted circumstances, in the wild they typically do not because the domain is unclear. Following researchers like Zimmermann (2010), Schulz & van Rooij (2006), it seems that this is pragmatic in nature. Grice’s Maxim of Quantity emphasizes the drive to be as informative as is required (Quantity 1), while not being more informative than is required (Quantity 2). In the case of questions in context where the domain is explicitly or implicitly restricted, it is easy to be as informative as possible with respect to the entire domain. However, in cases where the domain is not clear, it seems that the drive for exhaustivity goes away, or is at least lessened. Since the underlying goals will determine the relevant standards and threshold of informativity, and since this information is not always forthcoming in a particular context, it is a further a safe strategy to approach exhaustivity as much as possible.

For any question, we can construct a context where discourse goals license non-exhaustivity. It is the contribution of these discourse goals that matters and give rise to interesting interactions with the linguistic features of the (embedded) question.

While levels of granularity and exhaustivity may be different sorts of beasts, they share one salient commonality: in order to establish truth conditional content, precisification of the speaker’s referential intent is necessary. A hearer must recruit whatever information is available to them in order to resolve the intended level of granularity/specificity. This could include information conveyed in the linguistic form of her utterance as well as any contextual information that may elucidate the speaker’s goals. Aloni (2001, 2005) suggests that all these elements are crucially involved in the pragmatics of fixing the reference domain for *wh-*phrases. It seems that (non-)exhaustivity
is just another manifestation of that process.

Beck & Rullmann 1999 provide evidence for weak exhaustivity in degree how-questions. Depending on the monotonicity of the question predicate, the question will be resolved by either the maximal or minimal degree. In those cases where the minimal degree resolves the question, Beck & Rullmann argue that weak exhaustivity is required. Further, when a degree question occurs with at least or at most, they argue that a mention-some representation must be semantically available to derive the correct interpretation (Beck & Rullmann 1999, p.285).

(26) a. Wieviele Leute waren mindestens da?
how-many people were at-least there
‘How many people were there at least?’

b. Wieviele Leute waren hoöchstens da?
how-many people were at-most there
‘How many people were there at most?’

Hans knows how-many people at-least there were
‘Hans knows how many people were there at least.’

b. Hans weiss, wieviele Leute hoöchstens da waren.
Hans knows how-many people at-most there were
‘Hans knows how many people were there at most.’

Finally, it has also been observed that the availability (or rather, unavailability) of MS readings can be conditioned by the use of a D-linked wh-phrase (Pesetsky, 1987). While a singular-marked which phrase (e.g., which child) can give rise to both MA and MS readings (although it is unclear whether they have equivalent availability, see Dayal (2016) and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984)), Comorovski (1996) observes, as does Spector (2007), that plural-marked which-phrases (e.g., which places) block an MS answer (as opposed to monomorphemic wh-phrases). However, Dayal (2016, p.79) presents the following scenario as evidence against this as an absolute restriction:

(28) Suppose a researcher needs a few people with AB blood type to test a new drug. The study requires her to test some but not necessarily all the patients in the hospital. She has a list of patients but not their blood types. The researcher
asks (28a) of the administrator who has the information mapping patients to blood types:
a. Which (of the) patients can we approach for this test?
b. You can approach Bill and Sue.
c. Or you can approach Jim and Tammy.

The answer in (28b) picks out a sub-group of individuals in the domain of which patients. Dayal notes that it is thus both mention-some, and felicitous even though the wh-word is a plural D-linked, contra Comorovski (1996).

Xiang and Cremers (2016) tested the availability of mention-some readings in modal and non-modal questions, with both monomorphemic and d-linked wh-phrases. They found no effect of wh-word, providing evidence against Comorovski’s claim and support for Dayal’s. They also found a significant effect of modal for both who and plural which N phrases (e.g., Mary remembered which children/who can lead the dance vs. Mary remembered which children/who have an accessory in common). However, aspects of the experimental design may have led to, or at least influenced, this pattern. Notably, the modal predicate can lead the dance was explicitly included in the lead-in and as part of the visual stimuli prior to appearing in the target statement, while the non-modal predicate have an accessory in common was not. As a result, in the non-modal condition, participants may have had to execute additional inferences to calculate both Mary’s perspective and what she remembers, given that this information was not explicitly stated. It is possible that the additional task demands involved in this condition incur processing costs, resulting in the observed response patterns. Moreover, the two predicates have an accessory and lead the dance were not fully crossed for presence/absence of a modal, so a tight comparison between the two conditions cannot be made. Given that these design points leave open questions about the source of the results, we consider it empirically unresolved as to whether and to what extent these factors give rise to an MS reading.
2.1.2 Generalization 2: Question-Embedding Verbs

Some theoreticians have supposed that the distributional differences between readings of embedded questions arise from similar semantic restrictions. This discussion has typically revolved around the three levels of exhaustivity (i.e., weak, intermediate, strong), where it is generally claimed that know prefers strong exhaustivity, though allows both strong and weak readings (Heim 1994, Zimmermann 2010). Cremers and Chemla (2016) showed experimentally that know-wh gives rise to the range of exhaustive readings. Further, classic examples in support of the non-exhaustive reading in embedded questions are often presented with know. Recall the examples below:


In contrast to know, some verbs, for example predict, are argued to prefer only weak exhaustive readings (Beck and Rullmann, 1999; Heim, 1994; Klinedinst and Rothschild, 2011; Sharvit, 2002).

George (2011, Ch2) argues that questions are ambiguous between a strong MA and an MS reading due to the presence/absence of an EXH operator. Further, they suggest that some verbs select for a structure without the EXH operator. Thus, know selects for it, while non-factives like predict or emotive factives like be surprised do not. Secondly, George argues that data presented in support of weak exhaustivity actually supports the existence of non-exhaustivity. If these two points are right, then we would expect to see asymmetries in the availability of non-exhaustivity depending on which verb is embedding the question. However, given the naturalness of the two sentences above with know, we may question how robust this effect is.

2.1.3 Generalization 3: Existentials and Existential Priority Modals

One of the more robust generalizations is that the presence of a modal auxiliary in the question appears to license mention-some readings and answers. The aspects of the
modal relevant for non-exhaustivity are both its existential force and the contextually-determined conversational background, which provides a goal-oriented interpretation. The conversational background is comprised of a modal base, which picks out the set of worlds where the prejacent $\phi$ in can $\phi$ is satisfied, and an ordering over those worlds, determined by the deontic flavor of can (Kratzer, 1981; 1991). In Portner’s (2009) classification, these are the existential priority modals.

The modal need not be overt. Infinitival clauses are also natural on mention-some readings (recall our recently discussed (29a) and (29b)), and naturally paraphrased with modals—Dana knows where we can find an Italian newspaper or Dana knows how we can get to the buried treasure. This comparison highlights the natural relationship between infinitival clauses and modality, and supports Bhatt’s (1999) proposal that infinitival clauses contain a covert modal. Bhatt enriched the Kratzerian picture to capture this goal-orientedness in infinitival clauses by contextually restricting the modal base to the worlds where not only $\phi$ is true, but where the agent’s actions maximize the likely satisfaction of their goals. Bhatt further notes (fn. 12, pg. 140), that non-exhaustivity is linked to the absence of indicative tense. Following this logic, the fact that examples like (29) contain an embedded infinitival, while (30) has neither a covert nor an overt modal, could explain the perceived difference in MS acceptability between the two.

(30) Dana knows who came to the party.

There is no question that there seems to be an asymmetry when sentences are presented out of context. Can we provide a context where MS is felicitous? The answer is Absolutely. Just recall Asher & Lascarides’s example about the Oscar party from (22). If Dana is a gossip columnist, she is certainly not interested in the non-celebrity attendees. Even if she names a single celebrity (e.g., Madonna), (30) is true.

We can also find natural non-exhaustivity in the absence of any modal. Consider (31 from Schulz & van Rooij 2006):

(31) Who has a light?

The natural context we imagine when we hear (31) is one where a smoker has asked it.
A smoker needs only one lighter to light up, thus the goal is non-exhaustive. However, if (31) were shouted at a Rush concert while the band begins to play “2112,” the effect would be very different. In this context, the speaker’s goal would be to get everyone to pull out their lighters.

Some hold that there are different varieties of non-exhaustivity (Dayal, p.c.; Xiang, p.c.). Thus, the non-exhaustivity licensed by the presence of a modal is just one kind of non-exhaustivity, while the readings in questions like (31) might be derived differently, perhaps as a free-choice reading.

2.1.4 Generalization 4: Quantifying Question Particles, and Beyond

Various other factors can affect whether a question is interpreted exhaustively or non-exhaustively. Karttunen (1977) discusses phrases like for example which marks non-exhaustivity in root questions, but is infelicitous in embedded questions. Karttunen uses this data to argue that questions do not have a semantically existential reading (contra Hintikka 1976).

(32) a. Who, for example, came to the party
    b. *Dana knows who for example came to the party.

(33) a. How, for example, do I get to the buried treasure.
    b. *Dana knows how for example to get to the buried treasure.

Note that for example is also infelicitous in (33b), suggesting that the infelicity of for example in embedded contexts is orthogonal to answerhood.

Further, Karttunen argues that (34) would be true if the question could be semantically existential, but he reports that the sentence is a contradiction.

(34) Dana knows who came to the party but she doesn’t know that Fox came.

While for example or speaker-oriented phrases like it may not be embeddable, cross-linguistically, embedded questions allow “non-exhaustivity markers” (cf. Beck & Rullmann, Bade ms.).

(35) NON-EXHAUSTIVITY MARKERS
    a. Dutch
Jan wil weten wie er zoal (niet) op het feest waren.
Jan wants know who there ZOAL (not) at the party were
‘John wants to know who for example were (not) at the party.’

b. German
Hans will wissen, wer so (?nicht) auf dem Fest war.
Hans wants know who SO (not) at the party was
‘John wants to know who for example were (not) at the party.’

At the same time, there are also “exhaustivity markers” cross-linguistically. When these occur in a question, it must be interpreted exhaustively (Beck 1996, Reis 1992, Zimmermann 2007, Beck & Rullmann 1999).

(36) **Exhaustivity Markers**

a. Dutch (Beck & Rullmann 1999)
   Hij weet wie er allemaal op het feest waren.
   he knows who there all at the party were
   ‘He knows who all were at the party.’

   Er weiss, wer alles auf dem Fest war.
   he knows who all on the party was
   ‘He knows who all were at the party.’

c. What all did you get for Christmas?

d. Irish English (McCloskey, 1995)/Some dialects of American English
   John knows what all you got for Christmas.

Zimmermann (2010) actually argues that so does not mark non-exhaustivity. However, he argues that the presence of such quantifying question particles (QQPs) cross-linguistically is evidence against semantic exhaustivity: if questions are semantically exhaustive, why would a language encode explicit exhaustifying particles?

As previously mentioned, in degree questions, Beck & Rullmann 1999 argue that the presence of at least or at most indicates that the question must have a Hamblin denotation, essentially a semantic mention-some reading. This holds for both root and embedded questions.

(37) a. Wieviele Leute waren mindestens da?
   how-many people were at-least there
   ‘How many people were there at least?’
b. Wieviele Leute waren höchstens da?
   ‘How many people were there at most?’

Zimmermann (2010) provides two arguments that the existence of QQPs is problematic for semantic theories on which questions are strongly exhaustive. First, if questions were semantically exhaustive, it would be mysterious that cross-linguistically we would find particles that demand strong exhaustive interpretations of questions in the first place. Second, if questions were strongly exhaustive, their meaning would be equivalent to the meaning of the question with an exhaustive QQP. Yet this is not the case.

2.1.5 Generalization 4: Discourse Cues to Interpretation

The discussion in this section has been anticipated throughout earlier discussion. We have suggested that a common theme across the cases we have considered is that any perceived baseline for (non-) exhaustivity may be the result (at least in part) of the context highlighting non-exhaustive discourse goals. Groenendijk & Stokhof noted that sensitivity to “human interests” was key for mention-some. In support of this, they note that (39) does not appear to allow a mention-some reading (see also Dayal 2016).

(39) Who is elected depends on who is running.

It is single representation theories which take such context sensitivity seriously, and attempt to provide formal explanations for it. Crucially, the notions often cited are human interests (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982, 1984), the questioner’s mental state (Boër & Lycan 1976, Ginzburg 1995, Asher & Lascarides 1998), plan (Asher & Lascarides
1998), goal (Ginzburg 1995), and decision problem (van Rooij 2003, 2004).

(40) **TREASURE** (Asher & Lascarides, 1998)
   a. Dana: How do I get to the buried treasure?
      Fox: You go to the secret island.
   b. Dana doesn’t know how to get to the secret island.
   c. Dana does and doesn’t know how to get to the buried treasure.

(41) **HELSINKI** (Ginzburg, 1995)
   a. Taxi Driver at the hotel: Do you know where you are?
      Jill: Helsinki.
   b. Jill doesn’t know what the cross-streets are, or the neighborhood she’s in.
   c. Jill does and doesn’t know where she is.

(42) **SUPERMAN** (Boër & Lycan, 1976)
   a. The editor at the *Daily Planet* pointing to Clark Kent: Do you know who that is?
      The copy-boy: Clark Kent.
   b. The copy-boy doesn’t know that Clark Kent is Superman.
   c. The copy-boy does and doesn’t know who Clark Kent is.

These cases illustrate that whether a knowledge-wh ascription is accepted, depends on whether the agent in question has epistemic access to the right level/specificty/granularity of reference. In (40), while B’s response may constitute an answer to A’s question, it does not resolve it unless A already knows how to get to the secret island. In (41) and (42), the fact that the attitude holder in question lacks additional knowledge which prevents us from unequivocally accepting the knowledge report.

We can use these to illustrate the sensitivity to the speaker’s goal/plan/decision problem. In (40), if A’s goal is to go get the buried treasure and she is missing the relevant information to lead her to the secret island, then we say that A doesn’t know how to get to the buried treasure. However, if her goal is to record facts relevant to the buried treasure, we might be more inclined to accept the knowledge ascription, even if she doesn’t know where the secret island is. In (41), if Jill’s goal is to walk around Helsinki, then perhaps she doesn’t know where she is. If her goal is to attend a conference in the hotel, perhaps she does, and so on.

If (non-) exhaustivity is resolved relative to such contextual parameters, we might take it as a puzzle that questions out of context exhibit “preferences” for exhaustivity.
or non-exhaustivity. However, our prior expectations and world knowledge govern inferences that we make about a speaker’s intentions in many cases (Degen 2015, Degen & Tanenhaus 2015; Goodman & Stuhlmuller 2013; Degen, Tessler, & Goodman 2015; Zondevan, Meroni, & Gualmini 2008; Tonhauser, Bever, & Degen (in press), and many others), and govern the way we process information much more generally. In the case of questions, the speaker’s goal may be more or less obvious to the answerer, thus the answerer will have to make a choice about how to answer to best satisfy the questioner’s goals. We interpret the speaker of Who has a light? to want a non-exhaustive answer exactly because the people who typically ask that question are smokers, and they only need a single light to light their cigarette. Similarly, we might interpret the speaker of Who came to the party? to want an exhaustive answer because typically people who ask that question have that goal. Expectations about what goals a speaker might have, given the question that they asked can play a crucial role here of guiding the hearer in her own decision problem. Perhaps, the purported default-ness of exhaustivity falls out from a simple conversational heuristic. In the absence of explicit cues specifying how much information the speaker requires, the hearer provides more information so that the speaker may decide amongst the alternatives given. In a sense, then, the move is to put the ball back in the speaker’s court. Nonetheless, these expectations may be easily overridden when goals are made explicit. Thus, the perceived “puzzle” of default preferences can be explained by our prior expectations about the connection between questions and questioner goals.

2.1.6 Desiderata for a theory of (non-)exhaustivity

We have just discussed many observations about the distribution of (non-)exhaustivity. It appears that the linguistic form of the question imposes baseline restrictions or requirements on the level of (non-)exhaustivity that the question should be resolved to. Yet, throughout the discussion of those linguistic restrictions and particularly in the last section, I pointed out that we can systematically manipulate context and those baseline restrictions evaporate. Thus, the extent to which a question is exhaustive
should fall out from the prior probability that the speaker goals match that level of exhaustivity.

### 2.2 The semantics of questions in truth-conditional semantic theory

A long tradition of semantic research stemming from mathematics and logic analyses the meaning of a proposition expressed by a declarative in terms of its truth-conditions, evaluated with respect to the world. If one asserts (43), we can assess whether the proposition expressed is true or false, given information we can collect in the world regarding the book(s) Dana read.

(43) Dana read *Ancillary Justice*.

A question, however, does not *prima facie* have truth conditions. What would it mean to look into the world to determine that a question is true? In the sections that follow, I review the classic approaches to question meaning against this backdrop. Note that the first theories we will discuss only capture exhaustivity, and our discussion will reflect this, being somewhat historic at first in virtue of introducing the basic semantic formalism.

Hamblin (1973) proposed that the meaning of a question is the set of its answers, and consequently, that knowing a question is equivalent to knowing what counts as an answer to the question.

(44) a. [Which book did Dana read?]

b. $\lambda p.\exists x \in \text{book}.p = \lambda w.\text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})$

Given Hamblin’s proposal, the question in (44a) can be thought of as denoting the set described in (44b). Note that this is not the notation that Hamblin himself used. Rather, this is a Hamblin set described in Karttunen notation (see, e.g., Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002) for Hamblin notation). By substituting in for $x$ each entity in the extension of which book, we can generate a set of propositional answers to the question, and determine the truth or falsity of each one. Note that (44b) prevents responses like something or some book from counting as answers, a desirable outcome.
Hamblin provided a formal mechanism to generate this set of answers called Point-wise Function Application (subsequently referred to as Hamblin Function Application). Point-wise Function Application is an operation that combines two sets: each element of one set with each element of the second set. The output is then collected up into a set. In the case of a question like (44), the first set is a set of entities that the \texttt{wh}-word ranges over, and the second set contains the function $\lambda x. \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})$. The resulting set in this case is a set of propositions, the output of saturating the function denoted by the predicate with each entity in the \texttt{wh}-word’s domain. These semantic, or congruent, answers are as identical syntactically and semantically to the question as possible, with the missing information filled in. The formal definition is in (45). Point-wise Function Application takes each element from the set of books, $\beta$, and feeds them one-by-one to the function $\lambda x. \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})$, $\alpha$, and returns the set of propositional answers, $\gamma$.

(45) If $\{\alpha, \beta\}$ is in the set of $\gamma$’s daughter nodes, $[\alpha]^w \subseteq D_{\langle \alpha, \tau \rangle}$ and $[\beta]^w \subseteq D_{\langle \sigma \rangle}$ then $\{a(b) \mid a \in [\alpha]^w \land b \in [\beta]^w\}$

Hamblin’s proposal in turn gives us a way to assign truth values to sentences in which questions are embedded, as in (46), in which a matrix verb takes an interrogative complement (although he himself did not analyze embedded questions). As a result, we can treat the meaning of the root question and the corresponding embedded question the same. Belnap (1982) later referred to this as the Equivalency Thesis.

(46) a. Fox knows $\lceil$ which book Dana read $\rceil$
   b. Fox knows $\lambda p. \exists x \in \text{book}. p = \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})$

Directly exporting Hamblin’s (1973) semantics for root questions to embedded questions as in (46a) predicts that a sentence like (46a) has the meaning expressed in (46b): for Fox to know which book Dana read, he has to know the possible answers. However, many have had noted that this is not the intuitive meaning for (46a), but rather the set of answers must be restricted to the true answers (cf. Karttunen 1977). Thus, another step is required, and semanticists since Hamblin have grappled with identifying what exactly that step is, and whether the question denotes at base the Hamblin...
set, or another more restricted set.

Before identifying what those more restricted sets are, it is worth noting for our discussion of non-exhaustivity, that Hintikka (1976) proposed that questions permit both an existential and a universal reading, and corresponding answers. He thought that (46) had multiple truth conditions, as captured below in (48). (a) (the existential reading) requires that Fox knows of at least one book that Dana read it, while (b) (the universal reading) requires that he know of all of the books that she read, that she read them. The existential reading is our non-exhaustive/mention-some reading, while the universal reading is exhaustive/mention-all.

(47) Fox knows what Dana read.
(48) a. \( \exists x [\text{Dana read } x \land \text{Fox knows that Dana read } x] \)
b. \( \forall x [\text{Dana read } x \rightarrow \text{Fox knows that Dana read } x] \)

Karttunen (1977) took issue with the non-exhaustive reading, pointing out that if (a) were a possible reading of (47), then (49) would not be a contradiction. However, in a situation where Ancillary Justice is one of the things that Dana read, it is.

(49) \#Fox knows which books Dana read, but he doesn’t know that she read Ancillary Justice.

Karttunen also argued that question meaning should encode only the possible true answers, which captures what was later called weak exhaustivity. Consider the pair in (50). The verb tell is not veridical when it embeds a propositional complement as in (50a), but appears to become so when it embeds a question as in (50b). Karttunen argued that this reveals a truth requirement imposed on the set of answers. More recent authors have disagreed with Karttunen (for example, Spector & Égre 2015)

(50) a. Fox told Alex that Dana read Ancillary Justice.
b. Fox told Alex which books Dana read.

We can describe the Karttunen denotation as in (51).

(51) \( \lambda p. \exists x. p = [\text{book}(x) \land \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana}) \land p(w_0)] \)

The formula in (51) denotes the set of propositions \( p \), such that for some book \( x \), the proposition \( p \) is true in the actual world \( w \), and \( p \) is equal to the proposition that Dana
read $x$.

Karttunen treats wh-words as existential quantifiers: which book denotes $\lambda P. \exists x. [\text{book}(x) \land P(x)]$. Interestingly, this move finds empirical support in the fact that in some languages: existential quantifiers and wh-words are homophonous, as with なに in Japanese. The logical form in (51) can be expressed graphically, as in Figure 2.1 below. This figure captures the fact that answers may be overlapping, because a question might have more than one true answer in a world.

Karttunen does not need to employ Hamblin Function Application in question composition because of the basic difference in the wh-phrase denotation. For Karttunen, first the declarative base of the question is shifted to a proto-question, $\lambda p.[[p = \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})] \land p(w_0)]$, which combines with the existential quantifier what via a wh-quantification rule, and returns the set of true answers. Despite these compositional differences, Hamblin- and Karttunen-style theories are classified together as propositional set approaches or often as alternative semantics, because the meaning of a question is the set of its propositional answers, or the alternatives. We refer the reader to Chapter 2 of Dayal (2016) for more details about the composition.

**Figure 2.1:** Graphical representation of Proposition Set Answers.

A Karttunen semantics predicts that a know-wh declarative as in (46) is compatible with Fox’s ignorance about the books that Dana did not read. In other words, (52a) and (52b) do not entail (52c).

(52) a. Fox knows what Dana read.
b. Dana didn’t read *Ulysses*.

c. Fox knows that Dana didn’t read *Ulysses*.

In contrast, Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1982, 1984) influential theory analyzes questions as partitions on worlds. A partition semantics predicts that a question meaning licenses a valid inference from (52a) and (52b) to (52c). Partitions deliver mutually exclusive answers: once the true partition is determined, all other partitions are ruled out, thereby yielding *strong exhaustivity*. Thus, to know what Dana read entails knowing all of the books she read, and also knowing what she did not read. Often, this is glossed using only: Fox knows what Dana read $\approx$ Fox knows that Dana read ONLY *Ancillary Justice*.

Formally, a partition is an equivalence relation (symmetric, reflexive, and transitive) between extensions evaluated with respect to different indices. We can express it for our target sentence as in (53).

$$ (53) \begin{align*}
& a. \quad [\text{Which books did Dana read?}] \\
& b. \quad \lambda w_1.\lambda w_2.([\lambda x.\text{book}_{w_1}(x) \land \text{read}_{w_1}(x)(\text{Dana})] = [\lambda x.\text{book}_{w_2}(x) \land \text{read}_{w_2}(x)(\text{Dana})] \\
\end{align*} $$

In partition semantics, a question denotes a function from worlds to a function from worlds to the exhaustive true answer. Intuitively, a partition can be thought of as a filter that chunks possible worlds into mutually exclusive parts, as represented graphically in Figure 2.2. When the partition chunks two worlds together, it treats them as indistinguishable. If Dana read only *Lilith’s Brood* in two worlds, a partition semantics will group those worlds in the same partition (here, bottom right). This partition will be different from the one that groups worlds where Dana read *Ancillary Justice* and *Lilith’s Brood* (here, top right). Thus, a question’s meaning is a single proposition that is the complete true answer, rather than a set of propositions. Groenendijk & Stokhof introduced an operator that delivers a particular cell of the partition, identifying the unique true answer to the question (1984, pp. 299). The operator has a meaning equivalent to only, essentially rendering the answer set mutually exclusive and exhaustive. It forms the basis of the **EXH** operator which many later theories employ to derive
strong exhaustivity (cf. George, 2011), and which many have used in theories of grammatical scalar implicature (e.g., Chierchia, Fox, Spector 2012).

Let us briefly compare Karttunen’s and Groenendijk & Stokhof’s theories. Consider a world in which Dana read only Ancillary Justice and Lilith’s Brood. Figure 2.1 presented us with a graphical representation of proposition set semantics, while Figure 3 presented us with partitions. Figure 4 does not encode any information about negative answers; all it provides is two overlapping answers: that Dana read Ancillary Justice and that Dana read Lilith’s Brood. One of the key differences between Karttunen’s proposition set semantics, which encodes weak exhaustivity, and partition semantics, which encodes strong exhaustivity, is what is encoded in the explicit answers delivered. For Karttunen, the answer Dana read Lilith’s Brood is neutral with respect to the subject’s beliefs about the books that Dana did not read, while partition semantics delivers answers that make determinations about every object in the domain. Thus, is it not possible to know which books Dana read without knowing whether Ancillary Justice was read. Since these two foundational semantic proposals, the field has built more advanced proposals to capture both readings, as well as much more complex phenomena that arise with question semantics.
2.2.1 Some shortcomings of these classic approaches

These early theories are incredibly influential, however they present some empirical and conceptual issues. First, Karttunen and Groenendijk & Stokhof’s theories predict a single interpretation to questions. Since questions seem to allow multiple readings, researchers in the 90’s proposed mechanisms to capture both weak and strong exhaustivity. We will introduce these in the next section.

These theories on their own cannot capture non-exhaustivity. Recall that Karttunen outright rejects the reading’s existence. In contrast, Groenendijk & Stokhof did acknowledge non-exhaustivity with a now classic example:

(54) a. Where do they sell Italian newspapers in Amsterdam?
   b. Who has got a light?
   c. Where can I find a pen?

They note that this question has a natural non-exhaustive interpretation, which they called the MENTION-SOME reading. They further observe that (54a) allows both mention-some and mention-all answers, and the matching (54b) likewise allows the two readings. This ambiguity is resolved relative to “human interests”: if the questioner is a tourist then the mention-some answer is the most felicitous answer; if the questioner is a seller looking to break into the local newspaper market, then an exhaustive answer is most felicitous. We will discuss the semantics of non-exhaustivity in detail in Section 2.4. It will suffice for the moment to say that neither of these theories provide a semantic account of non-exhaustivity, but appear to endorse a “pragmatic” account without explaining in too much detail what that means.

Even weak exhaustivity is too strong a requirement in general, and the referential domain of the wh-term must necessarily be restricted to some salient subset. Thus, to even derive an exhaustive set, the wh-domain must first be specified. While this may seem reasonable from a logical (perhaps, a-psychological) standpoint, I do not believe that it is a reasonable for a characterization of my semantic competence. Surely, it is true that sometimes we can find such a set, but this is exceptional, and often only after an answer has been made (even then the answer will not consistently be exhaustive).
To posit that the meaning of a question is a set of answers, assumes that a speaker who felicitously asks a question in search of information, has at least idea of the answer space, or else does not know the meaning of the question. If I have never been to Paris before, but I want to visit the Centre Pompidou, I might ask How do I get to the Centre Pompidou? without having much of an idea of the different ways to do so. I might know that Paris has the Métro, I might suspect that they have a decent system of buses given that we’re in Europe, I certainly know that walking can in general be a viable way to get around if the distances are close, as is surely calling a taxi if the distances are far. But those answers will also depend on (1) my starting point of venture, (2) the starting time of venture. Probably if I’m a tourist on the streets of Paris, I am looking for the Centre right now, and my indexical location is a safely assumed starting point for my interlocutor to give an answer. My ideas about the space of answers will derive from a complex background of experience and world knowledge.

This diffuse body of information possibly will be lingering in the air when I ask my question, but it is not necessarily the case that I can derive a set of answers as predicted by the Karttunen and Groenendijk & Stokhof style theories. It seems that on these theories I cannot know the meaning of my question, which I clearly do for that is precisely why I asked it. I can even ascribe knowledge-wh to a Parisian who gives me an answer to the question without my knowing exhaustively the answers. Yet there again it would seem incorrect on these theories to say that I know the meaning of what I am saying.

2.2.2 Reconciling weak and strong exhaustivity on classical theories

We have just introduced classical theories of question meaning. These theories capture exhaustivity, but not non-exhaustivity. Karttunen’s semantics gives us weak exhaustivity, while Groenendijk & Stokhof’s give us strong exhaustivity. Many have proposed type-shifting operators to reconcile the descriptive insights of Hamblin, Karttunen and Groenendijk & Stokhof, and to account for various empirical facts. Early proposals include Heim 1994; Dayal 1994, 1996 for cross-linguistic facts about scope
marking, and presuppositions associated with number marking in questions; Lahiri 1991, 2002 for quantificational variability effects; Beck & Rullmann 1999 for (non-)exhaustivity facts in degree questions.

These authors have argued that in these phenomena, the correct interpretation depends on the availability of a Hamblin set—thus, their operators take as input a Hamblin set \((\lambda p. \exists x.[p = \lambda w. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})])\) and derive from that more restricted answer sets. Dayal’s operator (55a) picks out the unique true proposition, and Lahiri’s (55b) picks out propositions from the Hamblin set which are also in some set \(C\). \(C\) can be determined partly by the lexical semantics of an embedding verb.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(55)} & \quad \text{a. } [\text{ANS}_D\mathbf{Q}] = \lambda p. [p \in Q \land p(w) \land \forall p' \in Q [p'(w) \rightarrow p \subseteq p']] \\
& \quad \text{b. } [\text{ANS}_L\mathbf{Q}] = \lambda p. [p \in Q \land p \in C]
\end{align*}
\]

Heim’s operators are presented in (56). \(\text{ANS}_1\) delivers weak exhaustivity, while \(\text{ANS}_2\) delivers strong exhaustivity. In contrast to Dayal and Lahiri’s operators, \(Q\) denotes an intensionalized Karttunen set, \(\lambda w. \lambda p. \exists x. [\text{book}(x) \land p(w) \land p = \lambda w'. \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana})].\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(56)} & \quad \text{a. } [\text{ANS}_1\mathbf{Q}] = \lambda w. \cap Q(w) \\
& \quad \text{b. } [\text{ANS}_2\mathbf{Q}] = \lambda w_1, \lambda w_2. [\text{ANS}_1(Q)(w_i) = \text{ANS}_1(Q)(w_j)]
\end{align*}
\]

\(\text{ANS}_1\) yields the conjunction of the true answers, and \(\text{ANS}_2\) yields a partition. Note that \(\text{ANS}_2\) is defined in terms of \(\text{ANS}_1\); the weak exhaustive meaning is more primitive than the strong exhaustive one. An embedding predicate may select for one operator or the other. Heim suggested that know selects for \(\text{ANS}_2\). Beck & Rullmann 1999 modified Heim’s two operators, and include a third one which delivers a non-exhaustive meaning to cover their observations about degree questions.

We might say that these theories appeal to a covert ambiguity, because the phonological string associated with a question alone does not distinguish between the multiple abstract semantic representations which correspond to different meanings. Further, it is a lexical ambiguity because the representations differ only in which \(\text{ANS}\) operator is present, rather than its position. This characterization might be controversial because \(\text{ANS}\) operators as type-shifters are not necessarily present at LF. In contrast,
accounts like George (2011, Ch.6), Nicolae 2014, or Xiang (2016) would count as structural ambiguities because they attribute different readings to the structural differences in the underlying representation. (Although, both Nicolae and Xiang use semantic reconstruction to derive the right scope effects, rather than actual LF movement as in George’s case.)

George (2011, Chapter 2) derives the two readings not from two different ANS operators, but via the presence or absence of an exhaustivity operator, $X$, as shown by the two LFs in (57). The Q operator existentially quantifies over the question abstract to derive a Hamblin set (and non-exhaustive readings), while the X operator returns an exhaustified set of propositions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad [Q \ [ \text{what Dana read} ]] \\
& \quad \lambda p_{(s,t)} \exists \beta_e. [p = \lambda w. \text{read}_w(\beta)(\text{Dana})] \\
\text{b.} & \quad [Q \ [ X \ [ \text{what Dana read} ]] ] \\
& \quad \lambda p_{(s,t)} \exists \beta_e. [p = \lambda w. [\beta = \lambda x. \text{read}_w(\beta)(\text{Dana})]]
\end{align*}
\]

Similar to Heim, George posits that different embedding verbs may select for the X operator. Unlike Hamblin/Karttunen and other proposition set theories, George treats wh-words as lambda abstractors rather than as existential indefinites. George and Beck & Rullmann represent two perspectives on how to capture the multiple readings associated with questions.

Strong and weak exhaustivity are not the only possibilities. Another is intermediate exhaustivity (Spector 2005, Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011). A weak exhaustive semantics would predict that (47) is true in a situation where Fox knows the true answers, but is either ignorant about the books Dana didn’t read, or falsely believes that Dana read a book that she actually did not read. This reading is sometimes described as being false-answer sensitive, referring to a more general effect whereby judgements of know-wh reports are rejected when the attitude holder has false beliefs about the false answers.

Klinedinst & Rothschild (2011) propose that an exhaustivity operator may be applied in two different places in the LF of a declarative with an embedded question, as shown by the LFs in (58), where $\alpha$ stands for a question-embedding verb. Questions
have at base a Karttunen-style weak exhaustive semantics.

\[(58)\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } [\text{CP } [\text{TP } s [\text{VP } \alpha [\text{CP } \text{EXH } [\text{what Dana read } ]]]]] \\
&\text{b. } [\text{CP } \text{EXH } [\text{TP } s [\text{VP } \alpha [\text{CP } \text{what Dana read } ]]]] \\
&\text{c. } [\text{CP } [\text{TP } s [\text{VP } \alpha [\text{CP } \text{what Dana read } ]]]] \\
\end{align*}

The intermediate exhaustive reading is derived via matrix exhaustification, and the strong exhaustive reading via embedded exhaustification. Finally, the weak exhaustive reading is derived when there is no exhaustivity operator present in the LF. This proposal thus has the benefit of capturing Heim’s insight that weak exhaustivity is primitive, and strong exhaustivity is derived.

### 2.3 (Non-)Exhaustivity and Embedding Predicates

Given a question-declarative pair such as the one in (59), a key question is, to what extent the answers permitted in the embedded question are linked to or constrained by the matrix verb?

\[(59)\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } \text{What did Dana read?} \\
&\text{b. } \text{Fox knows what Dana read.} \\
\end{align*}

It is well known that verbs have both syntactic subcategorization restrictions and semantic selectional restrictions on their arguments (Grimshaw, 1979). For example, a verb like know can embed either an interrogative or a declarative proposition (60), a verb like wonder can only embed a question (61), and a verb like think can only embed a declarative (62).

\[(60)\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } \text{Fox knows where Dana bought coffee.} \\
&\text{b. } \text{Fox knows that Dana bought coffee.} \\
\end{align*}

\[(61)\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } \text{Fox wondered where Dana bought coffee.} \\
&\text{b. } * \text{Fox wondered that Dana bought coffee.} \\
\end{align*}

\[(62)\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } * \text{Fox thinks where Dana bought coffee.} \\
&\text{b. } \text{Fox thinks that Dana bought coffee.} \\
\end{align*}

Many researchers have attempted to provide a unified explanation of embedding predicates (Karttunen (1977), Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), Ginzburg (1995), Lahiri (2002),
Egré (2008), Theiler (2014), Romero (2015), Spector & Egré (2015), Uegaki (2015), Theiler, Roelofson, & Aloni (2019), Mayr (2019), Uegaki & Sudo (2019), a.o.). Some researchers connect selectional restrictions to semantic properties of the embedding verb (e.g., factivity or veridicality). Responsive predicates in particular are trouble-some because they allow both declarative and interrogative complements, and their semantic properties do not always appear consistent across complements. For example, tell is non-veridical when it embeds a proposition, but appears to be when it embeds an interrogative. While this point originated with Karttunen (1977), many recent scholars have questioned it (see Spector & Egré (2015)).

![Figure 2.3: Lahiri’s typology of interrogative-embedding verbs.](image)

One question that arises is how to articulate the lexical entry for these verbs, whether to proliferate entries for each syntactic frame a verb takes. Many treat the declarative-embedding use as basic, and attempt to reduce the interrogative-embedding uses to this basic one. This can be achieved in a number of ways: by separate lexical entries
for each complement (cf. Spector & Egré, 2015; Karttunen, 1977), or by positing operator(s) that type-shift interrogatives to declaratives (Heim, 1994; Dayal, 1996; Beck & Rullmann, 1999; Lahiri, 2002). Still others take a different approach. Uegaki (2015) argues for a reduction in the other direction. George 2011 derives both uses from a common lexical entry. Inquisitive Semantic accounts like Theiler et al. (2018, 2019) attempt to avoid the problem all together, because declaratives and interrogatives have the same semantic type. See Theiler et al. (2018), and Uegaki (2019) for thorough reviews of this issue. However, this solution encounters trouble with verbs like wonder, which do not embed declaratives (and should, if the two clauses have the same semantic type).

Many theoreticians have in turn suggested that the distributional differences in exhaustivity of embedded questions arise from semantic selection restrictions (see George, 2011; Guerzoni & Sharvit, 2007; Heim, 1994; Klinedinst & Rothschild, 2011; Lahiri, 2002; Spector & Egré, 2015; Uegaki 2015; Theiler 2014).

It is commonly claimed that know selects for strong exhaustivity (Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984); Berman 1991, Heim 1994, George 2011, Schulz & Roeper 2011). However, there are clearly cases where strong exhaustivity—and even weak exhaustivity—is not required for know, as in (63).

(63) a. Dana knows where Fox can get a cup of coffee.
   b. Dana knows how to get to Quantico.

Indeed, Hintikka (1976) and Asher & Lascarides (1998) have argued for a non-exhaustive semantics for questions on the basis of know-how-questions, and Beck & Rullmann on the basis of degree questions (know-how much/many).

**Emotive factives** such as be surprised or be happy, are often presented in support of a Karttunen-style semantics. They seem to robustly allow weak exhaustivity, and perhaps even disallow strong exhaustivity (in contrast to know) (Berman 1991; Beck & Rullmann, 1999; Heim, 1994; Klinedinst & Rothschild, 2011; Sharvit, 2002). Lahiri (2002) and Uegaki (2015) (amongst others) have argued that emotive factives do not allow strong exhaustivity because of their monotonicity properties. Monotonicity is
defined for a relation between two sets that either preserves or reverses an ordering. Here, the relevant ordering is entailment. Consider the simple entailments between the sentences in (64). The truth of (64a) entails the truth of (64b). However, the truth of (64a) does not entail the truth of (64c).

(64) a. Cezi is a gray cat.
   b. Cezi is a cat.
   c. Cezi is a gray tabby cat.

An upward monotone function preserves truth from a subset to a superset (e.g., from gray cat to cat). A downward monotone function preserves truth from superset to subset (e.g., from gray cat to gray tabby cat). Consider what happens when sentences like those in (64) are embedded, as in (65) and (66).

(65) a. It surprised Dana that Cezi is a gray cat.
   b. It surprised Dana that Cezi is an cat.
   c. It surprised Dana that Cezi is a gray tabby cat.

(66) a. Dana knows that Cezi is a gray cat.
   b. Dana knows that Cezi is an cat.
   c. Dana knows that Cezi is a gray tabby cat.

Despite the fact that (64a) entails (64b), this entailment is not preserved when these sentences are embedded under surprise, as in (65), but it is when they are when embedded under know. This is because know is upward monotonic on its complement, while surprise is non-monotonic—it is neither upward or downward monotonic on its complement. However, recent literature has suggested that strong exhaustivity may indeed be available with emotive predicates. (Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011, Theiler 2014, Cremers & Chemla 2017; Uegaki & Sudo 2019).

Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) have been argued to be licensed in downward-monotone/entailing environments (Ladusaw, 1979). Thus, their acceptability might present a diagnostic for exhaustivity. Observe the contrast in (67): surprise licenses NPIs with a declarative complement but not with an interrogative complement (67).

4The relevant notion for NPI licensing is actually Strawson entailment (von Fintel 1999) not classical entailment as presented in (65)-(67). p entails q if and only if every context where p is true, q is also true. But p Strawson entails q iff p classically entails q and all the presuppositions of p and q are met.
v. (67b)). This suggests that the problem is tied to the wh-clause. However, the contrast between (67a) and (67c) suggests that (67a) is not ungrammatical because of the embedded question per se, but rather because of the interaction of (be) surprise(d by) with the embedded question.

(67) a. * Dana is surprised by who has ever been to Paris.
    b. Dana is surprised that Fox has ever been to Paris.
    c. Dana knows who has ever been to Paris.

Given this pattern, Guerzoni & Sharvit (2007) argue that emotive factives with embedded questions do not license NPIs, because they are weakly exhaustive. Only a strongly exhaustive operator can create a downward monotonic environment that licenses NPIs. Other explanations are given by Nicolae (2013) and Mayr (2013). For Nicolae, the exhaustivity operator that creates a downward entailing environment is optional, therefore explaining why (67a) is ungrammatical with NPIs. See also Schwarz (2017) for arguments against accounts which posit a covert exhaustivity operator.

Klinedinst & Rothschild (2011) argue that non-factive verbs (in particular, tell and predict) provide evidence for the intermediate exhaustive reading. Consider (68) in a situation where Frank and Emilio are the only people who sang.

(68) John predicted/told me who sang.

If John predicts/tells me that Frank and Emilio sang, but has no opinions about anyone else, then Klinedinst & Rothschild report (following Spector 2005, 2006) that (68) seems intuitively true. Thus, predict and tell do not appear to require strong exhaustivity. However, if John predicts/tells me that Frank, Emilio, and Ted sang, now (68)...

---

5 A reviewer suggested that, to the extent that the presupposition that Dana finds out that Cezi is a tabby when she finds out that Cezi is a cat is satisfied, (38a) Strawson entails (38c). If that’s right, then these data show that surprise is (Strawson) downward monotonic. To our knowledge, it is not commonly assumed that surprise is associated with such a presupposition. Therefore, we will assume that these data show that surprise is non-monotonic. However, Cremers & Chemla (2017) claim that their experimental study of emotive factives shows that surprise (and forget) did pattern more with downward monotone predicates, so perhaps the issue is not so clear.

6 Spector & Egré (2015) call these communication verbs, because they sometimes allow for factive readings.
is reported to be false.

Some verbs do not distinguish between true and false answers. For example, the non-factive verbs agree and be certain are argued to permit false answers (Berman 1991; Lahiri 1991, 2002; Beck & Rullmann 1999; Spector 2005; George 2011; Spector & Egre 2015; Theiler et al. 2018), as shown in (69). In (a), Dana and Fox could have the same beliefs about who was elected, but they need not be accurate. The same can be said for (b): Dana could be certain about who attended the party without being correct.

(69) a. Dana and Fox agree on who was elected.
   b. Dana is certain (about) who was at the party.

Some have provided analyses of be certain to account for these non-veridicality facts, while maintaining a strongly exhaustive semantics (see Uegaki, 2015; Theiler et al., 2018).

2.3.1 Experimental evidence for multiple readings of exhaustivity in embedded questions

Given the various claims about the readings licensed by different embedding verbs, and disagreements about exhaustivity, researchers in recent years have turned to experimental methods in an attempt to understand which readings are available. By recruiting these methods to achieve more robust data, these researchers hope to clarify the theoretical landscape to determine a proper treatment of question semantics.

White & Rawlins (2016, 2018) have elucidated our understanding of attitude verb selectional restrictions by conducting large-scale acceptability judgements on over 1000 English clausal embedding verbs in dozens of different syntactic frames (the “MegaAttitude dataset”). Their computational model of selection encodes systematic mappings from semantic type to syntactic distribution. They trained this model on the acceptability data, and found that it derived selectional patterns consistent with many of the theoretical claims in the literature discussed above. White & Rawlins (2018) tested hypotheses about the relationship between the ability of a verb to embed a question
responsivity) and veridicality/factivity, and found that neither veridicality nor factivity were predictive of responsivity across the entire set of verbs. However, a correlation emerges when verb frequency is factored in: more frequent verbs show correlations between veridicality and factivity, while less frequent verbs do not. White & Rawlins note that this pattern diverges from a well-known result in the morphological literature, where low-frequency forms exhibit strong correlations with rule-based generalizations.

In an acceptability judgement task, Cremers & Chemla (2016) asked whether sentences such as (70) allow for weak, intermediate, or strong exhaustive readings, in contexts where different readings were made true or false. Their results confirm that know gives rise to strong exhaustive readings, as well as both intermediate and weak exhaustive readings. The verb predict gives rise to all three readings.

(70) John {knew/predicted} which squares were blue

Sensitivity to false answers has been a focus of recent investigations from the semantic perspective (Spector 2005, van Rooij & Schulz 2004, Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011, Theiler et al. 2016, 2018). Phillips & George (2018) examined the effect of false answers on judgements of know reports, and found that participants judge these reports to be more acceptable when the proportion of false to true beliefs that the agent holds is lower, and less acceptable when the proportion is higher. Thus, the phenomenon may not be categorical, but rather gradient.

Cremers & Chemla (2017) tested a range of embedding verbs to examine grammaticality with different complements and the range of exhaustivity permitted. Their main focus was on emotive factives such as be surprised. First, these verbs do not seem to license strong exhaustive inferences (repeated below): recall that the inference from (a) to (b) does not hold in (71) the way it seems to in (72) (Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984); Berman 1991, Heim 1994).

(71)  a. It surprised Dana who came to the party.
     b. ⇒ It surprised Dana who didn’t come to the party.
(72)  a. Dana knows who came to the party.
b. ⇒ Dana knows who didn’t come to the party.

It has been also observed that whether complements are only possible with embedding verbs that are strongly exhaustive (Nicolae 2013, 2015; Guerzoni & Sharvit 2014). Indeed, emotive factives are generally ungrammatical with whether complements, as shown in (73):

(73) a. Dana knows whether Fox came to the party.
    b. *It surprised Dana whether Fox came to the party.

Finally, emotive factives appear to be non-monotonic and do not license NPIs (recall discussion of (64)–(67)).

There have been many different explanations proposed as to why emotive factives exhibit these patterns, which attempt to link these two to the verbs’ entailment properties (Guerzoni & Sharvit 2007/2014, Guerzoni 2007, Sæbø 2007, Abels 2007, Herbschrift 2014, Nicolae 2015, Roelofson et al. 2018). Cremers & Chemla compared monotonicity, the availability of strong exhaustive readings, and the acceptability of whether-clauses, to determine whether these properties were linked. Across all verbs, the selectional properties were consistent with those reported in the literature. However, emotive factives were only found to be degraded with whether-questions, rather than completely ungrammatical. As for monotonicity, generally verbs patterned as predicted by the literature, with the exception of the emotive factives (be happy and surprise). Though these were claimed to be non-monotonic, be happy patterned with upward entailing verbs, while be surprised patterned with downward-entailing verbs. Finally, they found that be surprised licensed strong exhaustive readings, contrary to the predictions from the literature.

Chemla & George (2017) tested agree reports as in (74a)–(74b) in a variety of situations where two agents’ beliefs about the colors of letters were aligned completely or partially.

(74) a. John and Mary agree {on/about} which letters are blue.
    b. John and Mary don’t agree {on/about} which letters are blue.

Participants judged (74a) true and (74b) false when John and Mary’s beliefs about
the blue letters matched, regardless of whether they were ignorant of or had false beliefs about the other letters. These results suggest that agree licenses intermediate exhaustivity. Thus, the value of experimental work is to confirm and enrich the theory, and to reveal variability among categories that is not easily captured within existing theoretical proposals.

2.4 The semantics of non-exhaustivity

Up until this point, we have focused almost exclusively on exhaustive readings, noting only in passing the availability of non-exhaustive readings. There has been considerable debate about what exactly licenses non-exhaustive answers/interpretations of embedded questions, and whether there is a semantic of pragmatic mechanism which explains it. Take the question in (75) as a starting point.

(75) Where can I find an Italian newspaper.

The most natural answer (it seems) to this question is one that provides a non-exhaustive (or mention-some) answer (Hintikka 1976, Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984)). However, this does not mean that an exhaustive answer is ungrammatical; it is simply not felicitous or optimal in most discourse contexts. It seems that changing the context or the goals of the speaker posing the question influences which answers are preferred, and this implicates pragmatics.

Many questions naturally admit non-exhaustive answers/interpretations. Some examples from the literature include the ones in (76). Note that non-exhaustivity is felicitous across both root and embedded contexts.

(76) a. How do I get to the buried treasure?
b. Who’s got a light?
c. Who will take me to the party?
d. How many people were there at least/at most?
e. Who are some of the people that came to the party?
f. What is a common Russian name?
g. What is an example of a mythical creature?
h. Fox mostly knows what Dana read.
i. Dana knows where to buy gas for the car.
Often the theoretical treatment of non-exhaustivity rests on the decision whether the non-exhaustive answer/reading is complete or partial (recall the discussion from Section 2.2.1). If complete, then a semantic explanation is desired; if partial, then “pragmatics” is often appealed to as explanation. Considering, then, the questions in (75) and (76), something about them seems to make non-exhaustivity quite natural, while the ones in (77) seem infelicitous when paired with non-exhaustive answers/readings.

(77)  a. Who came to the party? / Dana knows who came to the party.
    b. Which gas stations are open? / Dana knows which gas stations are open.

Our puzzle is this asymmetry, Why do some questions appear to license non-exhaustivity, while others do not? In this section, we will survey both the theoretical claims about non-exhaustivity, and critically analyze the extent to which they can address the observations discussed in the first half of this chapter. Over the next few chapters, I will present empirical support for the view that (non-) exhaustivity is not semantically restricted to certain questions. Rather, that it is a feature of interpretation that is calculated by a hearer, in conjunction with inference about the speaker (Questioner’s) goals, the context, and the hearer’s prior expectations about what goals naturally pair with what sentences/questions. This view emphasizes the role of context, and is compatible with an underlying semantic ambiguity, or underlying underspecified semantics. Before giving away the game too much, let us now see what has been said about the non-exhaustive reading.

I will use ‘question’ henceforth to refer to the phonological string containing an interrogative clause—this is the input to the interpretational process. Supposedly in interpretation, syntax and semantics will map that phonological string to certain syntactic and semantic representations, respectively. When it comes to (non-) exhaustivity, our inquiry concerns the inventory and status of the underlying semantic representations. Assuming that, the following question will guide our partition of theories: Is the phonological string associated with an interrogative clause (out of context) associated with multiple possible underlying semantic representations?
The answers to that question are either yes, in which case a theory posits grammatical ambiguity; or no, in which case a theory has different choices for what the single representation is. I partition the theories in this manner because we will see that, while the theories disagree whether there is any semantic cause of non-exhaustivity, they all agree that, indeed require, some sort of necessary “pragmatic licensing”. Thus, to truly adjudicate between theories we require an understanding of those necessary pragmatic mechanisms, in so far as they can be differentiated based on the needs of particular theories and the posited underlying semantic representations. Note that I have also left out many theories. So far, I have presented only theories which explicitly treat with weak and strong exhaustivity. For example, Heim (1994) would be considered a multiple representation theory, but only with regards to weak and strong exhaustivity. We might assume then that non-exhaustivity is derived contextually on her theory, but she does not give an explicit analysis.

In the next two sections, I present the different manifestations of these two types of theories in more detail, beginning with single representation theories.

2.4.1 Single representation theories

One line of approaches (Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984); Asher & Lascarides (1998); van Rooij (2003)) argues that there is a single underlying semantic representation, corresponding to the phonological string associated with a question. What exactly this single representation is or encodes differs between theories.

Exhaustive theories (Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984); Karttunen 1977; Heim 1994) posit an underlying exhaustive semantic representation of questions. For Groenendijk & Stokhof, the single representation is a partition, for Karttunen it is the weak exhaustive answer set; Heim (1994) derives both of these but not a non-exhaustive representation. How to derive non-exhaustivity semantically from weak/strong exhaustivity?

---

7Heim argues for two answerhood operators, one to capture weak and the other strong exhaustivity. I include here because there is no semantic non-exhaustivity for her. I will however discuss her operators later in the section on ambiguity theories.
G&S argue that mention-some is pragmatic because it is licensed when the speaker goals permit non-exhaustivity. While they discuss possible semantic and pragmatic accounts of mention-some, they argue in favor of “pragmatic multi-interpretability,” (1984, p. 459). What this means is that, an exhaustive answer/reading is complete answerhood, while the mention-some answer is partial answerhood (1984, p. 530). What kind of pragmatic mechanism delivers partial answerhood? G&S say, “What kind of answer is called for depends on the context in which the interrogative is used,” (ibid). However, G&S also argue that the data of embedded mention-some is evidence for a semantic account (pp. 533). The reason for this is a methodological assumption about the informational encapsulation of semantic processes from pragmatic ones.

Partiality is not Gricean, because no Gricean maxim would achieve the weakening effect required to go from strong to non-exhaustive. Indeed, Asher & Lascarides (1998) articulate this point. Pragmatic mechanisms typically make stronger but defeasible inferences available, while semantic inferences are supposedly weaker but not-defeasible. Further, if we maintain the methodological assumption that Groenendijk & Stokhof suggest, these theories cannot account for embedded mention-some.

A plausible weakening mechanism might include domain restriction: if the domain of answers is restricted to a small enough set, then the question might appear non-exhaustive, but really exhaust that small subset. Already, to make any exhaustive theory plausible—more generally, to fix the domain of the wh-phrase in the way required by the theory—an adequate account of how the domain of answers is restricted is necessary because the set of true answers alone could be infinite. Similar to cases where a universal quantifier is not intended to literally quantify over a whole set, but is rather implicitly restricted to some salient/relevant subset.

The reason I emphasize this point is because the manner in which the domain is restricted and determined is not merely pragmatic, but importantly so because it is guided by the hearer’s top-down expectations about the context, and importantly expectations about the goals of the discourse. Discourse goals determine crucial aspects

---

8 Note there are non-monotonic semantics for modals, cf. Gilles’ semantics for modals.
of reference, including referential specificity or granularity as well as how much information is necessary and sufficient (the issue of (non-)exhaustivity).

Mention-some answers seem to allow multiple compatible answers. One question is whether a domain restriction account intuitively captures the optionality that mention-some answers are felt to encode. Domain restriction is not a pragmatic mechanism, but a semantic one. On standard accounts (cf. von Fintel 1994), the restricted subset must be linguistically available in the context. As George (2011, Ch6) shows, mention-some answers are available in a range of contexts where there is no antecedent sub-domain, nor where one can be plausibly retrieved. This point we also argued with an example like (23).

Other single representation theories posit an underlying existential representation that is pragmatically strengthened (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2006, 2007; Zimmermann 2010).

For Ginzburg (1995), a question is truly semantically underspecified for exhaustivity. He models a discourse-level ‘resolvedness’ relation between a question, a piece of information, and contextual variables like the speaker’s goal and mental state. His theory does not provide a compositional semantics which takes these facts into account. As a result, several have critiqued this account for its inability to derive a compositional explanation of embedded non-exhaustivity (cf. Asher & Lascarides (1998)).

Asher & Lascarides (1998) use Segmented Discourse Representation Structures (SDRT) (Asher 1993; Asher & Lascarides 1994), to dynamically model the interaction between discourse, sentence meaning, and compositional semantics. Questions denote sets of answers, including non-exhaustive ones. Their theory is similar to Ginzburg’s, in that the main work of determining exhaustivity is a rhetorical relation between a question and a (potentially-resolving) proposition, which holds if the proposition is an element of the set denoted by the question. The relation connects these two utterances in the discourse, in combination with information from the questioner’s cognitive state and their plan. Their SDRT formalism allows them to formally implement this relation compositionally, so that it derives the intended effects in embedded contexts—SDRT
representations can be arguments to propositional attitude verbs (Asher 1993). They thus capture Ginzburg’s insights in a formal framework which allows multiple sources of information—not purely linguistic information—to interact with truth-conditional semantic composition.

Van Rooij (2003, 2004) essentially includes a covert operator, sensitive to the speaker’s decision problem. Decision problems are a formal notion that originate from Bayesian decision theory (Savage 1954). According to van Rooij, the decision problem determines which answers are most useful in a given context and the operator ranks answers according to how relevant and useful they are to solving the problem. However, the utility of a mention-some reading can never be higher than the utility of the mention-all reading (van Rooij (2004), p10). Van Rooij explicitly states that we would expect questions to receive mention-all interpretations generally, or by default, in virtue of this fact that the utility of that answer is higher than the utility of a mention-some answer. There are some cases where the utility of a mention-some answer is equal to that of a mention-all answer, as dictated by the If this is right, hearers should never prefer a non-exhaustive reading over an exhaustive one. At most, both should be equally available.

2.4.2 Ambiguity theories


Answerhood operators

Generally, answerhood operators act as filters on a set of answers. Depending on the semantics of the operator, it may return different answer sets. These type-shifting operators typically take as input a Hamblin set, which is argued to be the base denotation of a question.
While Heim’s theory does not explicitly derive non-exhaustive readings (her two ANS operators only account for weak and strong exhaustivity), Beck and Rullmann’s (1999) semantics includes two ANS operators for weak and strong exhaustivity, plus a third operator for non-exhaustivity. Below, I present the meaning of the MS operator, which takes a world and an intensionalized Hamblin-set as arguments.

\[ \text{ANS}_{3BR}(w)(Q) = \lambda P. [\exists p. [P(w)(p) \land Q(w)(p) \land p(w)]] \]

This operator shifts a wh-clause to a generalized quantifier over propositions. It returns the set of all sets of propositions that contain at least one true proposition from the Hamblin/Karttunen set, true at \( w \). In the embedded case, the entire wh-clause must QR to avoid a type-mismatch in object position. The LF is presented in (79).

\[ \left[ \overline{VP \ [CP \text{ANS}_{3BR} \ [CP \text{ what Dana read }]] \ [IP \text{ Fox knows } [CP \text{ it }]]} \right] \]

Lahiri (2002) similarly employs two ANS operators to derive weak and strong exhaustivity. He generalizes Beck & Rullmann’s operators to include a contextual variable which relativizes the (maximal) informativeness of an answer to context. Essentially, replacing the \( w \) variables with \( C \) variables, representing contexts. I present the ANS operator in (80).

\[ \text{ANS}_L(C)(Q) = \bigwedge p. [Q(p) \land C(p)] \]

He also allows embedded questions to be interpreted either in situ or raised. In raised position, he derives quantificational variability effects, which we will not talk about here. For the non-exhaustive reading, an embedded question is type-shifted using the ANS1 operator, and then must be raised to either IP or VP of the matrix clause. There, it is bound by a covert quantifier, whose semantics is similar to the adverb enough (see, Lahiri 2002, p.162). The strength of this covert quantifier is contextually determined. In combination with the contextual restrictor on the ANS operator, these two elements derive different strengths of (non-) exhaustivity. An LF for Fox knows what Dana read

---

9 Type \( \langle \langle s, \langle s, t \rangle, t \rangle \rangle, t \).

10 For Lahiri, ‘context’ can refer to a larger discourse context where goals are conveyed, or more narrowly to linguistic context, to capture lexical semantic differences between embedding verbs.
is presented in (81).

\[(81)\quad [CP \left[ CP ANS_i \left[ CP_i \text{ what Dana read} \right] \right] \left[ IP \text{ ENOUGH}_i \left[ IP \text{ Fox knows } \left[ CP_i t_i \right] \right] \right] ]\]

For various compositional reasons, the interrogative CP c-commands the quantificational adverb that binds it. While typically, this would mean that the adverb cannot bind the CP, Lahiri includes a rule called “Adverbial Binding” which permits binding in this case.\footnote{Lahiri uses Bittner’s (1994) semantic framework.}

**Exhaustivity operators**

George (2011, Ch. 2) argues that the data which has been used in support of weak exhaustive answers in reality provides evidence for a non-exhaustive denotation. In their semantics, a question’s base denotation is a Hamblin set, which derives non-exhaustivity.

\[(82)\quad a. \quad [Q \left[ \text{ what Dana read } \right] ] = \lambda p_{\langle s, t \rangle} \exists \beta_{\langle e \rangle}, p = \lambda w. \text{read}_w(\beta)(\text{Dana})\]

\[(83)\quad a. \quad [Q \left[ x \left[ \text{ what Dana read } \right] \right] ] = \exists \beta_{\langle e \rangle}, \exists p = \lambda w. \lambda x. \left[ \text{read}_w(x)(\text{Dana}) = \beta \right]\]

George’s account is structural, because exhaustivity is derived when an exhaustivity operator is present in the LF, and non-exhaustivity when it is absent.

**Semi-Ambiguity Theories**

The Ambiguity theories discussed so far predict that both exhaustive and non-exhaustive meanings are in principle always grammatically available. We noted at the beginning of this section that there is a purported asymmetry between question forms—not all questions allow non-exhaustive readings. To capture this fact, some theories have attempted to provide a grammatical explanation for mention-some in a subset of questions. I call these *Semi-Ambiguity Theories* because they posit ambiguity in a subset of question forms.
The term ‘Semi-Ambiguity’ may suggest that the following theories predict that only certain questions types are ambiguous. In one sense that is correct, because the ambiguity they posit is grammatically derived in those sub-types of questions. In another sense it is incorrect, because grammatical ambiguity in a sub-set of questions is not necessarily inconsistent with mention-some availability in other questions. Given the theoretical mechanisms posited by these theories to explain the grammatical ambiguities, we might try to infer the predictions for other question types. Yet, it should be acknowledged upfront that these accounts do not exhaustively explain all questions types, and thus all observations of non-exhaustivity.

Three kinds of questions, in particular, have motivated such accounts. Questions with existential quantifiers, questions with existential modals, and embedded questions with infinitival clauses (George 2011, Ch6; Nicolae 2014; Fox 2014; Dayal 2016; Xiang 2016). Compare (84) and (85).

(84) a. Where are some of your students from? EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIERS
Dana knows where some of your students are from.
b. Where is a gas station? EXISTENTIAL INDEFINITES
Dana knows where a gas station is.
c. Where can I find an Italian newspaper? EXISTENTIAL PRIORITY MODALS
Dana knows where I can find an Italian newspaper.
d. Dana knows where to find an Italian newspaper. INFINITIVAL CLAUSES

(85) Who came to the party?
Dana knows who came to the party.

(84a) contains the existential quantifier, (84b) an existential indefinite, (84c) contains the existential priority modal, can, and (84d) contains an infinitival embedded clause. These are often contrasted with questions like (85), argued not to allow a MS interpretation. In this section, we review four such grammatical accounts. The first two, George (2011, Ch.6) and Nicolae 2014, deal mostly with existential quantifiers as in (84b), and suggest tentative treatments of (84a) in light of clear problems extending those analyses. The remaining two, Fox (2014) and Xiang (2016) deal specifically with

---

12We will see in the next section that this is not quite true. When the goals of the questioner are explicitly taken into account, we will see that the appropriateness of a given level of (non-) exhaustivity is determined relative to those goals.
existential modals as in (84a).

George (2011, Ch6) offers an alternative account for deriving non-exhaustivity to the one presented from their Ch.2. Unlike the earlier account, here they assume that the exhaustivity operator is obligatory. They account for (84) via quantifier raising (QR, May 1985). Mention-some is derived when the existential undergoes Quantifier Raising, and syntactically scopes over the exhaustivity operator.

(86) Where is there a pharmacy?
   a. \[ Q \{ [a \text{ pharmacy}], [ X \{ \text{ where is } x_1 \}] \} \]
   b. \( \lambda p.(s,t).\exists \beta(p = \lambda w.\exists x.[[\text{pharmacy}_w(x) \land \exists z.\text{location}_w(z)(x)] = \beta]) \)

Essentially these truth conditions read, ‘There is some set \( \beta \) that specifies a proposition There is some pharmacy \( x \) such that the set contains all locations that are locations of \( x \).’ They suggest that these are intuitive truth conditions for a mention-some reading. Further, George suggests that this scope approach may be extended to other elements with existential quantificational force, including modals like can and indefinites. However, Nicolae and Fox both object to this account on the grounds that modals do not QR (Nicolae 2013; Fox 2014).

Nicolae’s (2013) solution employs a slightly different scopal approach. When an existential quantifier appears in a question, and there is no maximally informative true answer, a repair strategy is necessitated to reinterpret the question correctly. In this case, the existential can be reinterpreted as a complex quantifier bearing a +WH feature. Then, it undergoes two cycles of movement (wh-movement followed by a type-mismatch driven QR), resulting in quantification over a family of questions. In order to derive the right meaning, Nicolae invokes a quantifying-in operation, which allows selection of a subset of questions.

This approach cannot straightforwardly apply to modals because they cannot bear WH features or QR (Nicolae 2014, Fox 2014). In order to capture the modal data, some auxiliary assumptions are made. First, that there is a covert distributivity operator EACH sister to the wh-trace (following Fox 2014). Second, in the way that quantifiers above were allowed to be reinterpreted as complex objects, she suggests that wh-phrases are also allowed to do so. Thus, in the way that the existential quantifier
moves twice, the wh-phrase does here.

\[(87)\] Dana knows who can chair the committee.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{ WHO} _i [\text{ Dana knows }_{CP} \text{ ID}_k [\exists t_i \text{ EACH } \lambda t_k \text{ [can } t_j \text{ chair } ] ] ] ] ] ] \\
\text{b. } & \text{ WHO} = [ \exists \text{ [people ] } ] \\
\text{c. } & \text{ ID}(Q) = \lambda w. \exists p \in Q \land p = \epsilon p[p(w) \land \forall p' \in Q[p(p') \rightarrow p \subseteq p']] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The presupposition of a unique maximal answer is contained in the definition of this ID operator. While her solution for existential quantifiers involves syntactic movement of the quantifier, her solution for modals does not. There, it is the wh-phrase that is reinterpreted to a higher type (that of a quantifier), and QRs.

Nicolae notes several issues with this solution (see, Nicolae 2013, p182). In particular, it seems to overgenerate especially in light of the fact that not all wh-phrases allow such re-interpretation (for example, d-linked wh-words, Pesetsky 1987). Further, the analysis relies on a secondary movement above an attitude predicate. Thus, in root questions she must assume that there is a covert attitude predicate.

Fox (2014/2018) derives non-exhaustivity through the modal’s interaction with a distributivity operator with a meaning similar to each. First, he modifies Dayal’s (1996) ANS operator which picks out the unique maximal element in the Hamblin set—the element that entails all other elements.

\[(88)\] \(\text{ANS}_{FOX}(Q)(w) = \lambda p. w \in p \in Q \land \forall q[w \in q \rightarrow q \subseteq p]\)

This is a function from the Hamblin set (and the world of evaluation) to a set of propositions. Those propositions are the set of \textit{maximally informative} true answers to Q—those which are not asymmetrically entailed by other propositions in Q. An exhaustive reading is derived when \(\text{ANS}_{FOX}\) returns a singleton set, and the non-exhaustive reading is derived otherwise.

The cases where the set is non-singleton are those cases where the question contains a modal. Thus, modal questions are ambiguous between the two LFs below:

\[(89)\] \[
\begin{align*}
\text{EXH} \quad \text{NON-EXH}
\end{align*}
\]

In these two LFs, the top shows the exhaustive reading, while the bottom shows the
non-exhaustive reading. When the distributivity operator scopes over the modal, we derive a mention-some denotation that has multiple maximal elements.

Xiang achieves a scope effect without syntactic movement of the modal. First, the wh-word is raised to a higher type by a type-shifting operator. Unlike Nicolae, this is not a repair strategy triggered by presupposition failure, but a mandatory component of the analysis of questions. The complex wh then QRs to a position either above or below the modal. The resulting possible LFs are presented in (90a) and (90b).

\[(90) \begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{CP} \left[ \text{SHIFT who} \right] \left[ \lambda X(x) \left[ \text{IP can} \left[ X(x) \left[ \lambda x.\text{EXH chair}(x) \right] \right] \right] \right] \quad \text{NON-EXH} \\
\text{b. } & \text{CP} \left[ \text{SHIFT who} \right] \left[ \lambda X(x) \left[ \text{IP X(x)} \left[ \lambda x.\text{can EXH chair}(x) \right] \right] \right] \quad \text{EXH}
\end{align*}\]

The type-lifted wh-trace out-scopes the modal to derive the exhaustive reading; while it is out-scoped by the modal to derive the non-exhaustive reading. Finally, an ANS operator takes as its arguments, a world of evaluation and the meaning derived from the LFs above, and returns a set of maximally informative true answers.

Xiang argues that this reading is a very specific kind of mention-some called ‘mention-one’. The reason that, on a mention-some reading of the modal question, mention-some is mention-one, is because the scopal relation makes the individual answers maximally informative because the mention-all answer (the conjunction of mention-one answers) is contradictory. This technical term refers to answers that name either a singular or plural individual, depending on the question predicate. Further, these generally do not need to be prosodically marked for ignorance, nor do they give rise to exhaustivity inferences. For example chair the committee is a predicate that can take either a singular individuals or a plural individual as an argument. A given context will determine whether singular/plural individuals are truthfully permitted to chair the committee, and an ANS operator filters in only true answers to the question denotation. Thus, in a context where only one chair is allowed, plural individuals will be false answers, and thus not part of the question denotation.

Modal questions are ambiguous between three denotations: a mention-all denotation (where the maximally informative answer is the conjunction of the true single answers), a mention-some denotation (where the true individual answers are each
maximally informative), or a disjunctive mention-all denotation (where the maximally informative answer is the disjunction of all the true mention-some answers). The disjunctive mention-all answer involves an additional covert operator, whose meaning is equivalent to the Mandarin exhaustification particle dou.

This theory is better understood from the standpoint of the speaker/hearer dynamic. When a speaker asks a modal question, the hearer must determine which interpretation to assign to the question. The hearer must make a decision to provide an answer, based on the interpretation she assigns to the question. The answer that the hearer gives might provide some clues to how she interpreted the question.

When an answerer gives an answer like “A and B” (with a falling intonation), this answer is homophonous between the different technical notions of answer that Xiang employs. Underlyingly, this answer could be semantically either a conjunction of two (singular) individual answers (\(\oplus[\text{Only } A \land \text{Only } B]\)), or itself constitute a plural individual answer (\(\oplus \text{Only } A \oplus B\)). On a mention-some denotation of the question, in a context where plural individuals are false or not permitted by the question predicate, then “A and B” is a contradiction because of the covert exhaustivity operator. More accurately then, the answer “A and B” is interpreted as “Possibly only A and only B”.

It is important to note that, if the answerer gives a non-exhaustive answer like “A and B” and plural individual answers are not contextually true or possible arguments to the predicate, according to Xiang, this indicates that the answerer has interpreted the question on its mention-all reading. Because the answer is partial, the answerer must signal her ignorance about the mention-all answer by prosodically marking it. Otherwise, if she does not do so, then the answer will be interpreted exhaustively.

Let’s review the data she includes to support these prediction (Xiang, 2016, pp. 40-41). First, she argues that mentioning a non-exhaustive answer like “A and B” leads to an exhaustivity inference in the absence of “ignorance-marking” prosody (e.g., a rising intonation marked by \(\uparrow\)):

(91) Context: only Dana, Mary and Sue can chair the committee, and there can be only one chair.
    Who can chair the committee?
Imagine only one person is needed to chair, but we are considering three people. According to Xiang, “A and B” and “A or B” with falling intonation as in (91c) and (91e) are infelicitous because they induce an exhaustivity inference which is not satisfied by the context. For these answers to be felicitous, they must associate with a rising intonation, as demonstrated in (91b) and (91c). In contrast, a mention-one answer as in (91a) is felicitous with a falling intonation.

Xiang presents two scenarios to show that mention-intermediate is also infelicitous in embedded questions even when the discourse goals explicitly license it.

(92) Dana knows who can chair the committee.
   a. ‘For some individual $x$ such that $x$ can chair, Dana knows that $x$ can chair the committee’
   b. ‘For all individuals $x$ such that $x$ can chair, Dana knows that $x$ can chair the committee’
   c. # ‘For some three individuals $xyz$ such that $xyz$ each can chair, Dana knows that $xyz$ can each chair the committee’

(93) Norvin says to us, “On my exam, you’ll have to name...multiple wh-fronting.”
   a. one language that has True
   b. all languages that have True?
   c. three languages that have False
   Test: “Norvin said that we’ll have to know where we can find multiple wh-fronting”

According to Xiang, (92c) and (93c) are infelicitous. Interestingly, (93) is quite similar to an example Lahiri gives in support of non-exhaustive answers (Lahiri 2002, pp. 162):

(94) a. What are the possible structures for the following sentence? (Give at least three.)
   b. I can tell you what the possible structures for the following sentence are.

13Note that this is the terminology that Xiang uses, but to simply identify an intonation as ‘rising’ is underinformative as there are many different types of rising intonation. See, e.g., Hirschberg 1985.
Here, Lahiri argues, I need not give you all structures, but just enough to satisfy you. Dayal (2016, p. 80) also offers the following examples in support of mention-intermediate:

(95) I need two people to help me move my things.
   a. Who can I ask?
   b. You could ask Dana and Fox, or Walter and Alex.

(96) I need two people for my project on Spanish bilingualism.
   a. Who can speak Spanish fluently?
   b. Dana and Fox can. So can Walter and Alex.

Many native English speakers accept these mention-intermediate answers as felicitous. Xiang (pc) suggests two possible reasons for why this might be. First, mention-intermediate answers entail mention-one answers. Thus, a speaker might accept mention-intermediate because it satisfies mention-one. Example (93) is intended to show that, when you embed a know-wh under the weak necessity modal have to, mention-intermediate is semantically blocked. Additionally, the predicate passed the exam does not take plural individual arguments, so a mention-intermediate answer would not be permitted as satisfying the mention-one denotation.

However, exhaustivity inferences are incredibly common in declarative utterances, in the absence of any nearby question in the discourse (Roberts 1996/2012; Levinson 2000; Sperber & Wilson 1986; Schulz & van Rooij 2006, Zimmermann 2010). Thus, the exhaustivity interpretation in these answers plausibly falls out from that phenomenon (as argued by Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010). Further, given that the context is constructed to require a a single committee chair, we would expect that a mention-intermediate answer be infelicitous. If we changed the goals, to allow require two people to chair the committee, then at least (91c) is definitely felicitous. This illustrates the fact that mention-some is mention-one only if the discourse goals are mention-one.

I’d like to suggest other possible explanations. If there is infelicity here, perhaps it can be attributed to an attempt to quantify over an exact number using who when there is a better option available, which three people. This explanation would not require a
specific interpretation of mention-some as mention-one, but rather would illustrate
competition between alternative utterances in a given context. Imagine a case with
an existential quantifier as in (97), where Dana ate three cookies. Would we say that
this is infelicitous if the speaker intended to quantify over those three cookies, as is
attempted in (92c)?

(97) Fox knows Dana ate some cookies.
   a. For some cookie \( x \) Fox knows that Dana ate \( x \)
   b. For all cookies \( x \), Fox knows that Dana ate \( x \)
   c. For some three cookies \( xyz \), Fox knows that Dana ate \( xyz \)

(97) seems perfectly true if Dana ate an intermediately-exhaustive number of cookies.
It’s not straightforwardly clear to me that (92c) is any more or less infelicitous than
(97c) or (93c). We certainly would not want to say that this suggests that some requires
quantification over a singleton.

2.4.3 Summary and Discussion

In the previous section, I have presented the extant accounts of non-exhaustivity. Here,
I now highlight the predictions that they make about the availability and distribution
of the reading. These theoretical accounts all share one property: when you consider
how an ambiguity between mention-some and mention-all is resolved, whether gram-
matical or not, some mechanism is needed to license the correct grammatical interaction.
For example, any scope effect requires a pragmatic mechanism to either license the
particular scopal interpretation or not. This point is illustrated by the fact that a ques-
tion with a modal or existential may receive either an exhaustive or a non-exhaustive
interpretation. Which interpretation it receives will depend on whether the context
provides the right kind of information to license that interpretation. Thus, whether
non-exhaustivity is grammatically available under the right circumstances, pragmati-
cally derived under the right circumstances, or disambiguated under the right circum-
stances, those circumstances are given by pragmatics.
2.5 The pragmatics of questions

It is important to mention that some notion of context-sensitivity is necessary to account for the interpretational variability in (non-)exhaustivity we have observed, no matter how it’s derived in an underlying semantic theory. A given context will determine which interpretation a question receives (or, which answer to a root question is most appropriate). We can attempt to identify the predictions that particular semantic theories make. However, most semantic theories do not themselves discuss in detail the pragmatic mechanisms that their theories would require. Thus, much of the following discussion will involve abduction from what the theories do say, and what seems plausible prerequisite assumptions in light of the evidence discussed for/against mention-some.

There are three strategies for accounting for this context-sensitivity. Each of these three strategies has been explicitly or implicitly proposed by semanticists accounting for (non-)exhaustivity in questions. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to tease apart these accounts on the basis of acceptability judgement behavior, because they predict acceptability given appropriate contextual licensing.

2.5.1 Ambiguity resolution

The first strategy posits context-sensitivity in virtue of an underlying semantic ambiguity. The context-sensitivity here is akin to the context sensitivity seen with bank (place by the river/financial institution/a sloped inward tilt of a vehicle along a curve...) and the girl saw the pirate with the telescope(the girl saw [the pirate] [with the telescope]/the girl saw [the pirate with the telescope]). These strings are ambiguous between two different interpretations, and the context will determine which interpretation the speaker intended. The hearer must resolve this ambiguity in order to fix literal meaning.

Semantic theories on which questions give rise to an ambiguity (cf. Beck & Rullmann 1999; George 2011, Ch. 2) require such mechanism for disambiguation. Modal theories (George 2011, Ch 6; Fox 2014/2018; Nicolae 2015; Xiang (2016)) fall under this
category because they posit ambiguity in modal (or existential) questions. However, on modal theories, non-modal questions are not ambiguous, so they would not be context-sensitive in the way an ambiguous expression would be.

There’s another kind of ambiguity. An utterance might be ambiguous between a literal meaning, and a non-literal, or speaker meaning. We might think that this kind of ambiguity resolution recruits non-linguistic mechanisms which involve, perhaps, general abductive inferences about the context given the speaker’s utterance. This kind of ambiguity might be considered a different beast than the ambiguity described above, because it is not located at the grammatical level. We will discuss this in two sections.

### 2.5.2 Free variable resolution (precisification)

Many semantic theories posit free variables whose values resolve to certain aspects of the context. Call this free variable context-sensitivity (cf. Kaplan 1989, Stanley 2000; Stanley & Szabó 2000). Note that Kaplan distinguished between pure indexicals, which have a fixed conventional content (the character) that determines a context-independent truth-value, and true demonstratives, whose content is context-sensitive and does not determine a context-independent truth-value. We will group these two notions together because their differences do not matter for the present purposes.\(^\text{14}\)

A candidate example of this would be universal quantifiers, whose quantificational domains are implicitly restricted by context: everyone is asleep is not understood to mean everyone in the world is asleep, but something more like every contextually relevant person is asleep.

This kind of semantic theory fits well within a Stalnakerian theory of the context,

\(^{14}\)Where the distinction might be useful is in thinking about a theory like van Rooij’s, where a decision problem must be contextually fixed to determine the utility of answers. This might be considered conventional, and thus a pure indexical in Kaplan’s sense. In contrast, a contextual variable that constrains the quantificational domain of the \textit{wh}-word (cf. Aloni 2001), or the set of alternatives (cf. Chierchia, Fox, & Spector 2012) might reasonably be considered true demonstratives because they need context to specify the salient sets. But this is debatable.
because variables can be formally treated as pronouns anaphoric to preceding expression in the common ground. However, one problem noted by Cresswell (1973) was that, to reduce all instances of context sensitivity to pronominal indexation in this way, would require a proliferation of variables that would give rise to combinatorial explosion. Further, on a Stalnakerian theory, all the propositions necessary to fixing the values of these variables must be available prior to interpretation (1973, p. 111, as noted in Stanley & Szabó 2000, footnote 1). This gives rise to a ‘frame problem’.

Semantic theories of questions have used free variable in different ways: for precisification of an underspecified semantic representation (Ginzburg (1995); van Rooij (2003), 2004), or strengthening of an existential representation due to free variables (Asher & Lascarides (1998)). Both theory types will predict that both mention-some and mention-all interpretations will be context-dependent and parametric to specific aspects of the context. This strategy allows for context-dependence in embedded questions, for what Asher & Lascarides term “pragmatically rich representations...[that] can be used as arguments of propositional attitudes,” (pp. 266). “Pragmatics” here refers to the involvement of beliefs, mental states, goals/plans in fixing the semantic content of an expression.

Van Rooij’s decision-theoretic semantics delivers exhaustivity parameterized to an agent’s decision problem, which determines the expected utility of answers. An answer reduces uncertainty, and will have a higher utility the more uncertainty it reduces. As a mention-all answer will typically reduce the most uncertainty, given that it covers the space of possibilities, these answers/interpretations will have the highest expected utility. A question is interpreted as mention-some when the expected utility of a mention-some answer is equal to the expected utility of a mention-all answer (with additional weighting given that a mention-some answer is less effortful than a mention-all answer). Given that this formalized utility is to track the acceptability of interpretations of embedded questions, we would expect that we will not
find mention-some interpretations accepted at a higher rate than mention-all interpretations. We can call this van Rooij’s Utility Hypothesis.

2.5.3 Pragmatic vs. Semantic Strengthening

The final pragmatic strategy posits that the additional interpretation is derived via a strengthening inference. There are two ways this strategy can operate. We take as an example phenomenon, (scalar) implicature (Grice 1967, 1989; Horn 1972; Gazdar 1979). A scalar implicature is an inference from a weaker meaning to a stronger one, as with utterances with the existential quantifier some. When a speaker utters something like, I ate some of the cookies, it is logically compatible with a stronger universal meaning, that the speaker ate all of the cookies. However, often the hearer will infer that, when the speaker utters the existential claim and not the universal claim, it is because (the speaker believes that) the stronger claim is false.

The mechanism which strengthens the existential claim (negating the universal claim) could be semantic, as in the covert exhaustivity operators posited by researchers like Chierchia, Fox, Spector for grammatical scalar implicature. In contrast, the traditional explanation is that the strengthened meaning falls out from a rational cooperative inference that the hearer makes on the basis of “what was said” (i.e., the existential claim). This is the Gricean explanation, and it is an extra-linguistic inference on the basis of a semantic representation. Given what we know from the psycholinguistics literature, we would expect this kind of inference to be context-sensitive as well (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Degen 2015; Degen & Goodman 2014; Breheny et al. 2006; Grodner et al. 2010; Breheny et al. 2013).

Some researchers align question semantics/pragmatics in this way (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2006, 2007; Zimmermann 2010; and for clefts: Geiss et al. 2018; 15

15It is known from behavioral economics that many constraints actually go into calculating the expected utilities (cf. March & Simon, 1958; Lindblom, 1959; McGee 1991; Feldman 2006). Thus, might think that van Rooij’s theory is providing a useful simplification of decision theory using only the informational content of an answer, but that ultimately his theory should be refined once the additional constraints of making decisions are identified.
Further, pragmatic explanations of exhaustivity can easily appeal to independent factors to explain embedded exhaustivity, like the semantics of the embedding predicate (e.g., with know, as argued in Heim 1994; discussion in Zimmermann 2010).

2.5.4 Semantic vs. Pragmatic Weakening

It is seems taken for granted that questions are, by-and-large, at least weakly exhaustive, and recent theories posit mandatory covert exhaustivity operators (cf., George 2011, Ch 6; Nicolae 2013, Fox 2014; Xiang 2016) whose meanings closely resemble the operator posited by proponents of grammatical scalar implicature (cf. Chierchia, Fox, Spector). If questions are indeed underlyingly (weakly or strongly) exhaustive, they would need to be weakened even further to derive non-exhaustivity. What kind of weakening mechanism would be available? I will discuss three separate possibilities: tolerance, domain restriction, and a Gricean inference.

Essentially, one could argue that question meaning appears non-exhaustive, but if the wh-domain is restricted to a small enough subset, you derive the appearance of non-exhaustivity. Though it is highly contested how this subset is identified, a classic proposal is that it must be linguistically available in the preceding discourse (in the Common Ground, von Fintel 1994). However, we can present several different examples where this criterion does not hold, suggesting that if anything the subdomain is fixed relative to the speaker’s intention (recall the example (23), discussion from George 2011, Ch 6). Let us briefly review some of those cases against a domain restriction account.

George 2011 concludes that the strategy is not sufficient to cover many basic cases. Consider (98) from George 2011, pp. 211-212, and (99), an elaboration from van Rooij (2003).

---

16Given our characterization of context-dependency, Asher & Lascarides (1998) might be included as this kind of a theory, because they posit underlying existential representation that is strengthened based on the resolution of free variables. I do not discuss them here because they do not employ an exhaustivity operator to derive stronger degrees of exhaustivity.
(98) Context: Professor Worth is an outspoken critic of the mayor.
   a. A: Who criticized the mayor’s plans for renovating the high school?
   b. B: Professor Worth did.
   c. A: Thanks, now I know who criticized the mayor’s plans for renovating the high school.

(99) Context: A is at a party and has forgotten their lighter. In fact, most people at the party have lighters.
   a. A: Who has a light?
   b. B: Pam over there.
   c. A: Thanks, now I know who has a light.

It is highly unlikely that no one besides Professor Worth would criticize the mayor’s plans, such that (98b) could be considered an exhaustive answer, and (99b) is explicitly not an exhaustive answer. Yet, in these contexts the knowledge reports are felicitous on a mention-some reading.

The point comes out in force with data such as (100).

(100) a. How do I get to the train station?
   b. Why did the Roman Empire collapse?

Similar to cases where a universal quantifier is not intended to literally quantify over a whole set, but is rather implicitly restricted to some salient/relevant subset.

Alternatively, it has been suggested that a hearer may tolerate a non-exhaustive interpretation, though one is not semantically available (Xiang, p.c.). Hearers might accept a non-exhaustive interpretation especially if the context makes that interpretation true, but the interpretation really is not acceptable. We can draw an analogy to false-answer sensitivity, where some participants accept embedded who reports even when the agent holds false beliefs about the answers to the question (cf. Spector 2006, 2007; Kleindinst & Rothschild 2011; Phillips & George 2018; Xiang (2016)). Note that in that case, hearers reject these false-belief cases, and (unsurprisingly) especially when test sentences are know-wh reports. Perhaps other kinds of permissiveness might be possible explanations, in a “pragmatic slack” or “loose speak” kind of way (Lasersohn 1999). This kind of permissiveness occurs when a speaker’s utterance is true enough for the current conversational purposes. For example, a speaker might say that Dana arrived at three o’clock, even if she didn’t arrive exactly at three. A hearer who hears
Dana arrived at three o’clock would not typically react with surprise or anger if they found out Dana arrived at 3:01, because three o’clock is close enough to 3:01. Laser-sohn’s theory concerns how speakers often fail to strictly speaking utter truths, rather than how hearers are always strictly speaking accepting truths. We will see that hearers do not reject mention-some at the rate that they reject the false answer scenarios (even when the agent knows the weak exhaustive answer).

We can dismiss a Gricean explanation because in general, the Gricean maxims from which a hearer draws additional inferences, affect a defeasible strengthening of semantic content, but not a weakening of it. And yet, if we examine the data presented and discussions against semantic mention-some, it would seem that some theories in fact depend on certain auxiliary assumptions about the division of labor between semantics and pragmatics, as assumed by Grice. And yet, some theories seem to assume that mention-some is pragmatic in a Gricean way. In some cases the assumption is explicit (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984)), while in other places is underlies the data, an argument I will call the unembeddability of pragmatic phenomena.

A Gricean inference is assumed to take as input a fully truth-conditional proposition: what the speaker means/implicates is a function of what the speaker said (the proposition expressed by the literal meaning) and the alternative utterances the speaker could have made.

The hearer reasons from the literal meaning, and (her beliefs about) the speaker’s intended meaning, by using the principles of rational cooperative communication as embodied in the four maxims (Quantity, Quality, Relevance, and Manner). This view, combined with an early view about cognitive architecture from sentence processing (Frazier & Fodor 1978; Forster 1979) and philosophy of mind (Fodor 1983), developed into a hypothesis about the interface between language and mind. Namely that linguistic/semantic processes are informationally encapsulated from domain-general rational processes. As such, inferences involving rational reasoning of the Gricean sort cannot interfere in semantic processes occur in the scope of semantic operators or embedded clauses generally. See, e.g., Chierchia, Fox, & Spector, 2012; Chemla & Singh
This view has been brought into question by discourse representation theory (Kamp 1981; Kamp & Reyle 1993; and segmented DRT, Asher & Lascarides 2003, Simons 2011, 2017), by the emergence of grammatical theories of scalar implicature (Chierchia, Fox, Spector 2012), and by psycholinguistic findings which cause doubt to informational encapsulation views of cognitive architecture (e.g., Degen & Tanenhaus 2019; Elman, Hare, McRae 2004; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg 1994; Seigenberg & MacDonald 1999; Tanenhaus & Truswell 1995; McRae & Matsuki 2004, a.o.).

The question of the embeddability of mention-some is a double-edged sword: if mention-some is unembeddable, this is used to argue that it is pragmatic and not semantic; if mention-some is embeddable, this is used against pragmatic theories in support of semantic theories. Either argument here assumes the general unembeddability of pragmatics as discussed above. We find this in Karttunen (1977), footnote 4; Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984), footnote 14, pp. 558 and discussion on pp. 533; Beck & Rullmann 1999 pp. 286; and in Xiang (2016) pp. 44-45 (reiterating Karttunen’s insight). In illustration of this kind of data, consider example (101a) from Karttunen (1977), p.9 footnote 4:

(101) a. A: Who, for instance, came to the party last night?
    b. B: Dana.

(102) Fox knows who (*for instance) came to the party last night.

The root question in (101a) permits a mention-some answer as in (101b). Karttunen notes that phrases such as for instance or for example are “conventional devices for indicating that exhaustiveness is not desired,” (ibid). He further observes that they are not permitted in embedded questions, as in (102).

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reviewed theoretical, and experimental approaches to the meaning of questions. We first introduced the challenges a truth conditional approach to questions encounters, then turned to discuss the history of formal semantic accounts
of the meaning of questions. We then reviewed the different ways these theories handle a variety of question types, and the particular problem that non-exhaustivity poses to formal accounts. Finally, we turned to focus on the elusive non-exhaustive reading.

Our review of the linguistic and discourse factors licensing non-exhaustivity has revealed significant variability in the availability of non-exhaustive readings. We saw joint constraints from both discourse and linguistic form. We reviewed three linguistic factors that will play a crucial role in the following chapters: the embedding matrix verb, the wh-word heading the question, and the presence/absence of a modal element. We also examined in detail how, for each linguistic constraint posed, we can construct a context to make a non-exhaustive reading felicitous by manipulating the discourse goals.

We are left asking how systematic and robust are the linguistic constraints on non-exhaustivity, and to what extent context exerts an influence? That is, to what extent is (non-)exhaustivity derived from or licensed by the linguistic form of the question, and to what extent can context override the influence of these linguistic cues? We conducted two sets of experiments to answer these questions. The following chapters address these questions.
Chapter 3

Experiments 1 and 2: Establishing the bounds of non-exhaustivity

There are two main questions I address in this chapter: to what extent is mention-some restricted across question forms, and to what extent is it licensed by contextual goals, in spite of question form. We will see that, while some question forms appear to correlate highly with mention-some over others when contextual goals are not explicitly manipulated (Experiment 1), when goals are manipulated explicitly, participants choose the reading/answer that best matches those goals regardless of question form.

A question, root or embedded, is exhaustive/mention-all (MA), if it permits a mention-all answer to the root question, or reading of the embedded question. A question is non-exhaustive/mention-some (MS), if it permits a mention-some answer, or reading. The question is whether, and which questions allow both, and under what conditions. The previous chapter surveyed the literature on (non-)exhaustivity in questions, and revealed disagreements about the distribution of the mention-some reading and its proper treatment. On most semantic theories, a question’s denotation is mention-all. Thus, the proper answer to a root question will always be the exhaustive list answer, and any embedded question report (for example, Dana knows where to find coffee) will be true only if Dana knows the exhaustive answer. The acceptability of the mention-some answer/interpretation, in both root and embedded questions is a puzzle if a question’s denotation is always exhaustive.

In surveying the literature, two observations stood out about the distribution of mention-some. On the one hand, questions appear to exhibit baseline interpretations

---

(in the words of Asher & Lascarides) for exhaustivity or non-exhaustivity. When we say that a question has a baseline interpretation for exhaustivity(/non-exhaustivity), we just mean that without explicit linguistic context provided, the question is interpreted exhaustively(/non-exhaustively). Importantly, we will see that these baseline interpretations are defeasible: when contexts are made explicit, interpretations shift according to the context.

Recall a representative sample of question forms (103):

(103) a. Who came to the party?
    Dana knows who came to the party.

b. Where can I get coffee?
    Dana knows where I can get coffee.
    Dana knows where to get coffee.

c. How do you get to Central Park?
    Dana knows how you get to Central Park.

(103a) is often presented as a mention-all question, (103c) as a mention-some question, while (103b) as allowing either. Who-questions are default mention-all, how-questions default mention-some, and where-questions perhaps do not have a default. The facts are more fine-grained than this, however. Modulation of these baselines is found in not just the wh-word heading the question, but also in the presence of a modal element (or a non-finite clause in an embedded question), and from the matrix verb embedding a question.

These emerge when the question is presented without any explicit linguistic context. They are thus defeasible. The second observation is that despite these baseline interpretations, the felicity of a mention-some answer to a root question and the acceptability of a mention-some interpretation of an embedded question are also modulated by particular aspects of the discourse context: the questioner’s goal and in some cases, her mental state. For example, the root question in (103b) is interpreted as mention-some when asked by a tourist on the street, but as mention-all when asked by a journalist reviewing the local cafés. The difference between these two contexts lies in the questioner’s goal: the tourist most likely does not need an exhaustive list to satisfy her goal of drinking a cup of coffee, while the journalist would need one to conduct
a complete review of the local establishments. Importantly, these judgements transfer to the embedded question: Dana is judged to have knowledge if her mention-some knowledge satisfies the contextual goals.

What determines a given question’s baseline interpretation of (non-)exhaustivity out of context? To what extent can a given context override those baseline interpretations? Semantic theories of question meaning disagree in their answers to these questions. In this chapter, I present two sets of experiments that quantify both the linguistic and contextual discourse factors that modulate the availability of mention-some interpretations in embedded wh-questions. In Section 1, I present the hypotheses and predictions of semantic theories. In Section 2, I present Experiment 1, which establishes a baseline to identify how generalizable the mention-some interpretation actually is (data that has, up to this point, been missing from discussions). To preview the findings, I show that the linguistic factors we have isolated do indeed modulate acceptability, and crucially, that while the presence of a modal boosts acceptability of MS readings, the absence of a modal does not yield categorical rejection of MS interpretations. In Section 3, I present Experiment 2, in which we manipulate the context and show that (non-)exhaustivity in wh-questions is influenced by the speaker’s goals in asking the question, despite question form. In attempt to understand the nature of default preferences, in Section 4, I present a more in-depth analysis of the effects of each story presented to participants from Experiments 1 and 2. The point of this discussion is to understand what world knowledge particular scenarios may import, outside of the manipulated contextual factors. I suggest that the idea that questions exhibit baseline interpretations out of context is due to the fact that questions are never really interpreted out of context. Rather, the hearer imports a context from their prior experience and world knowledge about the likely goals of a speaker asking the question, or situation surrounding an utterance of an embedded question. Finally, I conclude in Section 5.
3.1 Hypotheses and Predictions

We noted four factors that potentially influence the acceptability of the mention-some reading. Three form factors (the wh-word, matrix embedding verbs, and the presence/absence of an existential modal) and at least one contextual factor (contextual goals, and possibly an agent’s mental state).

3.1.1 Accounting for Linguistic Form

The first hypothesis is that the linguistic form of the question semantically determines whether the question is mention-some or mention-all. This is the main hypothesis tested in Experiment 1. More specifically, we can generate predictions based on the observed linguistic factors. First, following the observations of Ginzburg (1995) and Asher & Lascarides (1998), the wh-word hypothesis predicts that who-questions will have a lower baseline acceptability on mention-some readings than where-questions. This prediction is not grounded in any mechanism proposed by a semantic theory, but rather from general observations in the literature. Second, the Matrix Verb Hypothesis predicts differences between different question embedding verbs. This prediction is grounded in the observation that know-wh seems to require strong exhaustivity in its embedded question complement. One example theoretical proposal is George 2011, who suggests that question embedding predicates may select for a complement that contains an exhaustivity operator, know being one such predicate. Differences between know, a verb thought to select for (strong) mention-all, and a verb which does not select for (strong) mention-all (we will use predict, Beck & Rullmann 1999, Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011) thus may provide evidence for some kind of lexical semantic or semantic selectional restriction. Note that we expect these factors to interact, given the observation that some know-where and know-how reports felicitously allow mention-some, as in (103b) and (103c) (though we do not systematically examine how-questions in these studies).

The Modal Hypothesis predicts that mention-some will be more acceptable in modal
questions than in non-modal questions. We would also expect a similar difference between non-finite and finite (non-modal) clauses, assuming Bhatt’s (1999) semantics which encodes covert priority modality in infinitival clauses. As stated, this hypothesis is fairly weak, merely predicting differences between modal(/non-finite) and non-modal questions. This hypothesis is compatible with different explanations for why we would find these interpretational differences. Modal semantic theories (George 2011, Ch 6; Nicolae 2014; Fox 2014; Xiang (2016)) claim that the (existential priority) modal interacts scopally with some other element in the question (see the previous chapter for the summaries of particular theoretical accounts).

It is tempting to think that these theories make the strong prediction that non-modal questions do not give rise to mention-some, because no modal is available for the scope interaction that these theories posit. This is especially natural considering that the data supporting these theories involve asymmetries in acceptability between modal and non-modal questions (cf. Xiang & Cremers 2017). However, Xiang (p.c.) states that these theories make no claims about mention-some in non-modal questions, and thus do not make this prediction.

A mere asymmetry in acceptability could mean many different things, and does not necessarily provide support for or against an underlying grammatical difference because of the modal, without a coherent notion of the contextual modulation of ambiguity, or of tolerance in the case of an interpretation that is not supported by the presence of an underlying representation. In the comparison between modal and non-modal questions, it is important to consider the effect size, and how much the degraded reading is degraded (cf. Gibson, Piantadosi, & Fedorenko, 2011). If non-modal questions are degraded from ceiling with respect to modal questions, the interpretation of the results would be different than if non-modal questions are degraded from floor. In order words, if we see the predicted asymmetry, do participants accept non-modal mention-some more often than not, or less-often-than-not? The first option is not obviously consistent with a theoretically meaningful distinction, while the second is perhaps more obviously so.
Xiang (2016)’s account of mention-some imposes a very particular kind of non-exhaustivity on the question: mention-some specifies exactly one option. This single option can be either a singular or a plural individual, depending on whether the question predicate allows plural individual arguments and whether the context makes the plural or singular individual option true (the ANS operator filters in only true answers in the question denotation). Only these single options, on a mention-some reading of a question, permit non-exhaustivity (they do not give rise to an exclusive interpretation). On a mention-all interpretation of the question, all non-exhaustive answers are partial answers. For example: on the mention-some reading of Dana knows where we can find coffee, a mention-one reading is true if and only if Dana knows one place to find coffee (and possibly more). Since the predicate does not typically take plural individual arguments, an interpretation on which Dana knows two (but not all) cafés is not semantically available; it is partial (or, “mention-few”). It is not clear that this hypothesis predicts an asymmetry in acceptability between the two non-exhaustive interpretations of a statement like Dana knows where we can find coffee, because the “mention-two” interpretation entails the mention-one interpretation: if Dana knows two places where we can find coffee, then she knows one (Xiang, p.c.). Thus, while a context may make our “mention-two” reading true, participant acceptance of Dana knows where we can find coffee on that interpretation would not indicate that there is an underlying semantic representation of that reading, but fall out from the entailment facts. To preview our results, Experiment 2 shows that participants do not distinguish between single or plural non-exhaustive answers, but it is an open question what these data say about the theory.

The role that a modal would play if not grammatical as predicted by modal theories, then, is a disambiguating signal which differentially updates the probability distribution of one meaning over the other. Another way to say this is that the modal makes a non-exhaustive meaning more likely/salient. This is compatible with a semantic explanation provided by modal theories, but it is also compatible with a wider
range of explanations. We may then think of the modal as a defeasible cue to interpretation. This reinterpretation accords with thinking in the sentence processing literature (for example, in Elman, Hare & McRae 2004), and recently, in constraint-based accounts of pragmatic processing (Degen & Tanenhaus 2019). These psycholinguists note that cues to interpretation may have an additive effect when they co-occur. If this is right, then perhaps we will see interactions between multiple factors, suggesting that the question form factors are better understood in this light as cues to interpretation. This hypothesis, while it predicts the importance of a modal, is consistent with semantic theories that posit across-the-board ambiguity or underspecification.

The Null Hypothesis, then is that there will be no differences in the acceptability between different question forms. This hypothesis is compatible with many different kinds of underlying semantics theories, including ones that posit across-the-board ambiguity for all values of (non-)exhaustivity in embedded questions (i.e., Beck & Rullmann 1999; George 2011, Ch.2) and those which posit semantic underspecification for (non-)exhaustivity (i.e., Ginzburg (1995); Asher & Lascarides (1998); van Rooij (2003), 2004). Theoretically, these two different kinds of semantics posit very different kinds of representations—recall that in the last chapter these were presented as separate approaches to non-exhaustivity. I group them together here because they make the same predictions about the three question form factors.

### 3.1.2 Accounting for Context-Sensitivity

No matter the underlying semantic representation, all theories must allow some context-sensitivity, some mechanism to explain why a question’s interpretation shifts. In Section 2.5 of Chapter 2, I explicated several different ways that an expression could exhibit context sensitivity. We will not be able to give definitive evidence for one or the other kind of strategy here.

If mention-some is merely tolerated because of partiality, but not semantically available in non-modal questions (cf. modal theories, George 2001, Ch. 6; Fox 2014, Nicolae 2014; Xiang (2016)), then we might see a higher proportion of rejections than
acceptances. However, if mention-some is available semantically in these cases, but merely dispreferred for lack of contextual licensing (as Dayal (2016) notes pp. 71-82), the we might see more acceptances than rejections. Either way, it will be tricky making inferences from response rates around the chance mark.

3.2 Experiment 1: How generalizable is the mention-some reading?

In this experiment, we test the hypothesis that the Linguistic Form of the embedded question determines whether a mention-some interpretation is acceptable. We focus on the contribution of the three form factors discussed above, and isolate each one by using a fully-crossed factorial design.

3.2.1 Design and Materials

The experiment had a 2x2x2x4 design with three QUESTION FORM factors MATRIX VERB (know, predict), WH-WORD (who, where), and FINITENESS of embedded clause (+FIN, –FIN), and ANSWER TYPE: Mention-All (MA), Mention-Some (MS), Mention-All+False Report (MA+FR), and False Report (FR). These four ANSWER TYPES differ in how many answers a character provides in the specific trial. FRs were included as a control. FINITENESS was the only factor manipulated between subjects, in order to make sure that there was no influence of this factor within a participant’s experimental session. Contexts were minimally changed across this factor to satisfy the felicity conditions of finite/non-finite clauses. An example of a trial with know, where, –FIN and an MS ANSWER appears in (104). The dependent measure was a binary yes/no judgement.

(104) The places that serve cappuccinos around the neighborhood are A, B, C, and D. E and F do not. Mary usually gets her cappuccino at D. Jane is going to be in the neighborhood tomorrow. She loves cappuccinos, and texts Mary to ask where to get a cappuccino.

Mary responds,

a. “D.” MENTION-SOME (MS)
b. “A, B, C, and D.” MENTION-ALL (MA)
c. “A, B, C, D, and E.”  
MENTION-ALL+FALSE REPORT (MA+FR)
d. “E and F.”  
FALSE REPORT (FR)

Jane reports, “Mary knows where to find cappuccinos.”
Is Jane right?

There were eight total sentence frames, for every possible combination of the three factors pertaining to question form. The target sentences featured eight different embedded verbs following the wh-word to allow for generalization across predicates within the embedded clause:

(105)  Embedded verbs
a. who: find, view, store, locate, hide, bury, sell, display
b. where: recruit, interview, invite, ask, call, hire, select, contact

These manipulations yielded a total of 64 unique sentence tokens. Stimuli were assigned to four lists in a pseudo-randomized Latin square fashion. In addition to the 64 unique test items, there were 10 root question filler sentences of the form Which of the following X is not Y?, with four possible answers listed. Filler questions served as comprehension and attention checks and addressed common world-knowledge based category membership, for example, Which of the creatures is not a mammal?

3.2.2 Participants

232 undergraduates enrolled in introductory-level courses were recruited from the Rutgers University Linguistics and Cognitive Science subject pool. 14 participants were removed from final analysis for non-native speaker status. The experiment was designed and administered using Qualtrics survey software. Each participant was run in a quiet laboratory setting, seated at an iMac. Participants were asked to read a series of brief contexts, and after each one, respond to a question corresponding to a preceding statement. Each context was comprised of 3-4 sentences, and ended with a question. A person then delivered an answer to the question, corresponding to one of the Answer types manipulated. Participants chose either yes or no in response to the prompt (e.g., Is Jane right?).
3.2.3 Predictions

As mention-all answers are uniformly predicted to be available for all questions (excepting how-questions, not tested in these experiments), the Mention-All MA ANSWER condition will serve as a True Control. We predict uniform acceptability in this condition, with no effects of any linguistic form factor. Indeed, this prediction has been supported by formal and informal surveys from Cremers & Chemla (2016) (predict and know), and Klinedinst & Rothschild (2011) (predict), respectively. Similarly, as false answers are uniformly predicted to be unacceptable, the FR ANSWER condition will serve as a False Control. Klinedinst & Rothschild (2011) note that predict allows for a non-veridical reading, so it is possible that predict targets will be accepted slightly higher than know targets in this condition.

Though not of main interest to the current inquiry, the Mention-All+False Report (MA+FR) Condition tests the acceptability of mixed true and false reports. Results from such conditions often play a role in the debate over strengths of exhaustive denotations. Experimental results from Cremers & Chemla (2016, 2017) and Phillips & George (2018) suggest that these conditions will receive acceptability degraded relative to the MA condition, but higher than the FR condition.

The critical condition is the Mention-Some (MS ANSWER) context, because it presents a true mention-some reading. The Strong Modal Hypothesis predicts that -FIN target embedded question reports will be accepted in this condition, but +FIN targets will be rejected because a mention-some reading is only available in embedded modal questions. The Weak Modal Hypothesis only predicts differences between the two conditions, where -FIN targets will be more acceptable than +FIN targets. Thus, we will be able to test the prediction that a modal is necessary for mention-some. The wh-word hypothesis predicts that where targets will be more acceptable than who targets, and the matrix verb hypothesis predicts that know-wh targets will be less acceptable than predict-wh targets.
3.2.4 Results

Experiment 1 results are presented in Figure 3.1. Each graph corresponds to a factor tested, across the four ANSWER TYPE conditions. All analyses conducted were non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests. We found overall main effects of VERB ($\chi^2(1) = 53.714, p < 0.0001$), WH-WORD $\chi^2(1) = 9.71, p < 0.005$), FINITENESS ($\chi^2(1) = 43.567, p < 0.0001$), and ANSWER ($\chi^2(3) = 823.42, p < 0.0001$). Breaking down each factor per ANSWER, all effects are significant for both MS and MA+FR: VERB (MS: $\chi^2(1) = 18.892, p < 0.0001$; MA+FR: $\chi^2(1) = 51.731, p < 0.0001$); WH-WORD (MS: $\chi^2(1) = 6.61, p < 0.05$; MA+FR: $\chi^2(1) = 30.219, p < 0.0001$); and FINITENESS (MS: $\chi^2(1) = 156.7, p < 0.0001$; MA+FR: $\chi^2(1) = 9.513, p < 0.005$). We also found a significant interaction between VERB and FINITENESS ($\chi^2(3) = 118.66, p < 0.0001$). We then zoomed in on the critical MS ANSWER condition, as shown in Figure 3.2. Here too, all factors were significant: VERB ($\chi^2(1) = 18.892, p < 0.0001$), WH-WORD ($\chi^2(1) = 6.61, p < 0.05$), and FINITENESS ($\chi^2(1) = 156.7, p < 0.0001$).
3.2.5 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 confirm aspects of the Question Form Hypothesis, because linguistic form factors significantly affect the acceptability of mention-some. However, these question form modulations did not reveal strict and categorical acceptance or rejection of mention-some, but rather revealed relative differences of greater or lesser acceptability. First, a significant effect of WH-WORD revealed that where questions were accepted more than who questions on mention-some readings. This confirms the wh-word hypothesis, which was based on observations from Ginzburg (1995) and Asher & Lascarides (1998) that these two types of wh-questions are not on the same footing with respect to (non-)exhaustivity. Second, a significant effect of MATRIX VERB revealed that know questions were accepted less than predict questions on a mention-some reading. This confirms the matrix verb hypothesis, and further supports the intuition that the two verbs impose differing restrictions on the semantic properties of their complements. However, these results do not reveal the locus of these restrictions, whether in the complement itself or in the lexical semantics of the verb.

The FINITENESS manipulation tested the predictions of the modal hypothesis. We indeed found a significant effect of FINITENESS, which supported the modal hypothesis. While the presence of the -FIN embedded clause significantly boosted MS acceptability in comparison to +FIN clauses, the acceptance rate in +FIN clauses was far from 0%—indeed, it was over 50%. Thus, a modal is not necessary for the acceptability of
mention-some, but significantly improves it.

Further, an interaction between MATRIX VERB and FINITENESS revealed that the effect of FINITENESS was driven by know-wh. While targets with both verbs showed a significant effect of FINITENESS, this effect was much larger with know-wh. This further supports the idea that some kind of restriction is imposed by know but perhaps not by predict. If mention-some were truly unavailable in +FIN clauses, we would expect equal or more rejection in predict-wh. These results could then be taken as providing initial evidence in support of accounts based on across-the-board ambiguity (Beck & Rullmann 1999; Lahiri 2002; George 2011, Ch.2) or underspecification (Ginzburg (1995); Asher & Lascarides (1998); van Rooij (2003), 2004), both of which predict mention-some to be just as available as mention-all, modulo verb restrictions and contextual licensing.

We have captured an asymmetry in acceptability between modal and non-modal questions, supporting modal theories. The theoretical import of 50% acceptability of mention-some in non-modal questions is in question. On the one hand, if this is interpreted as a low number, it could be argued to support the lack of a grammatically available mention-some reading (supporting modal theories). On the other hand, if the number is interpreted as high, it could be taken to support a semantics that allows grammatical mention-some in non-modal questions, but requires more explicit contextual support.

In the first case, the explanation for why participants accept at all might appeal to a notion of tolerance (Xiang, p.c.). Mention-all is consistently accepted at a high rate because without a modal, the mention-all answer is the answer that asymmetrically entails all other answers (using the Fox/Xiang notion of answer informativity).

In the second case, the explanation for why participants reject at all, might appeal to contextual factors which are required (Ginzburg (1995); Asher & Lascarides (1998); Beck & Rullmann 1999; van Rooij (2003), 2004; George 2001, Ch. 2; noted in Dayal (2016), 71-82). Mention-all is consistently highly rated, perhaps because, as van Rooij (2003) notes, this kind of answer/interpretation is the most (Shannon) informative,
and that fact could be explained in the semantics (van Rooij’s semantics) or as a general principle of rational communication invoking maximizing the conveyance of information (Grice’s Quantity Maxim, compatible with the semantic theories previously mentioned).

Both these explanations end up appealing to context. Note that participant tolerance of mention-some has a different behavioral signature than tolerance to false answers: the latter are rejected near floor, a clear case of a bad reading with a tasking of participant tolerance.

The comparison to know-wh responses in mixed true and false conditions ($\text{MA+FR}$) is salient. There we saw participants reject targets more often than not. This fact is often taken to license the inference that know-wh does not permit false answers, and the little participant acceptances are called tolerance. Thus, more rejection than acceptance in this instance licenses an inference on the part of the experimenter or theoretician about the grammar. Why can we not make a similar inference in the $\text{MS}$ condition? Perhaps because the acceptance in non-modal know-wh is at 50%.

Now the comparison to predict is informative with respect to this question. Many acknowledge a non-factive and a veridical reading of predict-wh (Kleindinst & Rothschild 2011; Spector 2006; Spector & Egré 2015). We found that participants accepted $\text{MA+FR}$ conditions—which are true on a non-factive reading—around 50%. There is a true (grammatical) reading of the question, but it did not yield near-ceiling responses because there was another false (grammatical) reading of the question. From this result, we would not reject an underlying non-factive reading, but rather suggest that participants differed on which reading they based their responses on. Participant preference are the cause of 50% response rates. Mention-some interpretations were different from these. Mention-some interpretations were accepted much more than 50%. Can we now then make the inference that there is a grammatical mention-some in non-modal questions?

A further explanation for the degraded acceptability of non-modal mention-some is that test items did not provide enough contextual support for the mention-some
reading (Dayal (2016): 71-82). If, as Asher & Lascarides (1998) note, questions exhibit baseline interpretations for exhaustivity or non-exhaustivity, then we would expect that questions may fall one way or the other based on those preferences without context to direct interpretation (echoing Dayal (2016): 71-82). Since Experiment 1 did not manipulate context in this way, this explanation is quite plausible especially when coupled with hearer preferences as discussed above. The mention-some reading is context-dependent no matter how you look at it. For all theoretical accounts, context must disambiguate or precisify the underlying representation. While it is difficult to tease these two theories apart, it is possible to investigate whether and to what extent context does drive interpretation.

3.3 Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we investigate the role of the questioner’s goals by manipulating contextual information. We operationalize a notion of “what’s-at-stake” to track contextual goals that license mention-some and mention-all. A HIGH STAKES context is one where human health or lives are at risk, while a LOW STAKES context is one without any such life-threatening issue (for instance, choosing a good diner or hair salon). By design, in our HIGH STAKES contexts, the goal is to save human lives, which we expect to be an exhaustive goal (to save all the human lives). Thus, we expect a mention-all answer to be the most informative. In contrast, our LOW STAKES contexts (in which no human lives are at risk) present goals where multiple answers are possible, thus an mention-some answer not only suffices, but may be preferred.

We note two things about our notion of STAKES. First, it is not isomorphic to exhaustivity. It is possible in principle to have a HIGH STAKES context where the questioner’s goals are non-exhaustive, and a LOW STAKES context where the goals are exhaustive. For example, this difference might arise under constraint of time pressure, or where a HIGH STAKES goal may only be satisfied by a single person, etc. Nonetheless, one might assume that in most cases, when the stakes are HIGH, one values above all an answer that is not only true, but thorough. Indeed, we take care to design our
contexts so this is systematically the case. Second, we recognize that what counts as HIGH or LOW STAKES is also context-dependent. Nonetheless, this approach at least gives us a first look at the contribution of one way in which contexts could manifest speaker goals, and influence (non-)exhaustivity in answer reports.

In addition to this goal-oriented manipulation of context, we introduce a more fine-grained manipulation of ANSWER TYPE. We manipulate ANSWER TYPE in two ways. First, we include both singleton (mention-one, mo) and intermediately non-exhaustive (mention-some, MS) answers. If the acceptability of non-exhaustivity is parametric on a notion like informativity relative to a goal, then intermediate non-exhaustivity should be more acceptable than singleton non-exhaustivity because simply, the former will carry more (Shannon) information than the latter. This result might be taken to show support for a theory like van Rooij’s (2003, 2004) decision-theoretic semantics. Additionally, Xiang’s (2016) semantics assigns a special grammatical status to these singleton mention-one answers for modal-questions on their mention-some interpretation. Recall the discussion from Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2. Intermediate non-exhaustive answers will not be in the question denotation on its mention-some reading (these are contradictory), and will be considered partial answers on the (conjunctive) mention-all reading.

In an acceptability judgement task, will we find participants differentiating degrees of non-exhaustivity? Xiang (p.c.) notes that, since intermediate non-exhaustivity entails singleton non-exhaustivity (mention-one), a task where truth is under question will not be able to differentiate these two interpretations; an observation of acceptability of intermediate non-exhaustivity could thus appear in virtue of the fact that this interpretation (verified by a context) entails a grammatical reading. For the moment, we keep this point in mind and include the manipulation to establish an empirical base for these issues.

We also manipulated the level of informativity of mo/MS answers, relative to some ranking. To give an intuitive example, recall the tourist asking, Where can I find coffee? Given her likely goals, a hearer should mention a nearby or local coffee shop, rather
than one on the opposite side of town. While still an answer, the nearby coffee shop is more relevant, or informative to the tourist than the shop across town.

Note that the notion of INFORMATIVITY we introduce here does not map directly on to the logical notion employed by semanticists, and encoded in an answerhood operator that picks out the maximally informative answer (Fox 2014). Recall (88). There, a maximally informative answer is one that is not asymmetrically entailed by another answer. Essentially, the answer set denoted by a question may or may not have multiple such elements—in an exhaustive question, there will only be one, while a mention-some question allows for more than one.

This notion of informativity treats all non-exhaustive answers the same as long as they have the same number of answers: for a question like there Where can I find coffee? is no distinction (entailment) between an answer naming Peet’s from an answer naming Stumptown. In our intuitive example, if Peet’s is closer than Stumptown, we consider Peet’s to be a more informative answer than Stumptown.

Thus, the exhaustive answer carries all the information (available in the context) by naming all the answers, while a non-exhaustive maximally informative answer will name one or two answers which carry a high amount of information, and a non-exhaustive minimally informative answer provides one or two answers which carry a minimal amount of information. This will become clearer when we present our stimuli in Section 3.1.

3.3.1 Design and Materials

As in Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 we manipulated Finiteness in target sentences as a between-subjects factor. The –FIN target condition contained three within-subjects factors: Answer Type (Mention-All (MA), Mention-Some (MS), Mention-One (MO), and False Report (FR)), Informativity (Max, Min, for MO/MS Answers), and Stakes (High, Low). The +FIN target condition had two within-subjects factors (Answer Type and Informativity). We did not manipulate Stakes in the +FIN condition, and only targeted Low Stakes for the following reason: we predicted that in a
HIGH STAKES condition, an MA answer would be favored. Given that \textit{Fin} embedded questions already favor MA answers, we would predict to see little to no change. The question is whether a LOW STAKES context can pull answers away from MA towards MO/MS. For both conditions, we included both \textit{ Mention-Some Answer Types}, where two answers were given, and \textit{ Mention-One Answer Types}, where a singleton answer was given.

Each context featured a main topic, a main character conducting a search form some contextually-relevant information, and a set of ranked entities relevant to the topic. The main character in search of the information posed a wh-question to a group of individuals, who then each provided an answer connected to the ranking. The participant’s task was to evaluate the knowledge of these individuals, based on their answers and the given context.

The \textit{ Answer Type} and \textit{ Informativity} manipulations yielded 6 possible answers in the set of answers, which were randomized so that the same answers did not always appear together, and so that participants would see different answers for each story. Thus, there were six answer type permutations. At any given time, only three \textit{ Answer Types} were randomly displayed by an algorithm, in order to reduce the cognitive load on the experimental participants, and to ensure that it was not the case that the same types were always pitted against each other (thereby forcing certain comparisons and reducing the probability of a response bias from surfacing on every trial). An example of a HIGH STAKES and a LOW STAKES trial type follow.

(106) **HIGH STAKES**
Scientists have discovered a new strain of a dangerous virus that has contaminated oysters in the Mid-Atlantic. The Center for Disease Control is trying to prevent as much contamination as possible by tracking down all the oysters. In this area, luckily only 6 restaurants usually buy oysters from the contaminated area: Restaurant A ordered 10 crates, Restaurant B ordered 8, Restaurant C ordered 5, Restaurant D ordered 2, Restaurant E ordered 1, Restaurant F ordered 0.

The supervisor for this county asks his inspectors, “Where should we check for contaminated oysters?”

Inspector A says, “Restaurant A, B, C, D and E.”
Inspector B says, “Restaurant A.”
Inspector C says, “Restaurants D and E.”

Who knows where to look for oysters? (Choose all that apply.)

(107) Low Stakes
Johanna is new to Minneapolis and wants to try local coffee shops. The Ultimate Coffee Guide 2018 ranks cafes on a ten-point scale, where ten is the highest number of points. Minneapolis has the following ranking for coffee roasteries: Café A has 10 stars, Café B has 8, Café C has 5, Café D has 2, Café E has 1, Café F has 0.

Johanna asks three of her classmates originally from the city, “Where should I go for coffee?”

Classmate A says, “Cafés A and B.”
Classmate B says, “Cafés E.”
Classmate C says, “Café F.”

Who knows where to go for coffee? (Choose all that apply.)

At the end of each trial, participants were instructed to answer the question about the individuals’ knowledge by choosing all that apply. There was also a None of the above option. This multiple-choice question allowed participants to choose more than one answer, allowing us to determine if multiple answer types were permitted in a given scenario.

3.3.2 Participants

318 native speakers of English participated. The study was constructed and administered using Alex Drummond’s Ibex Farm platform. Participants were recruited online through Amazon Mechanical Turk. IP addresses were restricted to US only, and further questions were included to ascertain native speaker status. 6 participants were removed for browser incompatibility issues, and 6 participants were removed for non-native English speaker status.
3.3.3 Predictions

This study tests the extent to which the interpretation of embedded questions is driven by contextual demands over and above any restrictions imposed by the linguistic form of the question. We thus test the Context-Sensitivity Hypothesis detailed in Section 3.1.2. Showing that interpretation is context-sensitive will not tell us whether the underlying semantic representation is underspecified (Ginzburg (1995), Asher & Las- carides (1998); van Rooij (2003), 2004) or ambiguous (Beck & Rullmann 1999; Lahiri 2002; George 2011, Ch.2), but it may reveal the necessity or predominance of context over linguistic form. If interpretation is sensitive to context as predicted by the Context-Dependence Hypothesis, MS/MO answers will be accepted in the LOW STAKES condition, and more than in the HIGH STAKES condition. These theories do not predict variability to any question form manipulation.

Regarding the manipulation of answer INFORMATIVITY, we expect MAX-INFORMATIVE MS/MO to be more acceptable than MIN-INFORMATIVE ones, because by design maximally-informative answers are better question resolvers than minimally-informative ones. Additionally, we test both singleton and intermediate non-exhaustivity by manipulating MO and MS answers.

On van Rooij’s (2003, 2004) semantics, mention-some answers will never be more useful than mention-all answers in any context, from the sheer fact that a mention-all answer contains more information than a mention-some context. While a mention-some answer may be equal to a mention-all answer in utility, it will never exceed the utility of a mention-all answer. This will track the judgements in acceptability of these answers. Van Rooij’s Utility Hypothesis thus predicts that both (MAX-INFORMATIVE) MO and MS will be accepted less than MA answers, even in the LOW STAKES condition.

While only mention-one answers are grammatically available in modal questions in low-stakes contexts on some modal theories (Xiang (2016)), we might expect that intermediate non-exhaustive answers to be dispreferred because there is no semantic representation to support them. However, Xiang (p.c.) predicts that these will be acceptable because they entail the grammatical mention-one reading. In contrast, van
Rooij’s semantics would predict that intermediate non-exhaustive (MS) answers will be preferred to singleton (MO) answers because they are more informative.

### 3.3.4 Results

Experiment 2 results are in Figure 3.3. We find an overall effects of ANSWER TYPE ($\chi^2(2) = 14.626, p < 0.001$), FINITENESS ($\chi^2(1) = 19.547, p < 0.0001$), INFORMATIVITY ($\chi^2(1) = 664.8, p < 0.0001$) across the entire sample. We also find an interaction between ANSWER TYPE and INFORMATIVITY ($\chi^2(3) = 667.2, p < 0.0001$), which reveals that participants’ choice of MO/MS answers was significantly affected by whether they were MAX or MIN informative: in particular, MAX answers were accepted significantly more than MIN answers for both MO ($p < 0.0001$) and MS ($p < 0.0001$). However, overall MAX MS/MO answers did not differ from each other ($p=0.1$).

There was also an interaction between ANSWER TYPE and TENSE ($\chi^2(5) = 52.362, p < 0.0001$), but this should not be surprising since participants in the -FIN condition saw both HIGH and LOW STAKES scenarios, while participants in the +FIN condition saw only LOW STAKES scenarios.

Beginning with the -FIN condition, we also find effects of ANSWER TYPE ($\chi^2(2) = 16.675, p < 0.001$), INFORMATIVITY ($\chi^2(2) = 16.675, p < 0.001$), but surprisingly there was no main effect of STAKES alone ($\chi^2(1) = 0.84772, p=0.4$). STAKES was only significant in interaction with other variables (2-way with ANSWER TYPE $\chi^2(5) = 49.003$,
This reveals the following: MO-MAX answers are significantly more acceptable than MA answers in LOW STAKES scenarios ($p < 0.0001$), but MA answers are so in HIGH STAKES ($p < 0.001$). The effect of stakes almost disappears in MS MAX answers ($p=0.05$). Further, we see that in HIGH STAKES, no comparison between MA and MS MAX revealed significant differences, but in LOW STAKES, participants did differentiate them, choosing MS MAX significantly more than MA ($p < 0.0001$). Incidentally, in LOW STAKES, choice of MS-MAX was not significantly different from choice of MO-MAX ($p=0.7$), but was in HIGH STAKES ($p < 0.05$). MS-MAX answers pattered with MO-MAX in LOW STAKES, and MA in HIGH STAKES.

In the +FIN condition, we find significant effects of ANSWER TYPE ($\chi^2(3) = 6.5063$, $p<0.05$), and INFORMATIVITY ($\chi^2(1) = 157.43$, $p<0.0001$), and an interaction between the two ($\chi^2(3) = 170.44$, $p<0.0001$). As in the -FIN Condition, we see significant differences between MO-MAX and MA ($\chi^2(1) = 18.814$, $p<0.0001$). Unlike in the -FIN condition, the difference between MS-MAX and MA was not significant ($\chi^2(1) = 0.72216$, $p=0.4$), but the difference between MS-MAX and MO-MAX was ($\chi^2(1) = 16.372$, $p<0.0001$).

In the LOW STAKES condition, we see a significant effect of FINITENESS ($\chi^2(1) = 25.004$, $p<0.0001$), a two-way interaction with ANSWER TYPE ($\chi^2(5) = 32.64$, $p<0.0001$), and a 3-way interaction with ANSWER TYPE and INFORMATIVITY ($\chi^2(9) = 549.5$, $p<0.0001$), revealing that participants choice of answers depended on both whether the answer was MAX or MIN INFORMATIVE and whether the participant was in the +FIN or -FIN condition.

We removed one trial from the +FIN Condition from our analysis because it turned out to be HIGH STAKES, and we were only interested in LOW STAKES for this condition. We discuss this more in Section 4, where we provide an in-depth post hoc analysis of trial effects to gain insight into the contribution of world knowledge.
3.3.5 Discussion

The results reveal the following. In the -FIN condition (left graph), MA answers were preferred over MS and MO answers in HIGH STAKES contexts. As expected, mention-all answers were preferred when contextual goals are exhaustive. However, acceptance of MS-MAX answers did not significantly differ from MA answers. As the informativity of a mention-some answer increased, the answer contains more information relevant to the contextual goals. These two points suggest that participants calculate a threshold whereby answers that approach exhaustivity are as acceptable as exhaustive answers.

In the LOW STAKES -FIN condition, MS-MAX and MO-MAX answers were both preferred over MA answers. Even in the +FIN condition, MA answers did not consistently win out: here, too, participants accept a maximally informative MS or MO answer more than an MA answer. These results bear against van Rooij’s Utility Hypothesis. While mention-one/mention-some answers may at most equal the utility of mention-some answers, according to van Rooij (2003, 2004), participants judged MO-MAX/MS-MAX significantly more—not equally—acceptable than MA. Additional notions are required to capture the behavior of hearers when they resolve the exhaustivity of wh-questions.

Why might this be the case? On the one hand, van Rooij predicts that ma answers should always be preferred because they are the most informative. It’s possible with an cost function that penalizes utterance length (or a notion of representational complexity where MA interpretations are more complex than MS one), one could derive higher utility for mention-some answers over mention-all answers because the latter are penalized. Note however, that in a sense this may reveal the complexity of defining the constrains on decision problems, known from the literature in behavioral economics.

At the same time, the context-dependence of exhaustive answers seen here contradicts context-independent semantics that is exhaustive, and the idea of defeasible baseline interpretations is vindicated (cf. Asher & Lascarides (1998)). While exhaustivity may be a default inference, perhaps for reasons of maximizing informativity in a semantic or Gricean manner, we can see that contexts can also render mention-all readings dispreferred to mention-some (Asher & Lascarides (1998), Schulz & van
Rooij 2006, Spector 2007, Zimmermann 2010). Perhaps then, this should be taken as evidence for a non-exhaustive underlying semantics, especially given the difficulty in establishing strong exhaustive answers to how- and why questions, and the fact that we find this effect across modal and non-modal questions.

Further, there is no significant difference between MO and MS (on matched INFORMATIVITY), meaning that participants treat mention-some akin to mention-one. While we don’t see across the board rejection of mention-some in the +FIN condition, we see a higher proportion of acceptance of MS-MAX/MO-MAX in -FIN condition than in the +FIN condition. The presence of a modal boosts the acceptability of mention-some readings, but the absence of one does not block them. This is compatible with modal theories.

Participants’ choice of MS-MAX answers is critical in this experiment, and I argue reveals that participants calculate a threshold of exhaustivity as acceptable, given contextual demands. In LOW STAKES, MS-MAX is as good as MO-MAX, and in HIGH STAKES, it is as good as MA. The result mirrors that of Phillips & George (2018), where the number of false beliefs an agent has proportionally determines the acceptability of a know-wh report: the more false beliefs, the more reject and the less false beliefs the less rejection. We reveal the effect for both answer informativity and answer exhaustivity, parameterized to context. Contextual goals determine the threshold which specifies how many answers are enough.

Experiment 1 showed us that the linguistic form of the question affects the availability of a mention-some reading: we saw significant effects of WH-WORD, MATRIX VERB, and MODAL. However, these effects were not on the magnitude of unacceptable and acceptable. With the modal particularly, we noted that the presence of one was not necessary for participants to access mention-some, but that the lack of one led to degraded responses (but, not categorically so). Given the Context-Sensitive Hypothesis, we predicted that given proper contextual support, non-modal mention-some would receive more judgements of acceptability. In Experiment 2, we found that +FIN (non-modal) questions received degraded judgements for all answer types, relative to
-FIN (modal) questions. Yet, participants’ preference for mention-some answers over mention-all answers in LOW STAKES was still significant.

These findings demonstrate that the discourse context provides central information that is relevant to resolving a given question, including which answers are most informative and how much information is needed to resolve exhaustivity and the questioner’s goal. This effect of context was observed regardless of finiteness in the embedded clause, and therefore did not depend on the presence of a modal element to license either an MO or MS answer. Finally, our results show no degradation in (maximally informative) non-exhaustive non-singleton answers. This result held even when participants could explicitly compare MS and MO answers. If such MS answers can signal ignorance, our empirical results show that they do neither consistently nor obligatorily do so.

These results are compatible with two approaches to the interpretational variability seen in embedded question interpretation: a semantics that encodes across-the-board ambiguity with respect to (non-)exhaustivity and a semantics that is underspecified for it. Whatever mechanism(s) are involved in this process of integrating contextual information, more information about the behavioral signatures of precisification and disambiguation would be incredibly illuminating to resolve such a theoretical stalemate. However, perhaps we have accrued some evidence for underspecification in the threshold-like behavior of Experiment 2. One could argue that the economy of mechanisms posited to capture a threshold-like result would be greater in an underspecified semantics than in a semantics which delivered a representation for each reading. Given that parsimony is often a theoretical boon, an underspecified semantics then may be more parsimonious than a semantics that posits ambiguity.

It is always a possible move to reject the connection between semantic and structural features posited by semanticists and the behavioral measures used in this experiment. If one rejects the proposition that participant judgments of non-modal mention-some reveal that the semantics makes such meaning available for that structure, then why would we accept such a measure as telling us anything about semantics more
generally? To make this move is to relinquish the methodology of acceptability judgements as a reliable indicator of semantic representations.

I’d like to suggest that linguistic form factors are cues that help a hearer determine how to resolve (non-)exhaustivity in a WH-question. The story (perhaps a familiar one) goes as follows. Speakers often utter expressions whose meanings are underspecified. A hearer who is uncertain about the meaning of the speaker’s utterance, must recruit a wide range of information, about which the hearer might also be uncertain, to understand the speaker’s meaning. In the case of a question, many elements of meaning are underspecified by the pronunciation of the question itself, including (non-)exhaustivity, granularity, whether the reference should be construed de re or de dicto. In this respect, questions are no different from other elements of language like quantifiers and descriptions. A hearer who is asked a question, must determine how to answer by also determining the speaker’s goal in asking the question. In resolving the goal behind the question, the hearer determines how exhaustively to answer. A speaker, for her part, can make the job easier for the hearer by signaling that her goal is exhaustive or non-exhaustive—by providing cues to her goal.

Recall that languages may encode (non-)exhaustivity in the form of particles which are non-exhaustive or exhaustive. In English, a speaker can signal non-exhaustivity by using some or any, exhaustivity by using all, and even to signal a restricted domain by using phrases like local or nearby. Likewise, we saw earlier that other languages also allow such particles, like German so and alles. An existential modal like can would also be such a cue.

Further recall Asher & Lascarides’ (1998) suggestion that questions may exhibit default preferences for exhaustivity or non-exhaustivity (the following discussion is summarized from Asher & Lascarides (1998), pp.269). They derive this defaultness from a general principle of interpretation, whereby one picks the interpretation that logically entails all others (Dalrymple et al. 1998’s Strongest Interpretation Principle). With one caveat: when we evaluate a knowledge claim, the interpretation must be compatible with the current cognitive task. For know-who-questions, the cognitive task
is often compatible with the strongest interpretation, an exhaustive one. In most cases, it is reasonable that the attitude holder has exhaustive knowledge. If Dana and I are discussing a party had amongst our mutual friends, it’s reasonable that Dana’s knowledge be exhaustive in (108) because we are interested in our mutual friends which is plausibly a small set of people.

(108) Dana knows who attended the party.

(109) Dana knows who attended Elton John’s post-Oscar party.

However, if Dana is a celebrity gossip columnist, then her knowledge need not be exhaustive for (109) to be true. She need not know whether non-celebrities came to the party. So, the cognitive states of the speakers constrain exhaustivity. With know-how-questions, and even know-where questions, Asher & Lascarides note, this effect is much greater given the vast number of possible ways to get to the treasure, or to be (precisely) located.

(110) Dana knows how to get to the treasure.

(111) Dana knows where she is.

Given the context-dependence of (non-)exhaustivity, when we interpret a root or embedded question out of context, we naturally retrieve a context against which to evaluate the question for (non-)exhaustivity and fill in the missing information about contextual goals. Whether we judge a question exhaustive or non-exhaustive will depend on aspects of the context we have retrieved. This point was brought out by examples like the following:

(112) Who has a light?

[112] is naturally construed as non-exhaustive because our world knowledge of smokers needs tells us that the person who asks [112] only needs one light. Of course, as social attitudes change, we would expect this context to become less available as smoking becomes less common. This is how world knowledge works. Indeed, when I presented this example to our lab manager Taylor Martinez (who is about ten years
my junior), she immediately thought of flashlights or lighting a candle. This is still a non-exhaustive goal (you only need one), but the ready context for her was different from mine (and the common one in the literature), because of our different exposures to smoking. When I was growing up, smoking was still permitted in many restaurants and public buildings. Between the years of 2004 and 2007, many states banned smoking indoors, such that in the intermittent years, it became rare to see smoking indoors. The fact that our differing experience led us to retrieve different contexts in which such a question would be uttered exemplifies the point I am making. No context was explicitly provided to give us a goal, yet our experience and expectations provide us with the missing information. The most likely goal for her was different than the most likely goal for me.

What cues us in reconstructing the relevant missing information? In part, the information contained in the predicate have a light. Our knowledge of the meaning of that predicate includes several different scenarios given the polysemy of light. These resolutions may include different goals, which derive from our experience and knowledge of the world and how speakers use questions to convey their goals.

In the next chapter, I’ll present a corpus analysis and related studies which attempt to quantify some of the factors which could influence how we retrieve contexts. First, we can examine the effects of particular trials could reveal how prior world knowledge associated with the contexts and embedded predicates used in our experimental stimuli might lead to participants’ acceptance or rejection of mention-some.

3.4 Default Preferences: Qualitative analyses of context, goals, and world knowledge

The analysis presented in this section attempts to provide a more in-depth look at variability in mention-some due to the effects of the particular contexts presented in Experiments 1 and 2. This analysis investigates the contributions stemming from the
constructed contexts and/or from the embedded predicates used in experimental targets. It will deepen our understanding of the way in which context influences interpretation in embedded questions.

### 3.4.1 Effects of Trial in Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tested 8 different embedded verbs per wh-word. Participants saw each embedded verb twice because the MATRIX VERB comparison (know vs. predict) was within-subjects. These verbs are presented again in (113), and represent the spread of topics of the different scenarios in which embedded question reports were evaluated. These different scenarios were coded as STORY.

(113) a. who: recruit, interview, invite, ask, call, hire, select, contact
    
    b. where: find, view, store, locate, hide, bury, sell, display

Figure 3.4 presents participant responses in each different scenario, for the critical MS condition. A Kruskal-Wallace test reveals no significant effect of STORY across the entire sample ($\chi^2(15) = 22.034, p = 0.1$), including the other answer factors. However, in the MS ANSWER Condition alone, we do see a significant effect of STORY ($\chi^2(15) = 22.034, p = 0.01$), and an interaction with wh-word ($\chi^2(15) = 29.609, p = 0.01$). The interaction reveals that the effect of STORY is driven by where-questions ($\chi^2(7) = 15.09, p = 0.03$).

The where-question scenarios reveal this variability due to STORY (the bottom graph). Contrast WHERE-HIDE and WHERE-VIEW with WHERE-SELL. The first two show a small effect of FINITENESS, while the latter shows a much larger effect. We also see the interaction with MATRIX VERB more in WHERE-LOCATE and WHERE-FIND.

In contrast, who-questions (the top graph) show a consistent effect of FINITENESS and the interaction with MATRIX VERB, where finite know-questions are rejected more on mention-some than finite predict-questions.

Consider WHERE-VIEW and WHERE-HIDE, in which we see little difference between finite and non-finite clauses. In our design, participants saw two tokens of each embedded verb (thus two difference stories about, e.g., hiding) because the MATRIX VERB
Figure 3.4: Graphs of participant responses per STORY, in the MS ANSWER condition only.
comparison (know vs. predict) was within-subjects. While embedded verb was a fully crossed factor, individual scenarios were not because this was not a factor of main interest, and because adding STORY as an additional factor in the Latin square would have expanded the study greatly. Thus, one scenario always appeared with know-wh, while the other always appeared with predict-wh.

The stimuli for those trials are presented below. Let us review where-view first.

(114) **KNOW-WHERE-VIEW - FINITE**
Zack and Joe are going on vacation to California and want to see the Hollywood sign.

Zack’s mom asks his dad, “Where do you think they will view the sign?”
His dad responds, “I think Beachwood Canyon.”

Actually, they go to Beachwood Canyon, Lake Hollywood Park, and the Griffith Observatory, but not Downtown or Runyon Canyon Park.

Mom reports, “Dad knows where they viewed the Hollywood Sign.”

Is Mom right?

(115) **PREDICT-WHERE-VIEW - FINITE**
Mary has a special bucket list item she wishes to check off her list, and first on the list is to view the Northern Lights. She and her friend Abby are going on a road trip, from Maine to Alaska, and stopping in New York, and Ohio before going up to Minnesota and then Canada.

Mary’s mom asks her dad, “Where do you think they will view the Northern Lights?”

Her dad responds, “I think Alaska.”

In fact, they did view the Lights in Minnesota, Canada and Alaska, but not in New York and Ohio because it was too cloudy.

Mom reports, “Dad predicted where they viewed the Northern Lights.”

Is Mom right?

Note that the stories establish the mention-all answer—Zack and Joe see the Hollywood sign in three places (but not two others) and Mary sees the Northern Lights in three places (and not in two others). Yet, a mention-some answer is accepted 75% of
the time or higher.

What about these two scenarios is licensing mention-some? In both, the main character’s goal is to view some sight. Of course, a viewing event may be satisfied by several repeat instances of the same viewing. I can look out my window several times a day and view the street corner, and each separate time I do so counts as a true case of viewing the street corner. Nothing here provides insight. Rather, it is the characters’ particular goals in viewing sights they have never before seen that licenses mention-some interpretations. This is one common goal driving tourism and the creation of bucket lists. With such a goal, often a single event of viewing (probably the first one) satiates the goal. Of course, one could create a bucket list item to “see the Northern Lights as many times as possible”, or be a tourist who ventures to see the Hollywood sign from every angle and perspective. These goals would then lend themselves to mention-all interpretations. However, I expect that they are less-typical goals for a tourist or one creating a bucket list.

(116) PREDICT-WHERE-HIDE - FINITE
Davey eats too much chocolate. He went to Costco the other day and bought a bulk package of Ferrer Roché. He asks his friend Mackenzie to hide the chocolate for him.

Ruth asks Davey, “Where do you think she will hide the chocolate?”
Davey says, “I think in the linen closet.”

In fact, Mackenzie hid the chocolate in the dresser drawers, in the linen closet and inside Davey’s suitcase, but not in the freezer.

Ruth reports, “Davey predicted where she hid the chocolate.”

Is Ruth right?

(117) KNOW-WHERE-HIDE - FINITE
Chris is always taking Alice’s snacks so she wants to hide them from him. Alice and Barbara conspire to hide her food.

Chris asks Geoff, “Where do you think they will hide the snacks?”

Geoff says, “I think in the mattress.”

Actually, they hid the snacks in the mattress, and in the couch, but not in the
shoebox in the closet.

Chris reports, “Geoff knows where they hid the snacks.”

Is Chris right?

In these scenarios, a reasonable mention-some goal is less forth-coming than in the previous ones. I’d like to suggest the following. When one is searching for hidden food, the natural reason behind the search is to eat the hidden food. Similar to the viewing scenarios, this goal is satisfied by a single event of finding hidden food, and most likely the first. Thus, knowing or predicting a mention-some answer here is sufficient because finding some hidden food is enough for the purposes of eating the food. This could especially be the case if participants interpret the event of searching depicted in the scenarios as occurring right now: the searcher wants food now, so the first place to find the hidden treats satisfies that craving. Of course, one might have an insatiable craving whose satiation requires all the hidden treats.

In both cases, these facts do not fall out of the question’s meaning, but from the world knowledge associated with typical touristic goals/bucket lists or the (subjective) satisfaction conditions of a food craving.

Compare those two sets above to sell, where we see a large effect of finiteness.

118) **Know-sell - Finite**

Julia has just created a new perfume, and is deciding where to sell it. Her friend Paula is helping her market it. Julia’s brother and sister are discussing the situation.

Her brother asks her sister, “Where do you think they will sell the perfume?” Her sister says, “I think the local boutique.”

Actually, Julia ends up selling it at the local boutique, the pop-up and Perfumerie. But not at Macy’s or Lord and Taylor.

Julia’s brother reports, “My sister knows where they sold the perfume.”

Is the brother right?

119) **Predict-sell - Finite**

Dante and Bea are trying to sell a collection of ugly Christmas sweaters. They are trying to get permits to sell at the mall, at the local boutique, at a pop-up in
town, and online. Their friends, Felicia and Gabe are discussing whether they will be successful.

Gabe asks Felicia, “Where do you think they will sell the sweaters?” Felicia says, “I think online.”

As it turns out, they are unable to get a permit to sell at the mall, but are able to get permits to sell at the other places.

Gabe reports, “Felicia predicted where they sold the sweaters.”

Is Gabe right?

In these two finite scenarios, participants accepted 30% of the time and 48% of the time on average. These responses are neither different from each other nor from chance.

What might the relevant goal here be? A natural reason to sell something is to make a profit. One makes more profit, the more one sells one’s product(s). This is particularly clear in scenario (118), where the main character has created a new product. Its being sold at many places will increase the chances of it being a successful product that makes profit for the seller.

Note that even though this might be a likely goal for a selling scenario, participants accepted non-finite targets at ceiling. The non-finite scenarios are presented in (120) and (121):

(120) **KNOW-SELL - NON-FINITE**

Julia has just created a new perfume, and has permits to sell it at the Perfumerie, Macy’s, Lord and Taylor, at a pop-up in town, and at the local boutique.

Actually, the best selling locations are the local boutique, the pop-up and Perfumerie. Macy’s and Lord and Taylor sell only two bottles.

Her friend Paula asks her where to sell the perfume.

Julia says, “The local boutique.”

Paula reports, “Julia knows where to sell the perfume.”

Is Paula right?
Danny is trying to sell his collection of ugly Christmas sweaters. He has permits to sell at the mall, at the local boutique, at a pop-up in town, and online.

He asks his friend Felicia to guess which places will be successful.
Felicia says, “The pop-up in town.”

As it turns out, the online store and mall location did poorly, but the local boutique and the pop-up did very well.

Danny reports, “Felicia predicted where to sell the sweaters.”

Is Danny right?

Why were NON-FINITE scenarios particularly compatible with mention-some? I present some possible explanations.

The first point concerns the felicity conditions of non-finite clauses. While we attempted to make minimal changes between the FINITE and NON-FINITE conditions, there were some changes that were necessary to make a finite or non-finite embedded question felicitous. In the FINITE stories, answers were factual—the events encoded by the embedded predicate happened. Thus, the questioner was asking about past events that were not ordered in any way. In contrast, the covert deontic modality encoded in the non-finite question (cf. Bhatt 1999; Kratzer 1989, 1991) led answers in this condition to take on a flavor of optimality or “bestness”. While we tried to counteract this layer of meaning by explicitly stating that several answers were “best” (as can be seen in both (120) and (121)), perhaps the superlative meaning licensed a mention-some answer because typically a superlative picks out a single item. Further, its possible that this logic was reinforced by the fact that another character is making an assertion about the answerer’s knowledge. So participants may have inferred that the answerer had knowledge of the single best answer to satisfy the superlative, thus explaining why they asserted a mention-some answer.

If this is how participants interpreted these non-finite scenarios, we might expect that mention-all answers would be degraded relative to mention-some answers because a mention-all answer does not satisfy this superlative meaning. If we take a look
at responses for these two stories across all answer conditions in Figure 3.5, we do see that MA answers are accepted slightly less than MS answers, but not significantly so in either predict or know targets.

There is another possibility. If someone is selling something, you would expect them to diligently research where to sell their product. It’s possible that participants are thus interpreting the characters as having exhaustive knowledge in virtue of this fact even though they give a mention-some answer. This explanation would apply to (120) because the seller is the person whose knowledge we are evaluating, but it is not the case for (121).

3.4.2 Effects of Story in Experiment 2

A Kruskal-Wallace test reveals significant effects of story in the non-finite ($\chi^2(15) = 22.034, p = 0.01$) but not the finite conditions ($\chi^2(4) = 5.9394, p=0.2$), as well as an interaction between story and answer type in the non-finite Condition ($\chi^2(15) = 22.034, p = 0.01$). This is all good news, and unsurprising because we manipulated stakes by creating stories that were high and low stakes. Thus, the effect due to particular stories is driven by this manipulation. Given that we did not manipulate high stakes in the finite Condition, we should not expect to see an effect of story
there, if the individual stories were consistent enough.

**Figure 3.6:** Results of Experiment 2, HIGH STAKES NON-FINITE Condition, broken down by STORY.

Let’s first focus on HIGH STAKES, presented in Figure (3.6). Across the entire sample for this condition, the difference between MA and MO-MAX answers is significant ($\chi^2(1) = 6.0274$, $p=0.01$), but the difference between MA and MS-MAX answers is not ($\chi^2(1) = 0.381$, $p=0.5$). Further, while the graph appears to present at least trends towards significant differences for most trials, a Test of Equal or Given Proportions reveals that MA and MO-MAX/MS-MAX answers did not significantly differ in any individual trial. The exception was the FIREFIGHTER story, where only the MA/MO-MAX comparison was significantly different ($\chi^2(1) = 3.9894$, $p=0.05$).

The STAKES manipulation was designed to elicit differing responses between MA and mo-max/(MS-MAX) answers: the HIGH STAKES condition aimed to present exhaustive goals to favor MA, while the LOW STAKES condition aimed to present non-exhaustive goals to favor MO-MAX/MS-MAX. As Figure (3.6) shows, qualitatively it appears that participants did not distinguish between these two answer types in FBI and TERRORISM; indeed, there does not appear to be any trend toward a significant difference here. Further, in both trials, it even appears that MS-MAX answers are accepted
at a slightly greater proportion than MA answers. Let’s examine these two stories more closely.

(122) **FBI**
A serial killer is on the loose, and has kidnapped several people. FBI forensic analysts have determined a ranking for the most likely places where the victims might be found (where a higher number indicates more likely):

Place F is ranked at the top as the most likely place where the killer is operating.
Place A is next,
then Place B,
Place C,
Place E, and finally
Place D is ranked last, as the least likely place.

The local state police detective working the case asks her three chief investigators, “Where should we search for the kidnapped people?”

(123) **Terrorism**
The Capitol Police have just gotten word of a possible terrorist attack targeting specific stores in the area. An independent consultancy firm has calculated the risk of certain stores to be targeted. The firm has not yet released the study, but has ranked the stores from high risk to low risk:

Store E is most at risk, with a .5 probability,
Store B is next with .4 probability,
Store A has a .25 probability,
Store D, a .1 probability,
Store F, a .05 probability, and
Store C is least at risk, with a 0 probability.

The Chief asks his three top advisors, “Where should we set up extra surveillance?”

In real life, our goals are often constrained by practical factors like time-sensitivity, manpower, and other resources. Though our stories did not manipulate these directly, it’s possible that participants imputed such constraints into the scenarios. Consider (122). Successfully saving kidnapped individuals may well rest on fast action (is there not a greatly diminished expectation to find the victim alive after 72 hours?). Thus, if certain locations are more likely to lead to results, then it would make sense that those places should be prioritized by an efficient search party. An exhaustive search, while
more thorough, would waste time. This could explain why MS-MAX answers were preferred over both MA and MO-MAX in FBI. Similarly, in [123], if time or resources are a constraint, then perhaps the best action is to move on the most certain locations.

Such variability was not observed in LOW STAKES NON-FINITE Condition (top graph in Figure 3.7). We see participants’ robust preference for both MO-MAX ($\chi^2(1) = 49.223, p<0.0001$) and MS-MAX ($\chi^2(1) = 43.81, p<0.0001$) over MA across the entire LOW STAKES sample.

There appears to be more variability in the FINITE Condition (bottom graph in Figure 3.7). In the analysis presented above, we removed the DENTIST story because we determined that it was actually a HIGH STAKES scenario and we were only interested in LOW STAKES for the +FIN condition. However, we do not find an effect of STORY in this condition. Like the NON-FINITE Condition, we see significant differences between MO-MAX and MA ($\chi^2(1) = 18.814, p<0.0001$), but not between MS-MAX and MA ($\chi^2(1) = 0.72216, p=0.4$). Indeed, MS-MAX and MO-MAX were also significantly different ($\chi^2(1) = 16.372, p<0.0001$).

Consider the DENTIST scenario, presented below.

(124) DENTIST
Dee is looking for a new dentist. She asks various family members for their opinions. One of her aunts mentions that her cousin Joe has had chronic dental issues for the past few years. As a result, he has tried several local dentists and has ranked them according to affordability and competence:

Dentist A is ranked first,
Dentist B is the next,
Dentist C is third,
Dentist D is fourth,
Dentist E is fifth, and
Dentist F is last.

Dee asks, “Where did Joe go for his dental work?”

We originally considered this to be LOW STAKES because there was no (intended)

Note however, that in a sense this may reveal the complexity of defining the constrains on decision problems, known from the literature in economics and behavioral economics, and suggest that ultimately an account that involves calculating utility must be much more complex than deciding merely on informational content of an answer.
emergency conveyed by the scenario, and certainly no lives were apparently at risk. Our operationalized definition of \textit{stakes} made the very coarse-grained distinction between human lives at risk (=high stakes), or not (=low stakes). We did acknowledge that by this definition, a scenario may be exhaustive and low stakes or non-exhaustive and high stakes. I believe this scenario nicely illustrates these possibilities. While no lives are at risk, it’s possible that this scenario would warrant a more exhaustive response, perhaps because bad dentistry \textit{could} be risk in this way. If this were the case, we would expect to see high acceptance of MA answers, which we do not see. We leave this mystery, and move on to the discussion.

3.4.3 Discussion

The discussion in this section explores the possibility that particpants impute additional information into these experimental scenarios, in order to resolve (non-)exhaustivity. We saw variation in both experiments suggesting that some participants may have imposed additional constraints on the stories, like time-sensitivity or resource maximization (experiment 2), or used their general expectations about scenario-specific speaker goals (experiment 1). In both cases, this information is not only not present in the designed scenarios, but also not part of the semantic content of the target questions.

3.5 General Discussion

Across two experiments, we have presented empirical data that reveal the following. First, MS answers are not as constrained as has been previously assumed. They are acceptable when associated with either infinitival embedded questions or with finite embedded questions. The presence of a modal element facilitates licensing of a non-exhaustive answer, but is not a necessary precondition for it. Second, the type of embedding verb and the \textit{wh}-word both play a role in answer acceptability, highlighting the role of lexical semantics. Third, contextual information about the questioner’s goals in the discourse context play a key role in the resolution of exhaustivity. Finally, the quality of a mention-some answer matters: those that are more informative are
valued more than those that are not. Thus, in this work, we have identified a set of surface-level and contextual cues that the speaker can manipulate and that the listener can recruit to arrive at an intended interpretation. Together, these points bear against semantic theories which assign only an exhaustive meaning to questions.

I suggested in the previous chapter that world knowledge and hearer’s prior expectations play a role in the resolution of exhaustivity. Given the context-dependence of (non-)exhaustivity, when we interpret a root or embedded question out of context, we retrieve a context against which to evaluate the question for (non-)exhaustivity. Whether we judge a question exhaustive or non-exhaustive will depend on aspects of the context we have retrieved. How we retrieve a context, and what context we do retrieve will naturally depend on several different factors that involve our experience and knowledge of the world. Amongst these, may include the baseline frequency of the construction, the relative co-occurrence of the cues in the question (assuming that indeed linguistic factors are cues to interpretation), the conditional probability of (non-)exhaustivity given those cues, and the conditional probability of certain contextual goals given those cues.
Figure 3.7: Results of Experiment 2, LOW STAKES, NON-FINITE (top) and FINITE (bottom) Conditions, broken down by STORY.
Chapter 4

Experiments 3a and 3b: Conditional probability of (non-)exhaustivity

Up to this point, we have focused on testing predictions made by semantic theories about the acceptability of mention-some readings of embedded questions across contexts and question forms. We found that while a modal question boosts the acceptability of mention-some, non-modal questions can also be non-exhaustive. However, these were degraded relative to modal questions. We argued that if contextual goals were explicitly manipulated to be non-exhaustive, that non-modal questions would be felicitous on mention-some interpretations. Dayal (2016: 71-82) has argued similarly that non-modal mention some needs explicit contextual licensing. In our second experiment, we found that both mention-some and mention-all acceptability was conditioned upon discourse goals. Not only can non-modal questions be felicitously mention-some, but exhaustive readings of questions are not default, they too are context-dependent (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010). We additionally found that independent factors, like the matrix embedding verb imposed interpretational constraints on the embedded question: know-wh questions were more exhaustive than predict-wh questions. This supports insights from, e.g., Heim (1994), Zimmermann (2010), George 2011 that know imposes exhaustivity on its wh-complement.

I further argued that the responses in Experiment 2 revealed that participants were calculating something akin to “mention-enough”, and thus best supported accounts of semantic underspecification (Asher & Lascarides (1998); Ginzburg (1995); van Rooij (2003), 2004). One could argue that the data are also consistent with semantic ambiguity (Hintikka 1976; Beck & Rullmann 1999; Lahiri 2002; George 2011, Ch. 2). However,
given that participants appeared to access a range of intermediate non-exhaustivity in Experiment 2, an underspecified semantics simply explains with a single underlying representation. In contrast, an ambiguity semantics would potentially need many representations. From a cognitive perspective, it is an open question whether one kind of underlying representation is better than the other. Some have argued that underspecification accounts are safeguards against combinatory explosion (Poesio 1996; Ebert 2005), while others have made the case that ambiguity actually facilitates communication (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson 2012).

In fact, ambiguity and underspecification theories are equivalent from the point of view of the semantics-pragmatics divide, and simple experimental methods may not suffice to empirically distinguish between them. Both accounts will show interpretational variation based on context, and those contextual features we think modulate interpretation; both accounts require a pragmatic mechanism deployed by the hearer to either precisify or disambiguate the speaker’s utterance. Indeed, in any case where we might postulate ambiguity, we might equally postulate underspecification via contextual variables instead, and vice-versa. To empirically choose between these two semantic theories, we must then examine the behavioral signature of disambiguation and precisification, and determine which one best matches (non-)exhaustivity resolution. This is no small task, and one that we will not answer here.

Precisification can be defined as a process by which a hearer takes an underspecified semantic representation, and refines it through the inclusion of contextual information (Pinkal 1996; Egg 2010). This might mean that the representation receives an extension, or truth-value (van Deemter 2010), but the question of truth-value is not our concern here. Similarly, disambiguation can be defined as a process by which a hearer determines which of multiple representations, a speaker intended, through the inclusion of contextual information (cf. Jurafsky 1996).
Both are processes whereby the hearer determines the speaker’s meaning by integrating multiple sources of information together: the proprietary linguistic information (the semantic representation, or the classical “literal meaning” of the utterance), with non-linguistic information (e.g., context, world-knowledge, prior expectations). Only, in the case of questions, the literal meaning alone does not determine (non-)exhaustivity. Rather, the question form itself can provide defeasible cues to the speaker’s meaning (to the degree of (non-)exhaustivity intended).

This conception of (non-)exhaustivity provides explanations for judgements in the theoretical literature. Linguists are also hearers, and the process of determining truth conditions (or answerhood conditions) inherently involves the interpretation of a question in a context. How a hearer does this may depend on several different factors, as we’ve been discussing.

For one, it has been standard in the literature to discuss question interpretation out of context. Given the necessity of context to interpretation here, hearers must impute a context where none is explicitly (linguistically) provided. Thus, the perceived omnipresence of mention-all could be the result of a ‘safe bet” heuristic strategy a hearer deploys. Perhaps, in absence of sufficient information regarding the speaker’s goals, a hearer might interpret or answer more exhaustively or not as a quicker way to discharge their responsibility as hearer or answerer. Indeed, exhaustivity inferences arise more generally than in questions (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010; Geiss et al. 2018; Destruel & DeVaugh-Geiss 2018).

In other cases, the baseline likelihood of a particular resolution of (non-)exhaustivity might differ with different questions. Beyond the form factors we have so far been discussing, the world knowledge associated with a particular question may lead a hearer to have prior expectations about the relevant speaker goals associated with it. Recall the case of Who’s got a light?, where without any explicit linguistic context, we assume the speaker is a smoker and has a non-exhaustive goal.

Thus, the probability that a particular resolution is drawn may depend on not only the linguistic form of the question asked (both the syntax and semantics of the words
plus the world knowledge associated with them), but the context, and a range of subjective prior beliefs that the hearer has. It is a combination of both bottom-up linguistic information and top-down beliefs and expectations. This view is consistent with current thinking, not only amongst psycholinguists about the nature of language comprehension (Degen & Tanenhaus 2014, 2016, 2018; Elman, Hare, McRae 2004; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg 1994; Seigenberg & MacDonald 1999; Tanenhaus & Truswell 1995; McRae & Matsuki 2004, a.o.), speech perception (Kleinschmidt, Weathervoltz & Jaefer 2018), acquisition of syntax (Pearl 2006), and word learning (Frank & Goodman 2014, Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum 2006); but also amongst cognitive scientists more generally (visual perception: Feldman & Singh 2006, Feldman 2016; inductive reasoning: Pearl 2000; concept learning: Tenenbaum 1999).

Probabilistic models have been fruitfully applied to the study of language in discourse, including coreference (Kehler, et al. 2008; Kehler & Rohde 2018), syntactic ambiguity (Jurafsky 1996; Rohde 2008), scalar implicature (Frank & Goodman 2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller 2013; Degen 2015; ), specification of thresholds in gradable adjectives (Lassiter & Goodman 2013), and non-literal language use (metaphor: Kao et al., 2014, hyperbole: Kao et al., 2014; irony: Kao & Goodman 2015), amongst many others.

In this chapter, I aim to dig into the probabilistic relationship between surface-level linguistic cues and (non-)exhaustivity by answering the question: What is the probability of interpretation conditioned on these surface-level cues? We thus provide empirical grounding for the Cue Hypothesis discussed in Chapter 3. I conduct two answer rating tasks. The first task manipulates the presence/absence of a modal (can) and the wh-word heading the question (who, where, and how). The second study looks more closely at the relationship between contextual goals and the presence/absence of an existential modal, using the notions of “high” and “low stakes” contexts introduced in Experiment 2.
4.1 Experiment 3a: Interpretation Conditioned on Linguistic Form

Experiments 1 and 2 provide some evidence that the linguistic form of the question and contextually provided discourse goals determine the acceptability of (non-)exhaustivity in a question. However, here we explicitly test the Cue Hypothesis, that “exhaustive cues” will lead to higher ratings of exhaustive (MA) answers, and “non-exhaustive cues” will lead to higher ratings of non-exhaustive (MO/MS) answers. The next two studies attempt to lend empirical support to this hypothesis.

4.1.1 Design and Materials

Data and materials for this study can be found at [https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Conditional_probability](https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Conditional_probability). This study manipulated one within-subject factor, WH (who, where, how). We included three between-subjects factors: MODAL (MODAL, NOMODAL), ANSWER (MO, MS, MA), and TASK (ACCEPT, LIKELY). Thus, this study was a 2x3x2 factorial design, with 12 unique trial types. In addition to these test trials, there were 32 filler items. Fillers involved either judgments of pronominal co-reference, or judgments of the naturalness of a picture of an animal.

Example test trials are presented in (125) and (126). As in Experiment 1, participants read a short scenario in which a character asks another character a root question, for example, Where did Fido hide his toys? In contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, here no answer is explicitly given. Rather, it is stated that the Questioner concludes, based on the answer, that the answerer knows-wh. At test, the participant is then presented with an answer, and asked how likely or how acceptable that answer is, given the story. Here, answers were manipulated for (non-)exhaustivity: MA, MS, and MO.

(125) NOMODAL

Fido the dog buried his toys in the backyard last week. He hid them so well that now he cannot seem to find any. A neighbor, Jill, comes over to help Mary, Fido’s owner, find the toys in the yard.

Fido hid his toys behind the shed, next to the large tree, under the swing set, and under the deck. No toys were in the middle of the yard, on the side of the house, or near the mailbox.
Jill asks Mary, “Where did Fido hide his toys?”

Based on Mary’s answer, Jill concludes, “Mary knows where Fido hid his toys.”

a. How acceptable is it for Mary to give an answer like, Acceptable Task

b. How likely is it that Mary gave an answer like, Likely Task

   i. “Behind the shed”?

   ii. “Behind the shed, and next to the large tree”?

   iii. “Behind the shed, next to the large tree, under the swing set, and under the deck”?

(126) Modal

Fido the dog buried his toys in the backyard last week. He hid them so well that now he cannot seem to find any. A neighbor, Jill, comes over to help Mary, Fido’s owner, find the toys in the yard.

Fido can hide his toys behind the shed, next to the large tree, under the swing set, and under the deck. But not in the middle of the yard, on the side of the house, or near the mailbox.

Mary asks Jill, “Where can Fido hide his toys?”

Based on Jill’s answer, Mary concludes, “Jill knows where Fido can hide his toys.”

a. How acceptable is it for Mary to give an answer like, Acceptable Task

b. How likely is it that Mary gave an answer like, Likely Task

   i. “He can bury them behind the shed”?

   ii. “He can bury them behind the shed, and next to the large tree”?

   iii. “He can bury them behind the shed, next to the large tree, under the swing set, and under the deck”?

Note that, in other work we explicitly compared definite descriptions which impose a maximality requirement, with base nominal expressions that do not (Moyer, Husnain, Syrett 2019). The hypothesis was that the former would grammatical block mention-some readings if maximality was violated but the latter would not. We found that, when contextual goals are non-exhaustive, participants accepted mention-some readings for both noun types (no significant differences between the two noun conditions), even when maximality was violated. Malamud (2011)’s semantics of definites gives a van Rooij-style decision-theoretic analysis of maximal and minimal readings of definites which are parametric on context, and provides a nice explanation of those results. However, the interaction between definiteness/maximality and (non-)exhaustivity in
questions is an open issue.

In many of our stimuli, we use possessive nouns without fear of introducing a confound due to maximality, given the previous results just discussed. At the same time, if participants are accessing a reading where maximality violations render the target sentence false, it could lower the acceptability of mention-some. We will keep this point in the back of the mind.

4.1.2 Participants

238 participants were gathered and run on this experiment through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were restricted to those with U.S. IP addresses, who had a HIT completion rate of 99% or higher, and who had completed more than 1,000 HITs. These additional restrictions were to ensure that the participants were of a high quality and would take the task more seriously. The study was designed and administered through Qualtrics survey software (Provo, UT).

4.1.3 Predictions

This study tests the hypothesis that the linguistic factors we have been calling “cues to (non-) exhaustivity” are indeed cues for the hearer to resolve (non-)exhaustivity. If this is true, then generally speaking, exhaustive cue conditions will lead to higher ratings of MA answers, and lower ratings of MS/MO answers, while non-exhaustive cue conditions will lead to higher ratings of MS/MO answers and lower ratings of MA answers.

Specifically then, we may think of exhaustive cues as being finite (non-modal), and who-questions; and we may think of non-exhaustive cues as being modal, and how-questions. Further, as understood in the processing literature, we would expect that cue co-occurrences can affect the strength of an interpretation. Note that we are not measuring interpretation strength directly in this experiment. To approximate strength, we might look at the variance in responses. Higher variance in ratings or an answer across participants could indicate that those cues do not reliably cue to that
answer; likewise, low variance could indicate that the link between the answer and a cue is strong.

We are also implicitly testing the form theories discussed in the previous chapter. Modal theories predict asymmetries between MODAL and NON-MODAL questions for MS/MO answer condition. Further the manipulation of MS and MO introduced in Experiment 2 allows us to test the acceptability of degrees of non-exhaustivity.

### 4.1.4 Results

A Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test reveals a significant effect of TASK: $W = 1200000$, $p < 0.0001$, and an interaction between TASK and ANSWER ($\chi^2(5) = 217.54$, $p < 0.0001$). This is confirmed by a comparison between the two distributions shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: Comparison of Likert response distribution over the two tasks. The LIKELY task has 1488 observations, while the Accept Task has 1367.](image)

Given these differences in task, we will analyze the two datasets separately. In both tasks, there were main effects of ANSWER (LIKELY: $\chi^2(2) = 17.261$, $p < 0.0002$; ACCEPT: $\chi^2(2) = 129.52$, $p < 0.0001$), and MODAL (LIKELY: $\chi^2(1) = 43.691$, $p < 0.0001$; ACCEPT: $\chi^2(1) = 24.87$, $p < 0.0001$). WH-WORD was significant in the LIKELY task ($\chi^2(2) = 19.206$, $p < 0.0002$) but not the ACCEPT task ($\chi^2(2) = 1.6813$, $p=0.4$). Finally, in both tasks we
found a two-way interaction between answer and modal (likely: $\chi^2(5) = 73.137$, $p < 0.0001$; accept: $\chi^2(5) = 208.55$, $p < 0.0001$) and a three-way interaction between answer x modal x wh (likely: $\chi^2(17) = 107.39$, $p < 0.0001$; accept: $\chi^2(17) = 222.11$, $p < 0.0001$).

While there was no overall significant difference between ms and mo answers ($\chi^2(1) = 1.5726$, $p = 0.2$), there were differences in each task (likely: $\chi^2(1) = 7.8094$, $p < 0.005$; accept: $\chi^2(1) = 25.278$, $p < 0.0001$). There was an overall significant difference between ms and ma answers ($\chi^2(1) = 77.884$, $p < 0.0001$), driven by the accept task (accept: $\chi^2(1) = 132.28$, $p < 0.0001$) but not the likely task ($\chi^2(1) = 1.4519$, $p = 0.2$). Task was a between-subjects measure, so no participant saw both dependent variable, and thus there would not have been interference between measures.

The following graphs present the breakdown of each factor across the three answer conditions. First, Figure 4.2 shows the mo condition. Here, we can see that responses are overall on the high end: median ratings are all 3 or above. First, nomodal condition receives significantly lower ratings than the modal condition in both tasks (likely: $\chi^2(1) = 42.889$, $p < 0.0001$; accept: $\chi^2(1) = 70.108$, $p < 0.0001$). Second, the median rating for non-modal who (m=3) in the accept task is lower than for the other wh-words (m=4). This difference is not significant ($p=0.09$ between who and where). Finally, the median responses are about one point lower in the likely task than in the accept task (modal: $\chi^2(1) = 53.221$, $p < 0.0001$; nomodal: $\chi^2(1) = 15.105$, $p=0.0001$).

![Figure 4.2](image1.png)

**Figure 4.2:** Responses split by modal, wh and task, for mo answers.

Figure 4.3 shows the ms condition. Just observing the graphs reveals that there do
not appear to be many differences between factors, and ratings are generally high (‘3’ or above). Again, we see that NOMODAL conditions are degraded compared to MODAL conditions, but this is significant only in the LIKELY task ($\chi^2(1) = 7.1023, p=0.008$) and not in the ACCEPT task ($\chi^2(1) = 3.0243, p=0.08$).

![Figure 4.3: Responses split by MODAL, WH and TASK, for MS answers.](image)

Finally, Figure 4.4 shows the MA condition. Again, the graphs reveal little overall differences, even between MODAL and NOMODAL conditions. However, NOMODAL condition received significantly lower ratings than the MODAL condition in the LIKELY task ($\chi^2(1) = 7.8079, p=0.005$) but not in the ACCEPT task ($\chi^2(1) = 3.6394, p=0.06$). We also see significant effects of WH in the LIKELY task, across both MODAL ($\chi^2(2) = 7.3343, p=0.03$) and NOMODAL ($\chi^2(2) = 17.093, p=0.0001$). In both cases, the effect is driven by a difference between WHO and HOW (MODAL: $p=0.03$; NOMODAL: $p=0.0002$), particularly in the NOMODAL condition.

![Figure 4.4: Responses split by MODAL, WH and TASK, for MA answers.](image)
Analyzing Variance

One way to test variance in Likert scale data would be to test for homogeneity of variance, or homoscedasticity. If there is less variance in participant responses to certain conditions, it could indicate that those conditions more consistently provide a cue to interpretation than conditions with greater variance in participant responses. More variance could indicate either that participants are not consistently responding based on that condition, or could perhaps indicate that there are different underlying response patterns.

Given the non-parametric nature of the data, we can perform a Fligner-Killeen test for homogeneity of group variances based on ranks. The null hypothesis is that the variances in the different groups are the same. We hypothesized that, if the variance in cue co-occurrence conditions was less than in non-co-occurrence conditions, this could indicate a stronger relationship between the cues and a given answer. Figure 4.5 plots the variance for each condition. First, the difference in variance in ratings for either MO or MS answers between MODAL conditions for was not significant (MO: $\chi^2(1) = 2.3765, p = 0.1$; MS: $\chi^2(1) = 0.276, p = 0.6$), meaning (according to the above logic) that participants were neither more nor less consistent in their ratings for modal

![Figure 4.5: Variance in each condition.](image-url)
vs. non-modal questions. In contrast, the difference in variance in responses for wh-word was significant for MO answers ($\chi^2(2) = 9.2457, p > 0.01$), but not MS answers ($\chi^2(2) = 3.9014, p = 0.1$).

In particular, we hypothesized that two such conditions would be of interest: NON-MODAL who-questions, and MODAL how-questions. For neither who- nor how-questions, was there a significant difference between MODAL conditions in the variance of responses to MS/MO answers (who-questions: $\chi^2(1) = 0.395, p=0.5$; how-questions: $\chi^2(1) = 0.048, p=0.5$). This means that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that these MODAL and NOMODAL groups have the same variance.

Interestingly, the variance between MODAL conditions was significantly different for MA answers overall ($\chi^2(1) = 6.561, p=0.01$), but driven by how-questions ($\chi^2(1) = 8.3967, p <0.005$). A look at histograms from the two conditions reveals that responses in the MODAL conditions are lower than responses in the NOMODAL condition. A closer look at these conditions reveals lower means in the NOMODAL condition ($\bar{x} = 3.7$ vs. $\bar{x} = 3.9$), but equal medians (M=4).

Here, we actually see TASK differences which make the MODAL difference come out. Overall there were lower medians and means in the LIKELY than in ACCEPT (M = 3, vs. M = 4; $\bar{x} = 3.3$ vs. $\bar{x} = 4.4$), suggesting that an MA answer is an acceptable, but unlikely response to a how-question. But this was driven by the NOMODAL condition (M = 3; $\bar{x} = 3$), suggesting that an MA answer to a non-modal how-question is less likely. This is consistent with the intuition expressed by researchers like Asher & Lascarides (1998) that exhaustive answers to HOW-questions are somehow exceptional.

### 4.2 Discussion

This study showed that the Likert rating of an answer was indeed sensitive to the surface-level cues in the question’s linguistic form. We saw that MS and MO answers were degraded when the question did not contain a modal, that MO answers were degraded especially for NOMODAL who-questions (in the ACCEPT task only), and that MA answers were degraded for NONMODAL how-questions. Note that these last two
results lightly replicate the observations from the literature that who-questions really disprefer non-exhaustive answers, while how-questions disprefer exhaustive ones.

Degraded median ratings were nonetheless high across the board; none dipped below a 3. The manipulated factors did not render any answers completely unacceptable or unlikely. Instead, the degraded ratings suggest that these form factors have the potential to render an answer more or less optimal, not completely ungrammatical or unacceptable. This is consistent with the hypothesis that form factors are defeasible cues to interpretation.

The results from this experiment replicates findings from Experiments 1 and 2, and thus provides support for the hypothesis that the form of a question may provide cues to the most optimal answer. In particular, we find support for a Weak, but not a Strong, Modal Hypothesis, and that the kind of wh-question (who- or how-question) may also affect what kind of answer is optimal.

What about the Cue Hypothesis? We have found some support for it given that our dependent measures were somewhat sensitive to cues. But the strength of the relationship between cues and interpretation is still open. The analysis of homoscedasticity revealed that the variance in ratings of MS/MO answers did not significantly differ between levels for our cues of interest. In particular, we did not find differences between modal and non-modal who- and how-questions. However, we did find significantly different variance in ratings for MA answer, driven by MODALITY in how-questions.

Just because there were no differences in variances for MS/MO answers, does not mean the Cue Hypothesis is ruled out. Rather, this finding is consistent with each level of a factor of interest providing a cue (e.g., both the presence and the absence of modality), rather than only one level (i.e., the presence of modality but not its absence) providing a cue for one reading. The cues go both ways.

We saw some task variation. The effects of the wh-word were modulated by TASK: MA answers were rated slightly less likely answers to nonmodal how-questions than other to other wh-questions (but not less acceptable), and MO answers were rated less acceptable answers to nonmodal who-questions than to other wh-questions (but not less
likely). These task effects could suggest that there is sensitivity to a particular kind of contextual evaluation. While different from the kind of contextual manipulation from Experiment 2, we can see these task effects as illustrating the context sensitivity of these judgements (cf. Degen & Goodman 2014; Degen & Tanenhaus 2019; Roberts 2017).

One possible explanation for the generally high ratings in this experiment is experimental confound. The test prompt asked participants responded to evaluate an answer like __, rather than to evaluate a particular kind of answer. They could have interpreted an answer like to mean an answer from the provided list or an answer in the form of __, rather than as the intended mention-some/mention-all difference. Experiment 3B addresses this potential confound, and additionally manipulates context operationalized again as ‘stakes’, as in Experiment 2.

4.3 Experiment 3b: Interpretation Conditioned on Form and Goal

In this follow-up experiment, we remove a potential confound from Experiment 4a by asking the participant to judge a particular answer, rather than an answer like... Additionally, we focus only on the relationship between modality and context on the acceptability of mention-some/mention-one answers.

4.3.1 Design and Materials

Data and materials for this study can be found at [https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Answerrating](https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Answerrating). This study manipulated within-subjects STAKES (HIGH, LOW) and ANSWER (MA, MF, MS, MO) and MODALITY (MODAL, NOMODAL) between subjects. Stories were the same as in Experiment 2, with slight modifications. An example HIGH STAKES scenario is provided in (127).

(127) **HIGH STAKES** Scientists have discovered a new strain of a dangerous virus that has contaminated oysters in the Mid-Atlantic. The Center for Disease Control is trying to prevent as much contamination as possible by tracking down the oysters which were sold to restaurants.
The CDC supervisor is tasked with tracking down the oysters. With this goal in mind, she asks her task force,

a. “Where can we locate the contaminated oysters?” MODAL
b. “Where are the contaminated oysters located?” NOMODAL

In fact, the oysters were delivered to Restaurants A, B, C, and D, but not Restaurant E.

Please rate the acceptability of the following answer to the Supervisor’s question.

a. “Restaurants A, B, C, and D.” MA ANSWER
b. “Restaurant A.” MO ANSWER
c. “Restaurants A and B.” MS ANSWER
d. “Restaurant E.” MF ANSWER

### 4.3.2 Participants

263 participants were gathered and run on this experiment through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were restricted to those with U.S. IP addresses, who had a HIT completion rate of 99\% or higher, and who had completed more than 1,000 HITs. These additional restrictions were to ensure that the participants were of a high quality and would take the task more seriously. The study was designed and administered through Qualtrics survey software (Provo, UT).

### 4.3.3 Predictions

The predictions are generally the same as in previous experiments. The Context Sensitivity Hypothesis predicts a significant effect of STAKES: that ratings of MS and MO answers will be higher in LOW than in HIGH STAKES conditions. The Strong Modal Hypothesis predicts that MS/MO answers will receive low ratings—as low as for ungrammatical structures—in NOMODAL question conditions. The Weak Modal Hypothesis only predicts that these NOMODAL conditions will receive lower ratings relative to MODAL conditions, but not necessarily that these low ratings will be as low as for ungrammatical structures.

We include a MENTION-SOME/MENTION-ONE manipulation nonetheless in order
to establish empirically the facts about the acceptability of these answer types. Given that MO answers are grammatical and not pragmatic according to this hypothesis, we might expect that MO answers will be more available than MS answers, and thus receive higher ratings in the MODAL conditions compared to MS answers. However, as previously noted, MS answers entail grammatical MO answers, thus we might expect to find no difference between these two non-exhaustive answer types.

Finally, the Utility Hypothesis of van Rooij holds that MS/NO answers will never be more acceptable than MA answers. The results of Experiment 2 bore against this: in LOW STAKES conditions, actually (maximally informative) MO/MS answers were judged *more acceptable* than MA answers. Thus, van Rooij’s hypothesis predicts merely that MA answers will always be rated high, while the others rated lower or as high, where contextually appropriate. Concretely then we would expect that LOW STAKES scenarios would see MS/MO answers potentially rated as high as MA answers, and MS answers rated higher than MO answers.

### 4.3.4 Results

Figure 4.6 presents the total results for test items. We find main effects of STAKES ($\chi^2(1) = 86.79, p < 0.0001$) and ANSWER ($\chi^2(1) = 49.775, p < 0.0001$), but not of MODAL ($\chi^2(1) = 2.3662, p = 0.4$). We also see an interaction between STAKES and ANSWER ($\chi^2(3) = 130.41, p < 0.0001$).

![Figure 4.6](image.png)

**Figure 4.6:** Responses for test trials, split by MODAL and STAKES for each ANSWER type.

No matter how the data was divided, the MODAL vs. NOMODAL comparison was
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not significant in this experiment. This was further confirmed by a modal comparison: the probit regression model with MODAL as a predictor did not significantly improve the model fit over the model without it ($p = 0.06$).

The difference between MS and MO answers was significant: a MO answer was never rated higher than an MS answer—which in turn, was never rated higher than an MA answer. Despite the fact that MS answers entail MO answers, the former are rated higher than the latter. This supports the notion that the acceptability of (non-)exhaustivity is parametric on how much information sufficiently resolves contextual goals, consistent with theories like Ginzburg (1995), Asher & Lascarides (1998), van Rooij (2003, 2004), Schulz & van Rooij (2006), Spector (2007), Zimmermann (2010).

The STAKES manipulation was significant for both MS ($\chi^2(1) = 46.927, p < 0.0001$) and MO answers ($\chi^2(1) = 37.013, p < 0.0001$). Further, in both HIGH and LOW STAKES, MO and MS answers were significantly different ($\chi^2(1) = 21.514, p < 0.0001$; LOW: $\chi^2(1) = 23.511, p < 0.0001$). The next two figures present histograms of responses for MO and MS answers, respectively.

The distribution of ratings of MO answers in HIGH STAKES conditions (Figure 4.7) is skewed to the lower end of the rating scale. In LOW STAKES conditions, ratings shift more centrally (more so for MODAL conditions than for NOMODAL ones), but are still pretty evenly spread. Fligner-Killeen tests of homoscedasticity reveal that there were no significant differences in variance between levels of any factor for MO answers.

![Figure 4.7: Histogram of responses for MO ANSWER trials, split by STAKES and MODAL.](image)

The ratings of MS answers in HIGH STAKES conditions are pretty evenly distributed
in the lower half of the scale, in contrast to the more sharply left distribution seen with MO answers. In LOW STAKES, we see a much more dense central distribution, with less ratings in the lower range of the scale. Fligner-Killeen tests of homoscedasticity reveal that the difference in variance was significant between MODAL levels ($\chi^2(1) = 8.51, p=0.004$), and in interaction with STAKES ($\chi^2(3) = 8.61, p=0.04$), but not STAKES alone.

Figure 4.8: Histogram of responses for MS ANSWER trials, split by STAKES and MODAL.

Finally, Figure 4.9 plots the variance for each condition. We see that the control conditions, MA and MF answers, show low response variance. In contrast, both MS and MO conditions reveal much higher variance in ratings, and more so for MO answers than for MS answers ($\chi^2(1) = 17.57, p <0.0001$). Note that MS answers received higher ratings than MO answers, and there was less variance in participant responses to MS answers. Further, note that neither the presence of a modal or low stakes goals did anything to quell the high variance in participant responses.

4.3.5 Discussion

The results of this experiment are different from the previous experiments. First, while we found a significant effect of STAKES here, we did not see either MS or MO answers receiving higher ratings in LOW STAKES trials than MA answers as we did in Experiment 2. In fact, MA answers were always rated highest of all the answers, regardless of STAKES. While Experiment 2 provided evidence against a simple version of the van
Rooij Utility Hypothesis (one that merely takes into account the informational content of an answer, and not additional constraints like time-sensitivity), this experiment provides evidence in favor of it as well as other theories which take seriously the contextual specification of (non-) exhaustivity. In contrast to Experiment 2, it appears that here participants value transmitting as much information as possible, regardless of contextual considerations, regardless even of the linguistic form of the question.

Why might this be the case? In this task, we did not look at embedded questions. It’s possible that in root question-answer exchanges, participants deployed a general principle strategy to maximize the information conveyed in their answers, consistent with a Gicean Maxim of Quantity. That non-exhaustive mention-some and mention-one answers are rated lower across the board is consistent with this explanation. The fact that we did find significant effect of STAKES suggests perhaps competition between the general principle just described, and sensitivity to particular contexts which might require more cognitive resources. We know that often speaker and hearers deploy efficient but fallible heuristic principles when making judgements (Kahneman & Tversky 1979, a.o.). The general principle described is consistent with some theories of pragmatic exhaustivity inferences (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010; Geiss et al. 2018; Destruel & DeVaugh-Geiss 2018), as well as semantically
derived ones (van Rooij (2003), 2004). Again, the extent to which we would find similar effect with why- and how-questions would be particularly informative as to the plausibility of semantically derived exhaustivity, given the implausibility of defining a set of exhaustive answers for those question types.

The STAKES manipulation did lead to significant differences between MS and MO answers. Means and medians were highest in LOW STAKES MS ANSWER conditions, and lowest in HIGH STAKES MO ANSWER conditions. Further, there was higher variance in participant responses to MO than to MS answers in LOW STAKES, while there was more variance in responses to MS than to MO answers in HIGH STAKES. Essentially, in HIGH STAKES ratings to MO answers were more clearly unacceptable, while in LOW STAKES answers to MS answers were more clearly acceptable.

Further, in no condition were MO answers were rated higher than MS answers, even in MODAL conditions. Further, there was much more variance in participant responses to MO answers than to MS answers in the LOW STAKES context. It would seem that if MO answers are grammatically licensed, they would give rise to less variance, rather than the opposite. On the other hand, if participants even in the LOW STAKES condition interpreted modal questions as mention-all (on the semantics of Xiang (2016)), then this result is expected.

However, in this experiment we found no evidence for the claim that modal questions boost the acceptability of MS/MO: MODAL conditions neither boosted ratings, nor reduced variance in responses. It is possible that participants ignored the question form, and only evaluated whether the answer provided as much information as possible relative to the goal. Given the close relation between goals and questions as suggested by some researchers (Question-under-discussion, Roberts 1996/2012), perhaps the presence of an explicit goal made an explicit question redundant or unnecessary. Thus, participants could evaluate answers relative to the explicit goal without considering the explicit question asked.
4.4 General Discussion

Experiments 3a and 3b aimed to provide a concrete link between the occurrence and
co-occurrence of linguistic form cues and the acceptability(likelihood) of (non-) ex-
hau tivity in an answer. In both cases, it did not appear that participants were strongly
influenced by any form factor to reject (or, give a low rating) MS/MO or MA answers.
While we did find significant effects of form factors in Experiment 3a—both MODAL
and WH—we found none in Experiment 3b, even with the addition of the STAKES
manipulation. Further, the effects in Experiment 3a were not large enough to render
MS or MO answers completely ungrammatical or unacceptable—these were rated high
across the board. In contrast, in Experiment 3b, participants always preferred ma
swers above MS/MO ones.

We hypothesized that, since discourse goals were explicitly stated in Experiment
3b, but left implicit in Experiment 3a, the linguistic form of the question would be more
crucial to providing cues to the speaker’s goal in the latter task than in the former. For
this reason, it might not be surprising that we do not find effects of linguistic form
in Experiment 3b: the cues were not necessary because the context was sufficiently
informative.

The data bare against aligning any special grammatical status to either exhaus-
tive or non-exhaustive answers/interpretations. The differences found between the
LIKELY and ACCEPT tasks of Experiment 3a, and between Experiments 3a and 3b them-
selves reveal the extent to which contextual factors (broadly construed) govern answer
(non-)exhaustivity. For hearers, it appears that contextual demands weigh heavier in
the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity than does the linguistic form of the question. At
the same time, whatever the mechanism which integrates contextual and linguistic
information, it is sensitive at times to the fine-grained distinctions in the linguistic sig-
nal. This relationship is found in many other phenomena at the semantics/pragmatics
interface as well (Hobbs 1979; Asher & Lascarides 2001; Asher & Lascarides (1998);
Kehler & Rohde 2018; Kehler et al 2008; Schloeder & Lascarides 2020).

Questions are underspecified on the surface for (non-)exhaustivity. The hearer
must resolve (non-)exhaustivity by reasoning about the linguistic signal, the context, and the speaker’s intended message. We have suggested that there is a probabilistic relationship between these differing sources of information and that grammatical differences in the linguistic signal should be read as cues to the speaker’s intended meaning. In quantifying that underlying probabilistic relationship, it is important to understand the baseline frequency and co-occurrence of these linguistic cues, the context, and their relationship to (non-)exhaustivity. In the next chapter, we present a corpus study of naturalistic speaker productions to lay that groundwork. We venture further into the mind of the speaker by manipulating context using slightly modified stimuli from Experiment 3b, to test their cue productions given explicit discourse goals.
Chapter 5

Corpus Study and Experiment 5 (Production): Examining speaker production of cues to (non-)exhaustivity

In the picture of (non-)exhaustivity in questions that we’ve put forth, the degrees of (non-)exhaustivity that a hearer accesses is probabilistically linked to both the linguistic form of the question, and to contextual factors relevant to determining the speaker’s goal. In the last chapter, we presented two experiments which show that hearers are differentially sensitive to these cues in resolving (non-)exhaustivity: when the discourse goals are underspecified in the context, hearers can recruit linguistic information in the question form to resolve (non-)exhaustivity (Experiment 3a); when discourse goals are explicit, the information in the question form becomes unnecessary (Experiment 3b).

We have suggested that the speaker can manipulate the probability that a hearer would draw a particular resolution by providing information that makes plain her goals or her intended meaning. She could do this by explicitly stating her goals, or by uttering a question whose linguistic form cues the hearer to her goal.

What questions are speakers producing naturalistically? Are they producing questions which convey their desire for exhaustive or non-exhaustive answers? In this chapter, I aim to get inside the relationship between goals and linguistic form by looking at the question forms that speakers produce naturalistically, and when given specific contexts and goals; and by determining the conditional probability of interpretation given those cues by seeing how hearers rate answers given those factors.

Constraint-based accounts of pragmatic processing make crucial connections between cue frequency and the speed and robustness of interpretation. They assume (supported by evidence from sentence processing) that utterance comprehension is
probabilistic, context-driven, and constraint-based (Degen & Tanenhaus 2014, 2016, 2018; Elman, Hare, McRae 2004; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg 1994; Seigenberg & MacDonald 1999; Tanenhaus & Truswell 1995; McRae & Matsuki 2004, a.o.). Quantifying these features for (non-)exhaustivity in questions is crucial to understanding the question interpretation and production. Additionally, quantifying the probabilistic information in the input is important for understanding what language learners are exposed to, and what they can exploit in the process of learning (see, for example, Syrett 2007, Dudley 2017).

This chapter includes two studies. The first looks at naturalistic productions of questions via a corpus study, and the second looks at question production when discourse goals are explicitly manipulated using the notions of ‘high’ and ‘low’ stakes as in Experiment 2 and 3b. Before progressing to the studies, we review the cues of interest in Section 5.1.

5.1 Cues of interest

The general prediction is that cues linked to robust interpretations will be more frequent, and more frequently co-occurring with other such cues (Degen & Tanenhaus 2015; 2019; Elman, Hare, McRae 2004; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg 1994; Seigenberg & MacDonald 1999; Tanenhaus & Truswell 1995; McRae & Matsuki 2004, a.o.). The main factors of interest are the ones that have been discussed at length throughout this dissertation so far: matrix verbs, wh-words, and modals/non-finite clause types. These cues are interesting in how they frequently they occur, as well as co-occur with each other. Let us briefly review the reasons why these are factors of interest, which should be familiar by now.

Modality and Non-Finiteness

Our first factor of interest is modal/non-finite clauses, the presence of which seem to greatly boost the acceptability of non-exhaustive answers/readings (George 2011, Ch.6; Nicolae 2015; Fox 2014, 2018; Xiang (2016)). Examples are provided below to
remind the reader.

(128) Modal/Non-Finite Questions
   a. Where can I find coffee?
   b. Dana knows where we can find coffee
   c. Dana knows where to find coffee
(129) Non-Modal/Finite Questions
   a. Who came to the party?
   b. Dana knows who came to the party

If the presence of such modality (covert or overt) is grammatically necessary for mention-some (as argued by these semantic accounts), then we might expect that matrix verbs which do not encode strong exhaustivity—i.e., surprise and predict—will have a higher co-occurrence with these clause types than with finite (non-modal) clause types. In fact, we might reasonably expect that these verbs would co-occur with modals and non-finite clause types since these are the ones that permit non-strong-exhaustive readings.

Up to this point, we have treated modality as something of a homogenous class, and have focused only on the overt modal can, following the semantics literature. However, we know that modal meaning varies on two dimensions: flavor and quantificational force (Kratzer 1989, 1992; Portner 2009). Some examples are presented below.

(130) Force
   a. Existential: can, could, might, may, possible
   b. Universal: should, must, necessary, ought
(131) Flavor
   a. Deontic: interpreted with respect to laws (You should wear a seat belt) or obligations (You ought to call your mom)
   b. Bouletic: interpreted with respect to ability (You can have one), or desire (You should try this cake)
   c. Teleological: interpreted with respect to goals (You can take the subway (to get to Central Park))
   d. Epistemic: interpreted with respect to a body of knowledge (It might be raining, The keys must be in the cabinet)

What aspect(s) of modality are relevant to non-exhaustivity? Discussion in the semantics literature are not explicit about the answer. George 2011, Fox (2014), and Xiang
(2016) have focused on can’s existential force as a possibility modal. The advantage is that it renders the modal facts a natural class with mention-some questions that have existential quantifiers. This would predict that other possibility modals like the epistemic may and might should also permit non-exhaustive readings.

In contrast, Dayal (2016) discusses can as a priority modal, following Portner’s (2009) classification. The category of “priority modality” cuts across modal force to refer to modal flavor: priority modals refer to necessary or possible ways of achieving a goal or priority set by context. It seems uncontroversial that existential priority modals (can and could) give rise to non-exhaustive readings. But we may ask two questions: Can other existential (non-priority) modals give rise to mention-some readings? and, Can universal priority modals give rise to mention-some readings?

To answer the first question, consider examples (132)-(134) modified slightly from Dayal (2016), Section 2.3.

(132) **Context:** Fox and Dana see a light in the office. Often, Walter, Alex, and Pat are in the office working late.
  a. Fox: Who might be in at this time?
  b. Dana: # Walter may be in. Or Alex.

(133) **Context:** Fox needs help. Often, Walter, Alex, and Pat are in the office working late.
  a. Fox: Who might be in at this time?
  b. Dana: Walter may be in. Or Alex.

(134) Dana knows who might be in at this time

While a mention-some answer to a root epistemic modal question is infelicitous in (132), a mention-some answer is felicitous in (133). In the latter, the explicitly provided goal licenses a mention-some answer. Dayal is less certain whether an embedded epistemic modal as in (134) is felicitous on a mention-some reading, even with contextual support.

Another way to pull apart the first question, is to see whether the non-priority aspect of can allows mention-some. This would mean accessing an inherent-ability reading of can. Compare (135) to (136).

---

1Thanks again to Lydia Newkirk for this suggestion.
Deontic Context: in order to be eligible for coronavirus testing in New Jersey, a person must meet two criterion. First, they must know that they’ve come into contact with someone who has tested positive. Second, they must be manifesting the following symptoms: fever, dry cough, exhaustion, shortness of breath.

a. Who can get tested for coronavirus?
b. Dana can. Or Walter.

Inherent-Ability Context: Fox is curious to know whether anyone here speaks French.

a. Who here can speak French?
b. Dana can. Or Walter.

(135) seem perfectly acceptable, and indeed resembles the example from Dayal (2016) which showed that plural marking in wh-words does not block mention-some. Dayal notes that the disjunction unambiguously signals mention-some. As for (136), a brief poll of native English speakers reveals that a mention-all answer seems preferable unless an explicit non-exhaustive goal is provided (echoing Dayal, 2016). While this could suggest a grammatical restriction on mention-some, it is also compatible with default mention-all interpretation with a non-grammatical etiology, as suggested in previous chapters. Note that if specified that we needed a French translator, then (136b) is unequivocally felicitous.

To answer the second question, let us consider the following brief exegesis of Bhatt (1999), Section 4.3.4. Bhatt argues that infinitival questions carry a covert modal, and discusses the various ways modal flavor and force of this covert modal are realized and constrained. He notes that in some cases, it is natural to paraphrase infinitival question with the universal priority modal should, and in other cases with an existential priority modal (can or could). Now, Bhatt notes that those paraphrases with should are often non-exhaustive, but distinguishes this from mention-some (pp. 156-158). Consider (137a) and (137b), which are judged true in the given context, according to Bhatt.

(137) Context: The only way to become popular is by talking to Magnus, Herb, and Penna, or by talking to Daniel, Stefan-Árni, and Baldur. Didda knows that she can become popular by talking to Magnus, Herb, and Penna, but doesn’t know she can become so by talking to Daniel, Stefan-Árni, and Baldur.

a. Didda knows who to talk to at the party.
b. Didda knows who she should talk to at the party.
Bhatt says explicitly that (137b) allows a non-exhaustive interpretation consistent with the context provided, but in a footnote he distinguishes this non-exhaustivity from a mention-some. A mention-some answer, he says, is any member of the question denotation that is a subset of the exhaustive answer. Thus, a mention-some answer for (137) could be one where Didda knows that talking to Magnus will make her popular. Bhatt asserts that this reading of (137a)/(137b) is false. The reason that the non-exhaustive interpretation in (137) is not mention-some, is that the answer Didda should talk to Magnus, Herb, and Penna is not a member of the question denotation, according to Bhatt. Intuitively, it seems that this is a perfectly acceptable mention-some answer.

The goal of the current work is to understand the general phenomenon of non-exhaustivity, including mention-some readings—we do not distinguish mention-some from non-exhaustive readings. Regardless of whether we call this reading mention-some or non-exhaustive, should is clearly not an existential modal, and allows for a non-exhaustive reading. According to Rubinstein (2012), while strong necessity modals like must and have to impose a necessity according to all mutually-agreed-upon priorities, weak necessity modals like should also include consideration of priorities which may not be mutual (like personal preferences). In contrast, Rullmann et al. (2008) and von Fintel & Iatridou (2008) argue for a domain restriction account of weak necessity modals, in which they are weak in virtue of a small restricted domain. In either case, it seems there would be room for non-exhaustivity, in virtue of these non-overlapping priorities, or an extremely restricted quantificational domain. In the latter case, the domain restricted non-exhaustive reading is indeed different from an existential non-exhaustive reading. We discussed in Chapter 2 reasons for why domain restriction does not seem the the best way to capture non-exhaustivity.

Cross-linguistically, modals are lexically realized in a variety of ways, and much of modal meaning (even in English) must be resolved contextually. Many languages, like English, realize modal flavor in a variety of ways, with distinct morpho-syntactic repercussions (St’át’ímcets (Lillooet Salish): Matthewson et al. 2007, Rullmann et al. 2008, Davis et al. 2009; Javanese (Austronesian): Vander Klok, 2008, 2012; Blackfoot
In contrast, English, like many other languages, lexically realizes modal force. Gitksan, Nez Perce, and Nsyilxcen (Okanagan Salish) are examples of languages that lack duals, but have a single modal which is felicitous in both possibility and necessity contexts. The answer of how exactly to analyze these modals is open, but the two logical approaches parallel the general issue in analyzing questions: one could argue that the modals are existential in force and then strengthened in context (Deal 2011 for Nez Perce and Peterson 2010 for Gitksan), or one could argue that the modals have universal force and must be weakened (via domain restriction) in context (Rullmann et al. 2008, von Fintel & Iatridou 2008).

For the learner, these facts make modality a somewhat unpredictable cue to mention-some. As a cue, then, we would expect to see differences in the learning trajectory based on the language-particular facts, how much the relevant meaning is lexicalized or left to contextual specification.

Before moving on to the next factor of interest, it is worth noting that there are several ways that non-finite modality interacts with them, discussed in Bhatt (1999), Section 4.2.2. Rather than placing those discussions here, I will address them as they arise in their respective sections.

**Matrix Verbs**

First, we are interested in the particular matrix verbs *know*, *surprise*, and *predict* because they have factored into arguments about (non-)exhaustivity. To summarize the claims, *know* is often said to favor strong exhaustivity if not to require it (cf. Groenendijk &
Stokhof (1982), (1984); Berman 1991; Heim 1994, Beck & Rullmann 1999; George 2011, Schulz & Roeper 2011). While Heim’s (1994) theory made it possible to assign either weak or strong exhaustive meanings to embedded questions, it was acknowledged that know-wh (on the basis of know-who questions) are interpreted as strongly exhaustive more often than not. In contrast, emotive factives like surprise and non-factives like predict have been crucial to arguments against strong exhaustivity (Berman 1991; Heim 1994; Beck & Rullmann 1999; Sharvit 2002; Guerzoni & Sharvit 2007; George 2011; Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011; Uegaki 2015). These are said to prefer/require weak exhaustivity, or even non-exhaustivity (on George’s semantics). While no verbs are said to prefer mention-some per se, it is then a puzzle that know-how and know-where questions felicitously permit non-exhaustivity.

Bhatt (1999), Section 4.2.2.2, discusses how matrix verbs may interact with the modal force in non-finite questions. In particular, he notes that non-finite know-questions most naturally have paraphrases with the possibility modal could rather than with should. We might think that this is somewhat contrasting with the general sense of know as an exhaustive cue. Here, we might think that non-finite know-wh would be better called a non-exhaustive cue given the way the modal force is resolved.

Wh-Words

Second, there are asymmetries in the baseline preferences for (non-)exhaustivity exhibited by different wh-questions (Ginzburg (1995); Asher & Lascarides (1998)). In brief, how-questions prefer non-exhaustivity, while who-questions prefer exhaustivity. Asher & Lascarides (1998) note that this fact emerges when we examine the data used in support of these different readings: those who argue for a non-exhaustive semantics typically use data from how-questions and why-questions (Hintikka 1976, and Asher & Lascarides (1998)), while those who typically argue for a weak or strong exhaustive semantics support their theories with who-questions (Karttunen 1977; Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984); Heim 1994).
Additionally, we will include degree questions in the current analysis (e.g., How many eggs does the recipe need?). Beck & Rullmann 1999 provide evidence for weaker degrees of exhaustivity in how-questions. Depending on the monotonicity of the question predicate, the question will be resolved by either the maximal or minimal degree. In those cases where the minimal degree resolves the question, weak exhaustivity is required. Further, when a degree question occurs with at least or at most, they argue that a mention-some meaning must be available to derive the correct interpretation.

Note that the wh-type interacts with clausetype in the following way. First, Bhatt (1999) Section 4.2.2 discusses that non-finite who questions are better paraphrased with the universal modal should, while non-finite where and how questions with the existential modal could. While the discussion from the modal section above would suggest that should paraphrases are not incompatible with non-exhaustivity, we might think that non-finite who questions would not be a strong cue in virtue of allowing multiple readings, while non-finite how and where questions would be stronger cues to non-exhaustivity.

Secondly, in Section 4.3.6, Bhatt discusses the interaction between non-finite clauses with degree questions. He claims that non-finite degree questions only have should paraphrases:

(138)  
a. Penna knows how many people to invite to the party.  
b. The NATO spokesman knows how much to say about the bombing of civilian facilities.  
c. Olafur knows how detailed to make his presentation.

In contrast to the earlier claim about non-finite how-questions, we might consider non-finite degree questions specifically to lean more towards cueing exhaustivity, or not being a strong cue at all, given the variation in (non-)exhaustivity found with should paraphrases (see previous discussion in the section on modals).

In additional to tracking degree questions generally, we will specifically look at degree questions co-occurring with at least and at most, and degree questions occurring with non-finite clauses. The first co-occurrence combination would constitute a non-exhaustive cue, while the second we might call an exhaustive cue.
Miscellaneous Cues

Finally, there are several other words which may provide cues to exhaustive and non-exhaustive goals. The term “cue word” should be understood as any word that might serve to signal (non-)exhaustivity to the hearer.

(139) **Exhaustive cue words**
- a. all: Where all can we find coffee? / Where are all the places to find coffee?
- b. every: Who was everyone at the party?

(140) **Non-exhaustive cue words**
- a. i. some: Where are some places to find coffee?
-   ii. any: Where can we find any sugar?
-   iii. at least/at most: How many eggs can you eat at most/at least?
- b. best, local, favorite, near/nearby, close, suggest, good, common

The words in (139) and (140) have been discussed often in the literature because cross-linguistically we find such words which impose additional quantificational constraints on the question (Beck & Rullmann 1999, Zimmermann 2007, Zimmermann 2010, Bade, ms). These are called Quantifying Question Particles. Typically, discussion of such cues begins and ends with all/some because of the sense that the presence of one or the other in a question is sufficient to license (non-)exhaustivity regardless of any other property of the question. Similarly, any is suggestive of a free choice question (Dayal 2016). Another point made by Beck & Rullmann 1999 is that when degree questions occur with at least and at most, they argue that the only interpretation which derives the correct truth conditions is the mention-some interpretation.

The words in (140b) have been little discussed, and not as a group. These words all signal a restriction on the referential domain of the wh-word. For example, our classic case of the tourist looking for a cup of coffee might ask a question using any of the words in (140b) to make her goals clear to the speaker (e.g., Where is a nearby/local/close coffee shop?). We might think that such domain restrictors might signal to the hearer that a non-exhaustive answer is acceptable.
5.2 A corpus analysis

5.2.1 Methods

The following data and code may be found at [https://github.com/rangat/whAnalysis](https://github.com/rangat/whAnalysis) for the initial parsing scripts, and [https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Questions-Corpus-Analysis](https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Questions-Corpus-Analysis) for Jupyter Notebooks for spot-checking and looking through the data. For this study, we used four corporuses. Three of those come from the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) free corpora package: Australian Broadcasting Corpus (ABC), Reuters, and the Penn Treebank. We did not use the Brown corpus because the language was somewhat archaic. Additionally, the bulk of our data come from the British National Corpus (BNC). Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of number of sentences used per corpus. Each corpus was tagged for part-of-speech and sentence tokenized using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) POS tagger (Bird, Loper, & Klein 2009). We extracted all sentences occurring with either a *who*, *where*, or *how*. These were stored as a .json object. Finally, we applied a set of ordered heuristics to code for type of question (**QUEST**TYPE) and type of clause (**CLAUSE**TYPE). The general strategy for tagging involved a search for matching patterns (linear orders) of POS tags, or a combination of POS tags and sets of strings (tokens of particular words). The next section discusses these pattern matching heuristics in more detail.

### Table 5.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Number of sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British National Corpus</td>
<td>419,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Broadcasting Company</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>1247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Treebank</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 5.1: Corpuses used in the study, with number of sentences from each corpus.*

In the discussion below, I group the heuristics into two categories based on whether they tagged sentences to be excluded or to be included in the analysis. The “exclusionary” heuristics tagged RELATIVE CLAUSES, AMBIGUOUS sentences (those whose
QUESTTYPE status could not be further determined), and FRAGMENTS (essentially, those sentences without any verb after the WH, like Who?). The “inclusionary” heuristics tagged ROOT QUESTIONS and EMBEDDED QUESTIONS, based on typical patterns associated with these two kinds of constructions, or in some cases the lack of patterns associated with the excluded categories.

For most categories, we had a strict and a weak heuristic. The strict heuristic required a pattern match involving a larger sequence of POS tags, while the weaker heuristic involved one with less POS tags. This was necessary because of the variety of patterns associated with each category, and the nature of the pattern-matching strategy. Often the strict pattern match would miss some acceptable sentences for that category, but the weaker one was too permissive and would tag undesired sentences as the category. The heuristics applied sequentially throughout the entire dataset, removing sentences as they were tagged, allowing more permissive heuristics to safely apply. Thus, by combining weak and strict heuristics, as well as ordering them, we could be confident that the heuristics were accurate more often than not. To further maximize accuracy for analysis, each heuristic was spot-checked after initial parsing of the dataset, and the dataset modified directly if errors were found. These spot-checking scripts are located at https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Questions-Corpus-Analysis.

Exclusionary QUESTTYPE Heuristics

We will discuss the heuristics one-by one, grouped by shared output category tag. The number in parenthesis represents the order that the heuristic was applied to the data. The first set of heuristics in (141), all tagged for RELATIVE CLAUSE.

(141) RELATIVE CLAUSE
a. VB_{RC}_{WH} STRICT (4)
b. {RC}_{WH} WEAK (5)
{RC} = the set of NLTK POS tags for RC heads

Relative clauses are interrogatives embedded under DPs, and are thus not themselves
the complement of matrix verbs. We can approximate relative clause syntax by looking at whether DPs occur between matrix verbs and each wh-phrase. This is essentially what the two heuristics above do. Since all words were tagged for POS before any heuristic applied, DPs were determined by the following POS tags: ‘NN’, ‘NNS’, ‘NNP’, ‘NNPS’, ‘DT’, ‘JJ’, ‘PDT’, ‘POS’, ‘PRP’, ‘PRP$’, ‘CD’. There were 330027 sentences tagged as RELATIVE CLAUSE.

The first (141a) is stricter, and checks whether a sentence matches the pattern of VB_{RC}_WH. This strict heuristic captured the bulk of relative clauses (80%). The weaker heuristic in (141b) merely labeled sentences matching relative clauses appearing sentence-initial, where there was no verb preceding the wh-word. (141b) captured the remaining 20% of relative clauses. Example sentences are provided below in (142) and (143).

**(142)** STRICT RELATIVE CLAUSE HEURISTIC
It recommended that those who have to move away from home to attend university should be automatically eligible for youth allowance. (#151)

**(143)** WEAK RELATIVE CLAUSE HEURISTIC
The Docking family, who are based on the fringes of Darwin’s rural area at Berry Springs, are making the most of drier early build-up weather (#194)

Notice in the first sentence there is a matrix verb, but none in the second. Without the WEAK RELATIVE CLAUSE heuristic, the second sentence would have not been labeled as a relative clause and even may have been labeled as something else.

The two heuristics in (144) and (145) tagged sentences that were FRAGMENTS (those without any verbs) or AMBIGUOUS (those whose status could not be easily determined).

**(144)** FRAGMENT
\[ \sim VB \] (1)

**(145)** AMBIGUOUS
ELSE (9)

There were 8662 sentences tagged as FRAGMENT, and 17810 tagged as AMBIGUOUS. Examples of sentences caught by these two heuristics are presented below.

**(146)** Sentences tagged as FRAGMENT.
a. How about a Sainsbury’s one? (#251956)
b. Ace Barton, that’s who! (#269791)
c. But there’s one I thought how stupid. (#296171)

(147) Sentences tagged as AMBIGUOUS.
   a. Where no evidence of infection can be found, the complaint is sometimes called
      prostatodynia (‘prostate pain’). (#5039)
      How it must have hurt him. (#12562)
   b. How nice to run into you. (#16544)
      How naïve of her to let Roman de Sciorto’s powerful charm override her normal
      caution! (#24470)
   c. Where aircraft get tampered with and fuel caps get left off and possibly fuel
      tanks contaminated. (#1342)
      How those resources are apportioned is a matter for the council. (#5633)

Spot-checking revealed that there were several cases that were legitimate instances of
root questions with contracted verbs. These were separated and re-labeled appropriately to be added to the analysis. As for the AMBIGUOUS cases, there were also several
legitimate root questions missed by ROOT QUESTION heuristics. These were sentences
occurring with a final ? and an additional punctuation mark. These were separated
and relabeled. All remaining cases of AMBIGUOUS questions appear to be legitimately
ambiguous, or at least not directly of interest to the current analysis (like sentential
subject interrogatives).

QUESTTYPE Heuristics (Inclusionary)

(148a) and (148b) introduce the heuristics used to label sentences that were to be in-
cluded in analyses. These heuristics labeled sentences as EMBEDDED and ROOT QUES-
TIONS. Let us begin with ROOT QUESTIONS.

(148) Root Questions
   a. WH_\{AUX\}_\{RC\}_VB
      \land \neg WH_\{RC\}_\{AUX\}
      \land \neg \{AUX\}_VB_\{RC\}
   b. ?_#

   (RC) = the set of NLTK POS tags for RC heads
   (AUX) = the set of (non-modal) auxiliary verbs

The first rule for ROOT QUESTIONS checks for Subject-Aux Inversion, and it labelled
6867 sentences as root questions. The second heuristic searched for strings ending in
?, and labelled 23219 sentences. This latter heuristic failed to catch sentences where a ? was followed by another punctuation mark, as mentioned above.

(149) **Caught by** (148a)
How did you do it? (#4587)
Who was the burglar breaking in through an entryphone? (#8222)

(150) **Caught by** (148b)
How much old research is based on fraud? (#1888)
Where do we learn how to behave in the intimacy of marriage? (#16119)
Who played Hilts, the cooler king, in The Great Escape? (#17717)

There are three **EMBEDDED QUESTION** heuristics, each below. The first tagged 34975 sentences, the second 5130, and the third 333.

(151) **EMBEDDED QUESTIONS**

a. {RC}_VB_→{RC}_WH

b. VB_WH → S-AUX-INV

c. VB_WH

(RC) = the set of NLTK POS tags for Relative Clause heads

These heuristics decrease in strictness. Example sentences are provided below, respectively. The first one tags sentences which match a pattern like DP_VB_→DP_WH, which requires a matrix subject, a matrix verb, and no DP-ish object intervening between the matrix verb and the WH. The second looks for sequences of V_WH where there’s no subject-auxiliary inversion after the wh-word (implemented by Rule 148a). Finally, the third heuristic is the weakest, looking for strings that matched a pattern where a verb preceds the wh-word.

(152) **Caught by** (151a)
He questioned who would monitor and pay for the proposed body. (#395)
The authority cannot confirm how much meat headed for the domestic market has been wrongly labelled. (#1781)

(153) **Caught by** (151b)
And see how wide it can be and also in some respects how remote it can be. (#52256)
And didn’t know where to find them, leave them alone and they will come home wagging their tails behind them (#71802)

(154) **Caught by** (151c)
Reflecting how Laura herself invariably shied away from mention of her gifts, I was left with my thoughts. (#51436)
Explain how you might seek evidence to evaluate these hypotheses. (#51737)
The third heuristic mislabeled sentences like ‘How could I refuse?’ he said. (#3782) as EMBEDDED QUESTIONS most likely because of the additional punctuation marks which caused a lot of trouble. During spot-checking, these were caught and correctly re-labelled as ROOT QUESTIONS.

In general, the parsing script did a thorough job in its initial parsing of the dataset for QUESTType, and greatly reduced the number of hours which would have been needed to code the data. Systematic errors revealed during spot-checking were easily rectified by modifying the .json file directly. The numbers reported in the Results are from the post-spot-checking dataset.

**CLAUSEType Heuristics**

The CLAUSEType heuristics are presented below. Note, the heuristics are the same for both ROOT and EMBEDDED QUESTIONS, except that the NON-FINITE CLAUSEType tag technically only applied to EMBEDDED QUESTIONS. There actually were some instances of NON-FINITE ROOT QUESTIONS, which will be briefly discussed in the Results section.

\[(155) \quad \text{a. WH}_{-}\text{(MOD)} \quad \text{MODAL (1)}
\]
\[\text{b. WH}_{-}\text{to\_VB} \quad \text{NON-FINITE (2)}
\]
\[\text{c. ALL ELSE} \quad \text{FINITE (3)}
\]

\{(MOD) = the set of modal auxiliary verbs\}

The MODAL CLAUSEType tag searches for patterns matching a modal auxiliary following the wh-word, the NON-FINITE CLAUSEType searched for patterns where a to occurs between the wh-word and the verb. Finally, everything else was tagged as FINITE CLAUSEType. Note that while modal questions are tensed finite clauses, here we use the FINITE CLAUSEType tag to refer specifically to non-modal finite clauses.

**5.2.2 Results: CLAUSEType and Wh-Word Overall**

In the following sections, I will discuss the results from this corpus search with a focus on the factors of interest we have been discussing. While there are many interesting
avenues to explore in the dataset, I adopt this plan for the sake of space. In such cases, I include more exhaustive data in the Appendix.

Analyses use Pearson’s $\chi^2$ tests of proportion where observations are large enough to do so. Figure 5.2 presents the overall distribution of QUESTType in the final dataset.

There were 422,983 wh-clauses in the entire dataset. We can see that the overwhelming majority are RELATIVE CLAUSES, about 77%. Only about 8.9% of wh-clauses are classified as EMBEDDED, and only about 8.7% are classified as ROOT. About 3% were tagged as AMBIGUOUS, and a little under 2% as FRAGMENT.

The next several graphs take a closer look at the distribution of factors of interest in EMBEDDED and ROOT questions alone. Figure 5.3 presents the distribution of CLAUSEType across the three types of wh-questions for both ROOT and EMBEDDED. First, FINITE clauses are produced with the highest frequency across the board ($\chi^2(1) = 57576, p < 0.0001$). Second, how-questions are also produced significantly more frequently across the board ($\chi^2(1) = 5758.8, p < 0.0001$), and significantly more so than other wh-types in each type of clause.

Of these how-questions, about 29% are degree questions—they occur with an adjective in between how and the first verb (12625 observations). Overall, there is
nothing outstanding about the distribution of factors in these that differs from the rest of how-questions. In particular, the total of undifferentiated how-questions is about 19% constituted by modal clause type; when degree questions are removed, actually the proportion rises 3 points to about 21% modal clause type ($\chi^2(1) = 57.358, p > 0.0001$).

The remaining results will be discussed in the following order. First, Section 5.2.2 will discuss the results for modal clause type, Section 5.2.2 will discuss matrix verbs, with a focus on know, predict, and surprise. Know is often said to be (strongly) exhaustive, while predict and surprise to be (weakly) exhaustive or even non-exhaustive. Thus, comparing the distribution of cues and their co-occurrence in questions with these verbs may be informative. Finally, Section 5.2.2 looks at the distribution of additional words which may provide cues to (non-)exhaustivity. These are the words identified in Section 5.1.

**Results: Modal Clause Type**

Figure 5.4 presents the distribution of modal auxiliaries across root and embedded question types, and across the three wh-types. What we see is that can is the most frequent, followed by would and could. Recall that can and could are existential priority modals and license mention-some readings. In comparison, epistemic and universal modals are much less frequent (except for would).
Following the overall trend in the dataset, 79% of modal questions are modal **HOW-questions** ($\chi^2(1) = 6845.9, p < 0.0001$). Figure 5.5 presents the proportion each modal auxiliary occurs relative to **QUEST_TYPE** and **wh-type**. Here we see that, across both **ROOT** and **EMBEDDED** questions, **can/could** occur in highest proportion in **how**-questions, while **would**, a necessity modal, occurs in the highest proportion in **who**-questions. When we compare the distribution of other factors in **can/could-questions** to **will/would**, we find that in both cases, **how-questions** are the most frequent **wh-type**.

---

**Figure 5.4:** Distribution of modal auxiliaries.

**Figure 5.5:** Distribution of modals across questType and Wh in corpus.
Where they differ is in the frequency of matrix verbs. For can/could, surprisingly, know is not the overall most frequent (11%, at 242 observations), but see is (13%, at 292 observations). In fact, this difference is significant ($\chi^2(1) = 5.357, p=0.02$). In contrast, know is the most frequent matrix verb for will/would-questions (14%, 208 observations). In fact, know is significantly higher frequency in will/would questions than in can/could questions ($\chi^2(1) = 6.7771, p <0.001$).

**Results: Matrix Verbs**

Overall, know is the most frequently occurring verb (20% of all embedded questions) followed by be (11%). Figure 5.6 presents the matrix verbs which occur more than 300 times. Note that 's has not been lemmatized because it is an acceptable contraction for both have and be. These frequencies are not consistent when we look across different

![Graph showing distribution of matrix verbs](image)

**Figure 5.6:** Distribution of matrix verbs across all embedded questions.

wh-type and clause type. Figures 5.7-5.9 presents the most frequent matrix verbs
broken down by these two factors. The number in parentheses is the frequency cutoff used for graphing purposes. There were a small number of high frequency words, and a large number of small frequency words in the corpus. We see here some slight differences based on wh-type and CLAUSE TYPE, which I will discuss in turn.

For **FINITE** clauses (Figure 5.7), know outpaces other matrix verbs in frequency for who-questions, and a little less so for how-questions. For where-questions, we see that be-where is almost as frequent as know-where. For the moment, it is hard to make many generalizations about the meanings of these questions, since we have little information about the verbs inside the question, except that they are finite and lack modality. In fact, the most frequent embedded verbs are light verbs like be, have, do, go, which do not carry much semantic content.

For **NON-FINITE** clauses (Figure 5.8), know again outpaces every other matrix verb, with be coming in at a distant second except for how-questions. For how-questions, we see that learn is the second most frequent matrix verb.

Finally, for **MODAL** clauses (Figure 5.9) we see a different result. While know is still most frequent for how- and who-questions, be is the most frequent matrix verb for where-questions. The second most frequent for who-questions is be, for how-questions is see, and for where-questions is know.

Besides know, we can take a look at two other verbs that might be of interest theoretically. In particular, since surprise and predict are argued to be weak or even non-exhaustive, we might include them as non-exhaustive cues, in contrast to know, which is often argued to be strongly exhaustive. Note that these verbs have so far been absent from the graphs. They are incredibly infrequent: surprise occurs 63 times (about 0.17%) and predict occurs only 22 times (about 0.06%). Let us compare know with surprise and predict.
Figure 5.7: Distribution of MATRIX across FINITE wh-questions.

Figure 5.8: Distribution of MATRIX verbs across NON-FINALTE wh-questions.
Figure 5.9: Distribution of MATRIX verbs across MODAL wh-questions.
Know-wh

Let us first look at know in Figure 5.10. Know is the most frequent matrix verb in the corpus, and it occurs most frequently with finite clauses across all three wh-types. If we return to the idea that non-exhaustivity is somehow correlated with modality and non-finiteness, while exhaustivity with finiteness, it would seem that we have know occurring overwhelmingly with an exhaustive cue. Couple this with the fact that know is also an exhaustive cue, and that it is the most frequent matrix verb, then we have a predominance of several cues to exhaustivity in embedded questions.

Interestingly, the most frequent wh-type that know embeds is not one that supposedly cues exhaustivity (i.e., a who-question), but one that supposedly does the opposite (how-, and even where-questions). Putting finite clauses aside, know-how questions account for the majority frequency of non-finite and modal clauses, while know-who questions barely occur with these clause types. So what we see is that, if there were correlations between frequency/co-occurrence of these form cues and (non-)exhaustivity, then it would pattern in exactly the way suggested by the previous literature: while know-wh might be default exhaustive (given the overwhelming frequency of finiteness), if any know-wh question would be non-exhaustive it would be know-how questions, and then know-where before know-who.
Perhaps unsurprisingly given the general patterns in the dataset, the dominating clause-type for surprise-wh questions is Finite, and these are all how-questions. There are 6 observations of can/could-questions embedded under surprise (9.5%, out of 63 total observations of surprise-wh, all how-questions), 1 non-finite clause (1.5%, out of 63 total).

A quick Google search for surprised who yields 919,000 results, 498,000 for surprised where, and around 11,000,000 for surprised how. The first couple results for surprised who reference, not the embedded construction, but a fictional character named “Surprised Who” from the movie How the Grinch Stole Christmas. Subsequent references to that bigram reveal constructions like Who surprised who? before cases with embedded questions. The infrequency of surprise who and surprise where constructions is further confirmed by Google’s predictive search algorithm. None of the predicted searches reveal true embedded interrogative constructions. Screenshots of these Google searches are provided in the Appendix.

(156) presents some examples from the corpus. The majority of surprise-wh are degree questions, and bare how-questions are the exception.
Beck & Rullmann 1999 argue that degree questions are resolved by the maximal or minimal degree based on the monotonicity of the embedding predicate. If we do a more thorough analysis of surprise with degree questions, we should look for the monotonicity properties of the predicate to see whether there are more instances of the upper or lower bound degree interpretation. Given that degree questions allow for strong exhaustivity, and that Cremers & Chemla experimental investigation of exhaustivity in emotive factives found that surprise-wh indeed allowed for strong exhaustive readings despite the common intuition in the literature, we might then conclude that surprise provides conflicting evidence for (non-)exhaustivity.

**predict-wh**

While predict-wh constructions are even less frequent than surprise-wh constructions overall, they actually occur overwhelmingly with MODAL clauses across wh-questions, and how-questions over other wh-types. Google searches here confirm the pattern in our dataset: for predict-who 916,000 hits, for predict-where 974,000 hits, and predict-how 4,570,000 hits. The predictive search algorithm also confirms these all as true embedded interrogative constructions for all three wh-types.

(157) presents examples from the dataset.

(157)  
  a. No-one can predict how events will unfold. (#104605)  
  b. These are solved to predict how it will behave under a set of prescribed conditions. (#200170)  
  c. No-one can predict how long a person will live. (#77615)  
  d. In order to predict how the universe should have started off, one needs laws that hold at the beginning of time. (#308944)  

77% of predict questions are modal, but these occur with the future-oriented necessity modal will. There are 0 observations of either can or a NON-FINITE clause embedded
under predict, and only one occurrence with could. If non-exhaustivity is only gram-
metrically derived in the presence of existential modality, then we would not expect
predict-wh to provide a stable cue to non-exhaustivity. However, recall from Experi-
mment 1 that participants judged both predict-where and predict-who questions to be true
on mention-some readings, regardless of finiteness in the embedded clause.

Results: Additional Cue Words

Finally, we can look at the distribution of general cue words. First, note that we find
cue words in both ROOT and EMBEDDED questions. This is consistent with the obser-
vation about German and Dutch from Beck & Rullmann 1999 and with (Irish) English
from McCloskey (1995) that cues can occur in embedded questions. Of the words we
identified, about 26% of ROOT and EMBEDDED questions contain one of these.

Of these cues, all, any, and some are most frequent in the corpus, as well as most
frequently discussed in the literature. All occurs in 10% of questions overall, any in
7%, and some in only 2%. In fact, all occurs significantly more than any \( \chi^2(1) = 447.72, \)
p < 0.0001. This is perhaps surprising for two reasons. First, if questions are seman-
tically exhaustive, it would be unnecessary to include an explicit exhaustivity marker
like all, especially in embedded questions. We would instead expect to see significantly
Figure 5.13: Distribution of other potential cue words across questType.

More occurrences of any or some to have a weakening effect. Even adding these two together, all still occurs significantly more frequently ($\chi^2(1) = 4.45, p < 0.04$), though the effect is smaller. There may be further structural factors that interact when any is present in a question.

Figure 5.14 shows that these cues are produced in highest proportion in finite clauses. This would make sense if modal and non-finite clauses already cue non-exhaustivity, but finiteness alone does not clearly convey exhaustivity or non-exhaustivity (recall the initial discussion of clauseType and wh-type). Figure 5.15 plots these three words across questType and wh-type, collapsing across clauseType. Note that root how-questions are an exception to the high-frequency of all. Here, we see that any occurs
significantly more frequently than all ($\chi^2(1) = 318.72, p < 0.0001$). Similar reasoning leads us to conclude that, if questions (or how-questions) are semantically specified for non-exhaustivity, we would not expect a non-exhaustive cue to be the most frequent. Since we see both exhaustive and non-exhaustive cues, these data collude with the previous experiments to provide evidence that questions are ambiguous or underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity.

![Figure 5.14](image1.png)

**Figure 5.14:** Distribution of all, any, and some across CLAUSETYPE.

![Figure 5.15](image2.png)

**Figure 5.15:** Distribution of all, any, and some across QUESTTYPE and wh.
5.2.3 Discussion

This corpus study found conflicting evidence for the relationship between frequency and (non-)exhaustivity in the linguistic cues we identified. In virtue of finite (non-modal) clauses being the most frequent clause type, and as a cue to exhaustivity, we might conclude that there is more evidence for exhaustivity. This is consistent with the prevalent sense amongst semanticists that most questions have a (weak or strong) exhaustive reading at least, but not necessarily a non-exhaustive one. At the same time, as how-questions are the most frequent question type, and as a cue to non-exhaustivity, we might conclude that there is more evidence for non-exhaustivity. This is inconsistent with the sense in the literature about the distribution of non-exhaustivity. Further, if the finiteness correlation holds true, we would expect that how-questions be interpreted exhaustively. This is counter to the intuition from Hintikka (1976) and Asher & Lascarides (1998).

The picture is further complicated when we take matrix verb frequency into account: while know is the most frequent matrix verb, it most frequently embeds (finite) how-questions. Further, recall that 25% of questions occur with other words that might cue (non-)exhaustivity in questions. In particular, we saw both exhaustive (e.g., all) and non-exhaustive (e.g., any, some) cue words predominantly occurring in finite clauses, suggesting that finiteness alone is not a homogenous cue to exhaustivity.

Recall the discussion of modality and non-finiteness. Already, we know that modal flavor and force is not only context sensitive generally, but can be influenced by the wh-word and the embedding predicate (in embedded questions). (Non-)exhaustivity resolution is a matter not only of presence/absence of linguistic structures and their combinations, but of the context as well. This is further confirmed by Experiments 3a and 3b, where participants were not overly sensitive to form factors to guide their judgements of answer acceptability.

There are two avenues of research that the current corpus analysis has not directly addressed, but which would be important to establishing a holistic picture of (non-)exhaustivity resolution. First, we did not present an in depth look at other aspects
of the question predicate besides the \texttt{CLAUSE TYPE}. In fact, reliably the most frequent verbs in the question nucleus were light verbs like be, have, do, get etc., which carry little semantic content (see Appendix for graphs). Thus, the bulk of semantic content of the question is not provided by the verb itself, but the other content words in the question. Remember the question Who has a light?. In this case, the expectation that the speaker is a smoker with a non-exhaustive goal was triggered not by the verb has alone, but by the DP a light (or by the meaning of the whole predicate to have a light).

Ideally, we would want to look at how this information in the question predicate, beyond/in combination with the verb, is able to predict whether the question is interpreted (non-)exhaustively. In a trial machine learning simulation with the Reddit Corpus (Henderson et al., 2019), we found that this information can reliably predict the \textit{wh}-word that will head the question, but the structural information we have identified as cues to (non-)exhaustivity alone could not. The question is whether the information in the predicate can predict (non-)exhaustivity in the interpretation. This requires in-depth coding of answers as being either exhaustive or non-exhaustive. This is not trivial.

Other recent advances in natural language processing have developed the tools for analyzing the predictive power of sentences, and collections of sentences (contexts). In particular, Google’s Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) are particularly useful for sentence to sentence prediction, while Facebook’s Robust Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (RoBERTa) has expanded on Google’s AI to allow multi-sentence (context)-to-sentence predictions. If we think that context reliably provides additional information to precisify question interpretation, then we would expect that RoBERTa would be a useful tool for answering that question. The next phase of the corpus research would be to understand the contexts surrounding questions, and would use RoBERTa to predict questions from the preceding context.

Finally, another avenue of research would look in-depth at the relationship between question form, (non-)exhaustivity, and the verbs that embed them. Recent work
in computational linguistics by While & Rawlins (2018, 2019) has looked at lexicon-level selectional properties of complement-taking verbs, and linked them to inferential properties they impose on their sentential complements. Using similar machine learning techniques (topic modeling with latent Dirichlet allocation), may be fruitful in this case to discover the relationship between the structural cues to exhaustivity and the selectional properties of verbs on a much larger scale.

In the next task, we measure question production in a more constrained task that allows us to evaluate the influence of exhaustive and non-exhaustive contextual goals (using the concepts of ‘high’ and ‘low’ stakes from Experiment 2), and constrain the range of additional content in the question predicate.

5.3 Experiment 4: Production Study

In the corpus study, we got a sense of what questions speakers are producing, and the frequency and co-occurrence of cues. However, the corpus study did not look at the broader context in which questions occurred. Here, we explicitly manipulate this, to understand the relationship between discourse goals and question production. Presumably, speakers with exhaustive goals will utter questions that maximally convey those exhaustive goals, while speakers with non-exhaustive goals will utter questions that maximally convey their non-exhaustive goals. Since questions are underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity, this would manifest in terms of producing questions with the relevant set of linguistic cues, rather than producing questions without those cues. By looking at the question forms that are produced for a given goal, we can understand the extent to which speakers use their knowledge of language to signal their goals through question construction.

This experiment will recruit the notions of ‘high’ and ‘low stakes’ used in Experiment 2 and 3b, and the experimental stimuli from Experiment 3b in order to test the effect of context on question production. Following suit with the corpus study, we will code for the factors of interest discussed in Section 5.1.

In addition to manipulating contexts and goals directly, this study also aims to
understand the relevant space of possible questions, with an eye towards future construction of a computational model of question asking and answering.

5.3.1 Design and Materials

All materials and data are available at [https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Question_production](https://github.com/mcmoyer11/Question_production). The study was designed and administered online through Qualtrics survey software (Provo, UT). This study manipulated within-subjects STAKES (HIGH, LOW) between subjects. The stories for this study were similar to the ‘high’ and ‘low’ stakes stories from Experiment 2, except they were standardized in their structure in the following ways. Every story involved a search for something. The first paragraph included two sentences to set up the search, and introduced the key topic word that would be asked about. The second paragraph then introduced an explicit goal, and stated that a question had been asked. The sentence always had the form, “With this goal in mind, X asks Y something relevant to the locations of Z.” Two examples are provided in (158) and (159). The participant then responded to the question, “What question do you think X asked Y?” by typing the question that they think was asked.

(158) **HIGH STAKES: OYSTERS**
Scientists have discovered a new strain of a dangerous virus that has contaminated oysters in the Mid-Atlantic. The Center for Disease Control is trying to prevent as much contamination as possible by tracking down the oysters which were sold to restaurants.

The CDC supervisor is tasked with tracking down the oysters. With this goal in mind, she asks her task force something relevant to the locations of the contaminated oysters.

**What question do you think the supervisor asked her task force?**

(159) **LOW STAKES: MUSEUMS**
Mark is visiting New York City for the first time. He has heard the city has great museums.

He wants to see museums on his trip. With this goal in mind, he asks the waiter at a restaurant something relevant to the locations of the museums.

**What question do you think Mark asked the waiter?**
In the Instructions and Training, participants were directed to answer in a relevant way, that addressed the goal and question given in the scenario.

5.3.2 Participants

56 Rutgers undergraduates enrolled in introductory-level courses were recruited from the Rutgers University Linguistics and Cognitive Science subject pool. 4 participants were removed from final analysis for reporting non-native English speaker status.

5.3.3 Predictions

If a questioner is trying to be as unambiguous as possible as to her underlying goal when she’s asking a question, then we might reasonably expect her to produce a question that maximally conveys her goals. We will call this the Ambiguity-Averse Speaker Hypothesis, because it predicts that a speaker will avoid utterances that are ambiguous/underspecified in their meaning, by producing questions that maximize cues to contextually specified goals. We believe that this hypothesis is a reasonable reading of implementations of speakers in computational pragmatic models, following Franke & Bergen 2020. These speakers make each conversational move so as to reduce uncertainty in the true state of the world. Questions are uttered so as to elicit answers which will (so the speaker believes) also lead to a reduction in uncertainty. As such, questions which may correspond to multiple goals (and thus elicit too wide a range of answers) should be ranked lower in utility than questions which correspond to a single goal, or a narrower range of goals.

On assumption that our HIGH STAKES stories encode exhaustive goals, and LOW STAKES stories encode non-exhaustive goals, we predict that speakers who are maximizing the utility of their utterances in question production should produce questions with exhaustive cues in HIGH STAKES contexts, and produce questions non-exhaustive cues in LOW STAKES contexts.

On the other hand, recall that in Experiment 3b, participants did not significantly respond to question form manipulations (the presence/absence of a modal). While
this cue in previous experiments has been found to be a strong indicator of non-exhaustivity, the result was not replicated in Experiment 3b. We hypothesized that since the experimental scenarios make the questioner’s goal explicit, it is possible that contexts provided sufficient information as to determine the acceptability of an answer. This would illustrate the give-and-take between context and linguistic form in conveying the speaker’s goal: where one cue is sufficient to reduce uncertainty about the speaker’s goal, the other becomes unnecessary. If this is the case, then we might not expect to see participants maximizing cues in the questions that they produce since the stories already make goals explicit.

5.3.4 Coding and Analysis

The raw production data file was cleaned up, it was converted to .json so the parsing script from the corpus study could be run on the dataset to facilitate coding. See Section 5.2.1 for information on the parsing script. As with the corpus study, the data were spot-checked for accuracy and additional coding, in particular cases where responses were coded as AMBIGUOUS or as FRAGMENT. Given that the task was narrowly defined, responses tagged with these were re-tagged as other appropriate QUESTTYPES.

Since this study targeted production of root questions, non-finite clauses and matrix verbs are not of particular interest. Indeed, since non-finite clauses are ungrammatical in root questions (without being embedded in a matrix verb), we should not see them at all.\footnote{There were actually some instances of non-finite root questions found in the corpus study. These are constructions like, How about a quick kiss to seal the pact? (#9698) or “How then to escape the falsity?” he wrote (#123517), which seem more like rhetorical questions and not true information-seeking questions.} There were some instances of EMBEDDED QUESTIONS and RELATIVE CLAUSES that occurred in yes-no questions, like Do any of you have an idea of where they are? (#123) or Do we know the location of where the hostages are being held? (#132).

We are interested in how the distribution of cues varies with STAKES—whether “non-exhaustive” cues are produced more in LOW STAKES, and “exhaustive cues” are produced more in HIGH STAKES. We take a non-exhaustive cue to be anything in the
question’s form that might suggest to the answerer that a mention-some(mention-one) answer is preferred given the questioner’s goals, and we take an exhaustive cue to be anything in the question’s form that would do so for a mention-all answer.

Based on the theoretical literature, and the previous experiments in this work, we are interested particularly in the production of modal questions (and of can/could specifically). We are also interested in the production of plural and singular marked d-linked wh-questions. Recall the discussion in Chapter 2. While it has been suggested by some that such plural marked questions should block singleton mention-some (mention-one) answers (e.g., Comorovski 1996; Xiang (2016)), others have observed that this may be overridden by context (Dayal 2016). Further, Xiang & Cremers (2017) failed to find a difference between plural-marked d-linked wh-questions and monomorphemic wh-questions in the acceptability of a mention-some reading of embedded questions, despite predicting that this difference would be significant.

5.3.5 Results

Results were analyzed using $\chi^2$-tests of proportion. Figure 5.16 presents the overall distribution of CLAUSE TYPES and QUEST TYPES in the data set. The majority of wh-questions produced are root questions, but some participants produced yes-no questions with embedded wh-questions. These latter are tagged as EMBEDDED and RELATIVE CLAUSE (15 total).

Figure 5.16 presents the distribution of matrix verbs across sentences labeled as EMBEDDED QUESTIONS and RELATIVE CLAUSES. These 15 sentences are below:

(160) a. Do any of you have an idea of where they are? (#123)
(161) a. Do we know how many tenants are home? (#94)
   b. Do we know the location of where the hostages are being held? (#132)
(162) a. Do you know where to find coffee shops? (#168)
   b. Do you know which restaurant serves the best Italian food around here? (#79)
   c. Do you know where the best museums are located around here? (#48)
   d. Do you know where the best coffee shops that sell espresso are? (#164)
   e. Do you know where the closest bike shop is? (#347)
   f. Do you know where any woodworking stores are around here? (#283)
g. Do you know where any local woodworking shops are around here? (#286)
h. Do you know where I can find a bike shop? (#355)

(163)  
  a. Can you find where they are being held? (#137)  
  b. Can you point me to where some woodworking shops are? (#297)  
  c. Can you tell me what yoga studios are in the area? (#181)  
  d. Could you tell me what museums are near this restaurant? (#35)

Figure 5.16: Distribution of clauseType per questType.

As we can see, 10/15 matrix verbs are know. Surprisingly, these are produced more in low stakes rather than high stakes, as shown in Figure 5.17. Unfortunately, there aren’t enough observations to conduct any significance testing. There are only 4 observations in high stakes conditions, and the rest occur in low stakes.

Figure 5.17: Distribution of clauseType per questType.

Figure 5.18 presents the proportion of clauseType levels per stakes. While the
differences are not significant, we do see that FINITE CLAUSE TYPES are produced in a higher proportion in HIGH than in LOW STAKES contexts, while MODAL CLAUSE TYPES are produced in a higher proportion in LOW than in HIGH STAKES contexts. The only significant result is the difference between FINITE and MODAL CLAUSE TYPE across STAKES scenarios (HIGH: $\chi^2(1) = 283.29, p < 0.0001$; LOW: $\chi^2(1) = 222.09, p < 0.0001$).

![Figure 5.18: Distribution of CLAUSE TYPE.](image)

The scenarios were created to target where-questions, but it would also be felicitous to produce a question with a d-linked WH-word (Pesetsky 1987), such as which N. Figure 5.19 graphs the distribution of wh-words between HIGH and LOW STAKES. Focusing on what, where, and which, we see that what and where are produced significantly more in LOW STAKES, while which is produced significantly more in HIGH STAKES.

D-linked and plural-marked wh-phrases have been suggested to block mention-some/mention-one (Comorovski 1996; Xiang (2016)), while singular d-linked wh-phrases are said to collapse mention-all and mention-some (Srivastav 1991; Dayal 2017). At the same time, Dayal (2016) has shown that context can override this. If we reinterpret Comorovski’s observation as another interpretive default, we might expect plural-marked d-linked wh-phrases to be produced in HIGH STAKE, while singular-marked ones to be produced more in LOW STAKES. Figure 5.20 presents the distribution of these d-linked
phrases. Note two things: first, d-linking is overall produced significantly more in HIGH than LOW STAKES ($\chi^2(1) = 5.1579$, $p=0.02$); however, there are no productions of singular d-marking even in LOW STAKES. This suggests that number marking in the wh-phrase is orthogonal to (non-)exhaustivity (as suggested by Dayal 2017).

Finally, Figure 5.21 presents the distribution of other words that we might expect to be cues to (non-)exhaustive goals. These cue words are infrequent—the most frequent is best, occurring 49 times, only 13% of the total dataset. The cues identified as exhaustive (all, every—the latter which wasn’t produced at all) do occur only in HIGH STAKES STORIES, while the cues identified as non-exhaustive occur a majority in LOW STAKES scenarios. There are some which appear in both: close, can, local, near, and around; however, these all occur in significantly higher proportion in LOW STAKES CONTEXTS.

5.3.6 Discussion

From this data, it would appear that participants were not overly concerned with producing questions that were maximally informative in the manner we predicted them to be. We found no significant differences due to STAKES in the CLAUSE TYPES produced. Similarly to the corpus study, finite (non-modal) questions are the overwhelming majority of clauses. D-linked phrases were produced significantly more in HIGH STAKES
than in low stakes, yet they were not absent from LOW STAKES contexts.

The stories in the Production task were more or less identical to those of Experiment 3b, except without an explicit question or answers. In the answer rating task of Experiment 3b, we found no effect of question form on the ratings. We hypothesized that, since the context provided an explicit goal, participants did not need to rely on cues in the question form to determine the appropriateness of an answer. In the Production task, we find a somewhat similar effect: speakers failed to produce modal or non-modal questions significantly differently between stakes, and only 13% of questions included additional words that might signal (non-)exhaustivity to the hearer.
The reason for this finding is consistent with the explanation we gave for the result in Experiment 3b: perhaps, given the overspecification in the context, participants did not need to produce questions that maximally convey (non-)exhaustive goals. This explanation could be consistent with the standard assumption that mindreading is essential to the pragmatic equation: the speaker might realize that the hearer shares the same contextual information that she does, and thus need not produce a question that makes up for underspecified contextual information. Further, if there is a cost associated with producing a question with more words, then we could easily explain why speakers in this task choose to produce ambiguous (but shorter) questions.

An alternative explanation could be that speakers really are not as concerned with their hearers’ epistemic state as we originally thought. Their ambiguous question production here would not fall out from reasoning about shared contextual information, but merely from a *principle of least effort* drive to produce utterances that are easiest for them. This suggestion could be compatible with the above explanation if this drive falls out from some kind of cost to utterance production. We will discuss these possibilities more in the next section.

5.4 General Discussion

The corpus study aimed at quantifying speaker’s naturalistic production of surface-level form cues, and found that frequency and co-occurrence of cues provides conflicting evidence for (non-)exhaustivity. While how-questions, a non-exhaustive cue, are the most frequent question, *FINITE* (non-modal) clauses are also the most frequent, and the most frequently co-occurring with how-questions.

The production study aimed at quantifying the extent to which form cues would be produced given the contextual *stakes* manipulation. We hypothesized that, if a contextual goal was exhaustive, then speakers would produce questions with more exhaustive cues; and if a contextual goal was non-exhaustive, then speakers would produce questions with more non-exhaustive cues. Instead, we found that participants did not seem to produce a significant amount of cues in the questions they produced.
However, when they did produce cues, those cues aligned nicely with the STAKES manipulation: cues we deemed exhaustive were produced significantly more in the HIGH STAKES contexts, while cues we deemed non-exhaustive were produced more in LOW STAKES contexts.

The goals of this study were to understand the relationship between frequency and co-occurrence of these factors, and judgements of exhaustivity as described by a probabilistic theory of pragmatics (Degen 2015; Degen & Tanenhaus 2019), as well as to understand what kind of probabilistic information would be available to the language learner trying to learn how to resolve (non-)exhaustivity.

What do our results say about these points? Given the tenuous link between these cues and interpretation that we saw in Experiments 3a and 3b, we might not think that they (especially modality) are as important as assumed to (non-)exhaustivity resolution. Indeed, from both the corpus and the production study, we did not find that speakers were making much effort to produce questions that might maximally convey (non-)exhaustivity. While we did not analyze contexts in the corpus study, we manipulated contextual goals in the production study and found that these cues did not differ significantly between contexts, except for the production of complex wh-words.

We suggested in the discussion section of the corpus study that world knowledge associated with the question predicate beyond finiteness in the verb was important to resolving (non-)exhaustivity. The production task highly controlled for the possible predicates that would be felicitous in the contexts provided, by the very fact that we constructed contexts that would be exhaustive or non-exhaustive. Participants relied heavily on finite clause types across both HIGH and LOW STAKES.

In Experiment 3b, we did find a significant interaction between ANSWER and STAKES but not ANSWER and MODALITY. Together, this suggests again that (non-)exhaustivity is not categorically determined by the linguistic factors at hand—in particular, mention-some meanings do not require modality, nor do they seem best conveyed by only modal questions.

Since we did not analyze the contextual information surrounding the question
in the corpus study, nor directly collect (non-)exhaustivity ratings from those questions/contexts, we cannot identify the link between question predicate and context. However, if the production data is representative of a larger pattern, then it is likely that informative contexts in the corpus would explain why we do not see higher production of linguistic cues.

In either case, it would appear that the learner’s task in acquiring question interpretation is no less obvious than it might be to the hearer. Rather, it is a complex matter of tracking cues whose interpretations may shift given both the context, and the other cues that they co-occur with.

Assuming as we are now that questions are not semantically specified for (non-)exhaustivity, there are two possible explanations for why speakers would not produce utterances that would make the hearer’s task easier. One possibility is that the speaker, engaged in rational inference about whether the hearer’s epistemic state would allow her to access the speaker’s intended meaning, determines that the contextual information makes the appropriate affordances so that the speaker need not exert more effort than necessary in producing utterances with additional cue words.

It is assumed that central to communication and meaning are speaker intentions (Grice 1957, 1968, 1969, 1989; Lewis 1969; Grosz & Signer 1986; Sperber & Wilson 1986; Thomason 1990; Roberts 1996/2012), and discourse is a game in which interlocutors make moves with their utterances (Wittgenstein 1953; Lewis 1969; Hintikka 1972, 1981), with the ultimate goal of sharing and discovering truths about the world (Grice 1975; Stalnaker 1978). Communication is a cooperative rational act involving the recognition of interlocutor intentions, or theory of mind (Grice 1989; Sperber & Wilson 1986, 2002).

Are speakers really this concerned with their hearers as Gricean pragmatics suggests? Do speakers actually make their utterances maximally unambiguous for their hearers’ benefit? Another possibility is that speakers are not concerned with their hearer’s mental states, first and foremost, and thus not so concerned with avoiding ambiguous, vague, or semantically underspecified utterances.
One piece of evidence that might suggest that speakers aren’t overly concerned with avoiding ambiguity is the case of pronoun production. Pronoun meaning is highly context-sensitive, and highly ambiguous even in a particular context (see Kehler & Rohde 2018; Kehler et al. 2008). A speaker who wished to avoid any ambiguity might avoid producing any pronouns at all. Cross-linguistically, we find pro-drop languages where the interpretation of argument structure is also highly ambiguous and contextually resolved. Yet, pronouns and pro-drop are not only incredibly common in everyday speech, but learned early (Moyer, Harrigan, Hacquard, & Lidz 2014; Oshima-Takane 1985, 1986; Strayer 1977; Shipley & Shipley 1969; Macnamara 1980; Chiat 1981; Clark 1978; Sharpless 1974; Loveland 1984, a.o.)

Another potentially informative case study comes from the psycholinguistic literature on garden path sentences. Garden path sentences are not only ambiguous but can cause comprehension and processing difficulties for hearers because they involve revision of an initial incorrect parse. Empirically, speakers do not avoid producing these difficult utterances (Arnold et al. 2004; Ferreira & Dell 2000; Ferreira & Hudson 2011; Ferreira & Schotter 2013; Jaeger 2010, 2011). Ferreira (2019) suggests that if speakers prioritized unambiguous, unequivocal communication for the sake of their hearers, they would not produce garden path sentences at all. The reason, he offers, is that it is more effortful to avoid producing disruptive utterances.

Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) found that in discourse, speakers might initially present provisional vague description which they subsequently refine in collaboration with their hearer. Similarly, a study on lexical choice by Brennan & Clark (1996) found that speakers craft the specificity of their utterances based on the common ground between different speakers. Rather than always providing a label with the most specific information, they may produce vague or ambiguous labels if those labels suffice in a given context. In both studies, speakers were concerned with minimizing their own effort.

If a speaker is guided by a principle of least effort, it is possible that they would not be guided by reasoning about hearers in cases where such reasoning would be effortful for them. There is some evidence to suggest that it is not always easy for
hearers to use their theory of mind to interpret speaker’s intentions (Lin, Keysar, & Epley 2010), and that speakers can sometimes be less clear communicators when there is high information overlap between speaker and hearer (Wu & Keysar 2006).

In the next chapter, we return again to the hearer, with two goals. The first is to understand whether a hearer’s predisposition for being more or less literal in the processing of other pragmatic phenomenon can predict their responses in resolving (non-)exhaustivity. The second goal is to understand more the give-and-take between the role of context and linguistic form in driving (non-)exhaustivity resolution. Here, without explicit context, we predict that participants would resort to using the linguistic form of the question to guide their resolutions. With explicit contexts, we predict that participants would not use the linguistic form of the question to guide (non-)exhaustivity resolution.
Chapter 6

Experiment 5: Diagnosing (non-)exhaustivity through independently hearer preferences

In Chapter 4, we tested the probability that a hearer would interpret a question on a particular resolution of (non-) exhaustivity given (a) the linguistic form factors in the question, and (b) the discourse goals made apparent in the context. We found that when discourse goals were not explicitly stated in a context, participants rated (non-) exhaustivity conditioned on linguistic form factors (although, these effects were on the scale of more-or-less acceptable, rather than acceptable or not). We also found that the rating was sensitive to whether the dependent variable measured the likelihood or the acceptability of (non-) exhaustivity. However, when discourse goals were explicitly stated in the context, the effect of linguistic form disappeared: participants rated (non-) exhaustivity on the basis of discourse goal, but not linguistic form.

Thus, the bulk of intuitions about (non-)exhaustivity in questions are really intuitions about the likely but defeasible goals behind a speaker who utters a root question, or a sentence with an embedded question. As a result, we find the theoretical split between theoreticians arguing for weak/strong exhaustivity on the basis of who-questions, and those arguing for non-exhaustivity on the basis of how-/why-questions because different questions encode different expectations about goals. But this inherent context-dependence is not always explicitly acknowledged because those prior expectations can be very strong, and interact with more general principles concerning informative communication.

Speakers themselves do not reliably produce cues to indicate their goal. Thus the so-called cues are not totally indicators of goals. Indeed, research on speech production and audience design suggests that speakers are not first and foremost concerned
with facilitating understanding in their hearers or in avoiding ambiguous utterances, especially when this requires effort (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1989; Clark & Brennan 1996; Arnold et al. 2004; Ferreira & Dell 2000; Wu & Keysar 2006; Lin, Keysar, & Epley 2010; Ferreira & Hudson 2011; Ferreira & Schotter 2013; Jaeger 2010, 2011; Ferreira 2019). In the question production study of Chapter 5, which used the same experimental scenarios as the second experiment from Chapter 4, we found that more often than not, speakers did not produce the questions that would be most informative with respect to discourse goals.

In this chapter, we seek to understand the hearer better. We have hypothesized that, when the context is sufficiently informative with respect to speaker goals, hearers need not rely on the linguistic form of the question to guide how they resolve (non-) exhaustivity. Effects of linguistic form should appear when the context is underinformative. In Section 6.1, we introduce the specific goals of the studies in this chapter, and the hypotheses that we will be testing. In brief, we will use two independent measures of hearer preferences to compare against hearer preferences in resolving (non-) exhaustivity in questions. To measure hearer preferences, we conduct two sentence verification tasks which replicate Bott & Noveck (2004), a study about scalar implicature (Section 6.2), and Chemla & Bott (2013), a study looking at presupposition processing (Section 6.3).

Bott & Noveck (2004) found that, in ambiguous sentences like Some cats are mammals, processing the logical meaning (consistent with a stronger some and possibly all interpretation) was faster than processing the pragmatic meaning (consistent with the some but not all interpretation). The stronger meaning, or scalar implicature, is an example of a Gricean inference typically assumed to be extralinguistic (Grice, 1975; Horn 1972; Gazdar 1979). Though modern theories provide ways of deriving the stronger meaning with a grammatical operator (cf. Chierchia, Fox, Spector 2012), the application of this operator is still governed by general principles.

Chemla & Bott (2013) used the methods of Bott & Noveck (2004) to study the processing of presupposition projection in ambiguous sentences like Zoologists don’t know
that cats are insects. In this study, the true local reading (consistent with Zoologists don’t know that cats are insects because cats are not insects) is processed slower than the false global reading (consistent with Cats are insects but Zoologists don’t know this). These two measures were taken before participation in a third task looking at (non-) exhaustivity in questions (Section 6.4).

To preview our results, we find that participants who responded logically/literally on the Bott & Noveck task, were significantly more likely to accept mention-some readings of questions, while participants who accessed scalar implicature readings on that task were significantly more likely to reject mention-some readings of questions. At the same time, we found that both kinds of responders were significantly sensitive to our contextual manipulation. I argue that these results suggest that (1) non-exhaustivity should be represented in the semantics, and (2) that context-sensitivity must therefore be incorporated at the level of literal meaning. We found no correlation with local/global accommodation as measured in the Chemla & Bott task. Finally, we found no significant differences between modal and non-modal questions in any condition.

6.1 Goals and Hypotheses

The current study introduces two main manipulations. First, we introduce three different goal manipulations with minimal other changes to experimental factors. This manipulation tests the extent to which hearers are sensitive to the give-and-take between goal-relevant information contained in the linguistic form of the question, versus as contained in the context. This aspect of the motivation is discussed in Section 6.1.1.

Second, we take two independent measurements of hearer preferences in other semantic/pragmatic phenomena. These two measurements serve several purposes. Using a measure of participant literal-ness vs. pragmatic-ness as a reference point, we hope to uncover more support for/against different semantic theories of questions.
I discuss this in Section 6.1.2. In combination with the goal manipulation, we further hope to determine whether hearer sensitivity to context is a property of a literal hearer (and potentially a semantic matter), or of a pragmatic hearer (and potentially a matter of general rational pragmatic reasoning à la Grice). In particular, we discuss the predictions of a model of questions and answers within the Rational Speech Acts Framework (Goodman & Fran 2012; Hawkins et al. 2015; Hawkins & Goodman 2019), which posits hearers who reason differentially about the question asked, the space of possible questions (question alternatives), and the context. I discuss these last two points in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.1 The give-and-take between context and linguistic form

Based on the findings discussed in Chapter 4, we hypothesized that linguistic form cues will significantly affect evaluation of (non-) exhaustivity only when the context does not provide sufficient information for a hearer to infer a discourse goal, and thus resolve (non-) exhaustivity. In lieu of such contextual information, a hearer may use the linguistic form of the question as a cue to the discourse or the speaker’s goal. We suggested that this fell out from the fact that speakers do not reliably produce questions with linguistic cues to their goals (the corpus and production studies of Chapter 5). Perhaps this is because the shared information in the context makes linguistic cues unnecessary. Indeed, work by Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) and Brennan & Clark (1996) found that initial expressions in discourse may be vague or ambiguous, but are often refined as discourse unrolls. At the same time, work by Keysar, Lin and colleagues seems to show that both speakers and hearers can be egocentric in communication, relying on information that might not be (perceptually) available to their interlocutor (Keyser et al. 2000), or avoiding using theory-of-mind reasoning when performing cognitively demanding tasks (Keysar et al., 2003, Lin et al. 2010).

The Context-Over-Form Hypothesis states that when the context is informative with respect to a goal, linguistic form factors will not drive the acceptability of (non-)
We test this hypothesis in an experiment that pits contexts which differentially exposit (non-) exhaustivity in discourse goals against question form (presence/absence of the existential priority modal can in the question, and two matrix predicates know and say). We include three goal manipulations: the lack of an explicit linguistically provided goal (NO GOAL condition), an explicitly exhaustive goal (MA GOAL condition), and an explicitly non-exhaustive goal (MS GOAL condition). If our hypothesis is correct, then in the absence of explicit goals (the NO GOAL condition), the Context-over-Form Hypothesis predicts significant effects of question form (MODALITY and/or MATRIX VERB). The reason for this is that, when the context is underinformative about the speaker’s goal, a hearer will use the speaker’s utterance as a cue to that goal.

In this experiment, we use a slightly different kind of stimuli than in the previous experiments. Rather than introducing separate contexts using short paragraphs, we have one short introductory context in the beginning of each GOAL condition (between-subjects), that sets up the goal. This one aspect changes between conditions, but all other factors remain the same. The general paradigm is similar to the card-playing game paradigms used in Cremers & Chemla 2014, 2017 and Phillips & George 2016. In these experiments, there was a set of instructions that introduced the experiment: a group of friends getting together to play a game of cards. On each trial, participants were presented with a visual display that represented the set of answers to the question, and evaluated a target sentence with an embedded question.

Note that we have also argued throughout this dissertation that hearers impute goals in underinformative contexts. These goals derive from hearer expectations and world knowledge about the uttered question, statement, or situation. Let us consider the typical goals of card games, which is our current experimental context. Intuitively, it seems that the goals of card games are inherently mention-all, because the manner in which one wins a game of cards involves accumulating points. For example, gin rummy, cribbage, and war, the player who accumulates the most points/cards is the

---

1This will only hold true for those questions that are indeed ambiguous.
winner. This is not true for all card games. In Crazy Eights, the first to get rid of all their cards wins. Other games involve a more complex system of penalties. In Black Jack, the goal is to reach exactly 21 points. In Hearts, players are penalized for collecting points/cards, unless one “shoots the moon” and collects all the points cards (the complete hearts plus the Queen of Spades). When a player shoots the moon, she gets 0 points, and everyone else 26. In Spades and Bridge (similar to Black Jack), the goal is to win a targeted number of tricks (a number that players bet on in the beginning of each round). In Black Jack, Spades, and Bridge, missing the target amount can lead to the loss of points or money.

Despite these internal differences, most any game is won by the player who meets the criterion for winning internally, the greatest number of times. This is not an exhaustive discussion of possible card games, but illustrates that often these kinds of contexts typically have either immediate or ultimate goals of winning as much as possible. Thus given the general experimental task (playing a game of cards), we allow for the possibility that participants have a higher prior expectation that answers will be exhaustive given the typical goals associated with card games, and thus will answer more exhaustively than not in this task. This is further supported by results from previous experiments (Cremers & Chemla 2015, 2017; Phillips & George 2018), where participants did indeed access weak exhaustive readings, but these responses were rated both lower than ceiling, and lower than strong exhaustive readings. The amount of deviation from ceiling/strong exhaustive readings depended on several factors, including the matrix embedding verb, and whether a false belief was combined with the weak exhaustive reading.

6.1.2 Approaching a literal meaning for questions

Since the question of the literal meaning of questions is unresolved, we can use independent measures of hearer preferences to refine our understanding about the different readings of questions. The second goal is to understand how hearers’ performance on other tasks tracks with (non-) exhaustivity resolution. Can we predict how a hearer
will resolve a question based on how they interpret other phenomena? Answering this question involves identifying interpretive preferences: is a hearer more “literal” or “pragmatic”? How do these different hearers choose to resolve (non-) exhaustivity?

By using an independent measure of hearer preferences, we can achieve two points: establish the relationship between different hearer types and inferences about goals in our goal manipulation, and get a sense of how different levels of (non-) exhaustivity track with different hearer types. We use two different measures of hearer preferences in this study. The first, which might more closely track a hearer’s preference for more or less literal/pragmatic, is performance on a task testing existential statements that give rise to scalar implicatures (Bott & Noveck, 2004). In the case of scalar implicature, there is a clear logical/literal aspect of meaning (existential statements are logically consistent with stronger universal statements), but researchers dispute where the strengthened meaning derives from. The second measure is the extent to which a hearer interprets a presupposition on a local or global accommodation reading (Chemla & Bott, 2013). The relation between a literal/pragmatic meaning and the local and global accommodation readings is less clear, but presuppositions are generally assumed to introduce an at-issue/not at-issue divide.

By aligning a questions task with a task that independently measures a hearer’s preference for more logical/literal interpretations as in the Bott & Noveck (2004) task, we can also test semantic theories which posit different literal meanings for questions. If literal hearers reliably interpret questions on a (weak or strong) exhaustive reading (Karttunen 1977; Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1982, 1984; Heim 1994), then we perhaps have evidence to support theories where the literal meaning of questions is (weakly or strongly) exhaustive. If we find that literal hearers reliably interpret questions ambiguously by rating mention-some conditions highly, then we have evidence in support semantic (or underspecified) non-exhaustivity. If we find that literal hearers are sensitive to the presence/absence of a modal in the question, rating mention-some conditions higher for modal questions (when contextually licensed by the MS GOAL condition),
then we have evidence supporting semantic ambiguity in modal questions. An aspect of this goal will be determining whether/the extent to which literal meaning is context-sensitive. I discuss that more in the next section.

6.1.3 Goal sensitivity: an aspect of literal meaning or rational pragmatic inference?

Theoretical discussions of (non-) exhaustivity in questions disagree about the division of labor between semantics and pragmatics: whether and which readings/answers are provided by the semantics (reflecting a literal meaning) and which are derived via some pragmatic mechanism (and thus not reflective of a literal meaning). No matter the underlying semantic representation, interpretation will vary with context and that fact requires an explanation that appeals to a context-sensitive mechanism of some kind. We should be careful to distinguish semantic ambiguity that requires disambiguation, from an inference derived via a fully-propositional Gricean inference. It is commonly thought that first kind of theory posits disambiguation (or precisification) that is necessary to establishing the literal meaning of a question. In contrast, the second kind of theory posits a mechanism outside of the literal meaning.

The Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework of Frank & Goodman (2012), Goodman & Stuhlmüller (2012) is a cognitive hierarchy model (Camerer, Ho & Chung 2004) that has been successfully recruited to model cases of interpretational variability at the interface of semantics and pragmatics, such as scalar implicature (Goodman & Stuhlmüller 2012; Potts et al., 2016, Bergen et al., 2016), vagueness (Lassiter & Goodman 2013), metaphor (Kao et al. 2014), hyperbole (Kao et al. 2014), as well as certain aspects of the Question-Answer exchange (Hawkins et al. 2015). It treats interpretation as recursive Bayesian inference, where a probabilistic hearer reasons about the speaker’s meaning in the face of uncertainty about it. The key achievement of RSA is to provide a probabilistic, quantitative computational formalization of the Gricean program that is flexible enough to allow for incorporating novel cues to meaning and
for testing whether these cues are useful for explaining interpretation. In RSA, a pragmatic listener reasons about the speaker’s meaning, given the utility of the observed and unobserved utterances for achieving certain goals.

RSA has several attractive features that make it particularly amenable to application in wh-question interpretation. First, the notion of uncertainty is critical in the case of (non-) exhaustivity in questions because on the surface, questions under-represent intended (non-) exhaustivity. Second, RSA can be used to test the effect of context and alternative utterances on (non-) exhaustivity resolution, incorporating the linguistic and contextual cues discussed throughout this dissertation. Third, RSA can be used as a hypothesis-testing tool, to implement multiple theories and select the best one via model comparison. In the model, literal listeners represent the output of semantic computation. Therefore the literal listener can be modified to reflect a hypothesis about what the semantics outputs for a given question.

The question-answer model of Hawkins et al., (2015) and as expanded on in Hawkins & Goodman (2019) posits three different hearer models. While those authors were not interested primarily in (non-) exhaustivity, I will attempt to extrapolate relevant predictions as I introduce each of their hearer models. Note that to determine whether these predictions are exactly correct, we would need to construct the model and referential game in which to test the model behavior. Further, the model behavior and predictions will depend on several other factors, particularly the space of alternative questions (so the hearer can engage in counterfactual reasoning about the speaker’s utterance in the typical Gricean manner), the parameter value for how optimally the speaker model chooses the utterances based on their informativity (often implemented as a soft-max function with a “rationality parameter” α), and the implementation of a cost function (which might penalize certain kinds of utterances). These parameters must necessarily be constrained and idealized. They often assume a bounded hypothesis spaces, though in natural language it is unclear that the space is bounded in the way assumed by these models. Further, in natural language the space of possible utterances are not always obvious or given, again as assumed in these models. Thus,
while we might consider only some answer types to be semantic, and thus true answer alternantives, in reality a hearer might respond to a question in any number of ways.

Finally, the baseline hearer model, which conceptually represents the literal meaning of an utterance, would then affect how the more sophisticated hearer models work. While the space of utterance alternatives and the determination of literal meaning might be a domain of linguistics proper, the other model parameters constitute aspects of how RSA implements Gricean maxims. At the moment, we have not taken those steps, but seek to establish a better empirical understanding of what a future model would need to cover.

The $A_0$ hearer only gives answers that reduce the most uncertainty about the full state of the world, regardless of whether the answer is relevant to the question asked by the speaker. Thus, this hearer would answer in the same way for any question. If we take a question, Who has a heart to play?, this model would give whichever answer is most informative about the world. Perhaps that answer would name all the players’ cards (even the non-hearts), or technically even answer a different question (depending on the domain of questions). The $A_1$ hearer (the literal answerer), responds directly based on the question that the speaker asked (essentially interpreting the speaker’s goal to be identical to the question asked). Where $A_0$ perhaps failed to answer about the players with hearts, the $A_1$ would do so. The $A_1$ hearer would further answer exhaustively because in Hawkins’ model, (1) question meanings are modeled essentially as partitions (cf. Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982), (1984)) and (2) the value of an answer depends on how much uncertainty it reduces (cf. van Rooij (2003), 2004, Shannon 1948’s information entropy). This makes exhaustive answers generally preferable, both because they reflect the more literal meaning of a question, and because they reduce the most uncertainty in virtue of being exhaustive. Hawkins model would thus predict that literal answerers should answer exhaustively.

The $A_2$ hearer (pragmatic answerer) reasons about the question asked, but also about the speaker’s possible (private) goals. Unlike, the $A_1$ hearer, this hearer does not
assume that the speaker’s goal is identical to the question asked. This hearer model is sensitive to both the context in which a question is asked, as well as possible alternative questions. Let us consider two examples used in the paper, modeling results from Clark (1979). First, Clark (1979) found that when the question (166) was preceded by context sentence like (164), liquor store merchants were more likely to specify the exact price rather than respond “literally” with yes/no, than when the question was preceded by (165).

(164) I want to buy some bourbon
(165) I’ve got $5 to spend
(166) Does a 5th of Jim Beam cost more than $5?

When the $A_2$ hearer interprets the context sentence, it potentially shifts their prior probability distribution over speaker goals, so when it interprets the question, the most informative answer may no longer be the literal answer. Hawkins et al. found that the first context sentence (164) does not change $A_2$’s priors on the speaker’s goal (which might be uniform), so $A_2$ responds with the most informative answer (the exact price). In contrast, the second context sentence (165) does update $A_2$’s priors on the speaker’s goal, and so biases the hearer to the literal yes/no answer.

Second, between the questions Do you accept Master card? and Do you accept credit cards?, Clark found that restaurant-owners were more likely to give a literal yes/no answer to the first question, but give an exhaustive list of credit cards to the second question. The literal answer is most informative with respect to the first question, but given the alternative questions the speaker could have asked, for the $A_2$ model, the exhaustive answer is more informative than the literal answer. As the space of questions is essentially determined by the specificity of noun phrases, the $A_2$ answerer essentially calculates a manner implicature from the question uttered (as in Bergen et al., 2016): a questioner with a specific goal about Master Cards would not likely ask about credit cards in general, on Hawkins’ and colleague’s understanding.

Lascarides (p.c.) points out that goals can be much more complex. She gives the example where a speaker might have ordered preference. If Mastercard is ranked
at the top, followed by Visa, and followed by American Express, the speaker might still ask Do you take Mastercard? Hearers can further anticipate this by responding in diverse ways, like No, but we take Visa.

Turning back to exhaustivity vs. non-exhaustivity, this is where the predictions of Hawkins' model becomes murky. In theory, this answerer should reason about possible goals given the possible questions that the speaker could have asked, and any information in the context that might shift the prior probability of goals. Thus, we would predict that $A_2$ would respond to questions differently based on a context manipulation, and based on the linguistic form of the question (the question alternatives).

While it might seem straightforward to implement the Hawkins model for (non-) exhaustivity resolution, there are several additional challenges to a straightforward extension. Most importantly, it is not immediately clear what the set of alternative questions and the set of goals should be. For one, in Hawkins' model, goals are specified as questions (QUUs) and the set of alternative question utterances are a subset of these QUUs. When the pragmatic speaker model chooses amongst alternative questions, given a goal, it will choose the utterance that addresses the intended goal as best possible, to maximize transparent communicative intent. This poses a difficulty for modeling questions as ambiguous or underspecified for (non-) exhaustivity at the level of the grammar (modeled by the literal listener), because the question alternatives are a subset of the goals. The model will always choose the goal that is closest in meaning to the utterance. Thus, if a question like Where can I find coffee? is ambiguous between a non-exhaustive QUU (modeled as Where are some places to find coffee? or an exhaustive QUU (modeled as Where are all the places to find coffee?), the pragmatic speaker model will never choose the ambiguous question, but rather the question that unambiguously signals one goal or the other. This is just one example of the type of technical and conceptual challenge involved in appropriately modeling the phenomenon. The production study of Chapter 5 gives insight into what the set of alternative questions might be for the set of goals used in that study, but we leave this for future research.
The Hawkins model assumes an exhaustive literal semantics for questions, and for that model only the $A_2$ pragmatic hearer reasons about contexts and goals. Thus, the Hawkins model in its current formulation would predict that only pragmatic hearers would be sensitive to the goal manipulation, and that literal hearers would only respond exhaustively. However, this and other model parameters could be manipulated in future research to test different semantic theories. The results will thus be informative for building a model of question interpretation. In lieu of generating the different models, we can use an independent measure of hearers in attempt to establish which kind of hearer responds on the basis of the literal meaning of the question (and is thus potentially an $A_1$ hearer), then we might be able to diagnose the literal meaning of the question, and determine if or the extent to which the literal meaning varies with contextual goal manipulation.

To do this, we use two different linguistic phenomena as proxies for establishing hearer preferences. The two phenomena, scalar implicature and presupposition, both involve ambiguity which cuts across different issues in semantics and pragmatics. The ambiguity in sentences with scalar terms, like *some*, are often thought to align with a semantics/pragmatics divide (although, *pace* grammatical accounts like Chierchia, Fox, Spector 2012). In contrast, the ambiguity that arises between global and local interpretations of embedded presuppositions is not necessarily aligned with a semantics/pragmatics divide, but rather at-issue/non-at-issue content.

### 6.2 Experiment 5a: Replication of Bott & Noveck (2003)

Statements made with the quantifier *some* are logically compatible with stronger statements with the universal quantifier *all*. This is demonstrated in (167): a speaker who says (167a) can felicitously follow it up with (167b).

(167)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item I ate some of the cookies.
  \item In fact, I (/the speaker) ate all of the cookies.
  \item In fact, I (/the speaker) did not eat all of the cookies.
\end{enumerate}

Imagine the child, who, having eaten all the cookies their parent has just baked, utters
in fear of the repercussions of the stronger (true) statement. Likely, the child says knowing that their parent will draw an inference that since the child did not say the stronger statement, I ate all the cookies, but could have done so, it must be the case that (the child believes that) the stronger statement is false (Grice 1967, 1989; Horn 1972, 1989; Gazdar 1979). This subspecies of Quantity Implicature is called a scalar implicature (SI) because the quantifiers all and some form a scale based on logical strength.

Scalar implicature is equally the darling and l’enfant terrible of experimental pragmatics. By far, the most work in the field has centered around the study of this phenomenon, and the disputes over its correct treatment are unresolved. In an influential study, Bott & Noveck (2004) (henceforth B&N) took on the task of testing theories of scalar implicature by translating linguistic theories into theories of pragmatic processing.

B&N discuss two theories of SI. According to Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson 1986), hearers are guided by a trade-off between effort and pay-off—they compute as much as they can for as little effort possible. In the case of scalar implicature, hearers first compute the literal/logical meaning of the utterance with some (i.e., the meaning consistent with the stronger universal claim, as in (167b)). Only if the context necessitates it, does the hearer then compute the SI (consistent with (167c)) because this interpretation requires an additional processing step. On this view, SIs are not always computed. In contrast, some hold that SIs are always computed (cf. Levinson 2000; Chierchia 2004; Chierchia, Crain, Guasti, Gualmini & Meroni 2001). Levinson (2000) argued that pragmatic inferences are cognitive heuristics, computed fast and automatically. For Levinson, the SI is computed first, and if the context necessitates a literal meaning, the SI is cancelled. Thus, a hearer who hears a sentence like (167a) will automatically infer the stronger interpretation (167c). This strong interpretation may be subsequently cancelled if necessary.

Note that these theories were not theories of processing. However, B&N propose
the following translations into processing theories. The Relevance theoretic view suggests that the literal/logical meaning of a scalar is processed first, and the SI meaning processed second. Thus, this derivational ordering should bear out in terms of processing time: the first interpretation processed should be faster than the second. This processing view is often referred to as a *Logical-First* hypothesis. In contrast, the Default view suggests the opposite. Since the stronger SI meaning is computed automatically by default, it should be processed faster than the weaker logical meaning. The logical meaning is only computed after the SI meaning is cancelled (because the context does not support it), and thus should reflect a longer processing time. This view is often called the *Default-First* hypothesis.

Bott & Noveck’s study was the first to propose a link between theories of scalar implicature and processing. They found that logical readings were processed faster *in this task* than SI readings. Research since has replicated their result in some experimental tasks (Breheny et al. 2006; Huang & Snedeker 2009). At the same time, other research has also shown that SI calculation is highly context-dependent, sensitive to dependent measure, and that with proper contextual support, these SIs can be processed fast (Degen 2015; Degen & Tanenhaus 2014; Degen & Goodman, 2014; Sperber & Wilson 1995; Breheny et al. 2006; Grodner et al. 2010; Breheny et al. 2013). Further, in other domains (such as indirect requests, and metaphors) the literal-first result is not replicated at all (e.g., Gibbs 1979, 1983; Ortony et al. 1978).

B&N’s study, as well as the current replication, presents experimental stimuli alone without any additional linguistic context. Our purposes in using this study is to get a sense of hearer’s predispositions for interpreting sentences, and in particular to understand how a logical/literal hearer would differ from a pragmatic hearer in resolving (non-) exhaustivity, and the extent to which those two hearers differ in sensitivity to features of context.

Consider (168), and its two possible interpretations in (169). Unlike the stronger alternative (167c) to (167a) which might be true in some contexts, (169b) is false.

(168) Some cats are mammals.
(169) a. Some \textit{and possibly all} cats are mammals. \hspace{1cm} \textsc{logical reading} (true)
b. Some \textit{but not all} cats are mammals. \hspace{1cm} \textsc{pragmatic reading} (false)

The Logical-First Hypothesis predicts that the logical reading of (168) should be computed faster than the pragmatic reading. Thus, participants who access the logical reading should accept it, while participants who access the pragmatic reading should reject it. Further, the reaction times on the acceptances should be faster than the reaction times on the rejections, to reflect the fact that the logical reading is computed before the pragmatic reading. In contrast, the Default-First Hypothesis predicts that the pragmatic reading is computed faster than the logical reading. Thus, participants who reject (168) should have faster reaction times that participants who accept it. Thus, by measuring whether participants accept or reject sentences like (168), and how long they take to respond, B&N test hypotheses about the processing of scalar implicature.

Using a sentence-verification task, Bott & Noveck presented participants with different tokens of the six sentence types in Table 6.1. Participants saw 9 different tokens of these six sentence types, for a total of 54 trials. Sentence tokens were randomly drawn from 6 different zoological categories, each with 9 exemplars. Each word in the sentence appeared consecutively on the screen for a duration of 200ms. Across four experiments, B&N consistently found that participants who access the pragmatic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>PREDICTED RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Some cats are mammals</td>
<td>T/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Some mammals are cats</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Some cats are insects</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>All cats are mammals</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>All mammals are cats</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>All cats are insects</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Sentence Types from Bott & Noveck 2004.
reading take significantly longer to respond than participants who access the logical reading, consistent with the Logical-First Hypothesis.

### 6.2.2 Design and Materials of B&N Replication

All participants saw three experimental blocks. At the beginning of each block, they were instructed and trained for the following study, and at the end of each block, they were instructed to take a break before beginning the next block. The first block presented was counterbalanced between Bott & Noveck 2004 stimuli (scalar implicature, henceforth BN TASK) or Chemla & Bott 2013 (presupposition, CB TASK). The third block was always (non-) exhaustivity in questions, QUESTIONS TASK.

For the BN TASK, we used a 6x3 factorial design, crossing BN SENTENCE TYPE (T1-T6 in Table 6.1 above) with VERB (NONE, know, say) to yield 18 unique sentence types. Participants saw two different tokens of each unique sentence type for 36 trials total.

Table 6.1 presents the six SENTENCE TYPES from B&N. We included the VERB manipulation to keep the stimuli consistent across the three experimental blocks given that both the CB and QUESTIONS stimuli introduced embeddings, as well as to maintain consistency with Experiment 2 from Bott & Noveck (which included a lead up to each sentence, “Mary says that the following sentence is true”).

As with the original B&N, the critical test trials were SENTENCE TYPE T1 in both embedded and unembedded form, because these sentences are false on the strengthened scalar implicature reading (i.e., some, but not all, cats are mammals), but true on the weaker logical reading (i.e., some, and possibly all, cats are mammals). Thus, looking at whether participants ‘Agree’ or ‘Disagree’ with these trials, we can determine whether they access a logical or a pragmatic reading of the statement.

We followed the methodology of B&N’s Experiment 3, which presented stimuli without any explicit instructions for participants to interpret T1 in one way or the other. We use their response of ‘Agree’ or ‘Disagree’ as a proxy for their interpretation. Thus on the basis of PROPORTION LOGICAL RESPONSE (‘Agree’ responses) to these trials, we will test for correlation with responses on the QUESTIONS TASK and the CB
Sentences were generated from 6 different taxonomic categories, each of which contained six exemplars from each of these categories. Each participant saw all six exemplars from every category, but never in the same unique sentence frame: stimuli were pseudorandomized in a Latin-square design with 18 lists.

Sentences were presented to participants automatically one word at a time. Each word was displayed on the screen for a duration of 200ms, following the methodology described in Bott & Noveck (2004).

### 6.2.3 Participants

240 participants were recruited through two platforms: the Rutgers Linguistic and Cognitive Science undergraduate subject pool, and online through Mechanical Turk. 3 participants (undergraduate pool) participated twice, so the data from their second participation was removed. 11 participants were removed for reporting a native language other than English. 3 of those reported two native languages, one of which was English. We removed them from analysis to be conservative. Since this information is the same across all experiments reported in this chapter, we present this section once here.

### 6.2.4 Predictions

Results from the original study, Experiment 3 are presented in Table 6.2. For the critical SENTENCE TYPE T1, responses of ‘True’ reflect a logical interpretation, while responses of ‘False’ reflect an SI interpretation. Participants responded ‘True’ about 40% of the time, and ‘False’ about 60%, and participants who accepted did so significantly faster than participants who rejected the target (2700 vs. 3300 ms). Thus, this task supports the Logical-First processing hypothesis.

As we use the same kind of task, we expect to replicate the result finding that rejections of T1 take longer than acceptances.
Table 6.2: Results from Bott & Noveck 2004.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>MEAN PROP TRUE</th>
<th>MEAN RT (MSEC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Some cats are mammals</td>
<td>0.407 (true)</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Some cats are mammals</td>
<td>0.596 (false)</td>
<td>3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Some mammals are cats</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Some cats are insects</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>All cats are mammals</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>All mammals are cats</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>All cats are insects</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2.5 Data Analysis

Statistical models ranged from ANOVA where assumptions were met to be consistent with procedures from Bott & Noveck and Chemla & Bott, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests where ANOVA assumptions were not met, as well as logistic regression models. Regression models were computed using RStudio (RStudio Team, 2019) and the Ordinal package (Christiansen, 2019), using cumulative link models specified with a logit link for binomial data with the function `clmm()`. Models were also fitted with random effects for Subject and Items. Model comparisons were conducted using Likelihood ratio tests with the R function `anova()`.

Following the procedure outlined in Bott & Noveck (2004), responses longer than 6s and faster than 200ms after the final word was presented were removed. For them, this removed roughly 6% of the data from each experiment. Here, this removed roughly 8% of the data. Additionally, all “error trials” were removed for the reaction time analysis. “Error trials” included any trial where a participant responded incorrectly on a control trial (i.e., ‘Agree’ responses on the false control trials T3, T5, and T6; or ‘Disagree’ responses on true control trials T2 and T4). For B&N this removed roughly an additional 10-15% of the data depending on the Experiment. Here, removing error trials removed an additional 8% of the data.

Bott & Noveck also removed error responses for the critical test T1 trials in Experiments 1 and 2. We cannot follow this procedure because both responses are justifiable
in this experiment as we did not explicitly instruct the participants to interpret T1 sentences in one way or the other.

Figure 6.1: Proportion ‘Agree’ for Bott & Noveck Replication.

### 6.2.6 Results

Participants scored high in aggregate on control items, about 90% ‘Accept’ for True controls (T2 and T4), and 10% or under for false controls (T3, T5, and T6). Participants agreed to critical T1 trials a little under 75%.

Figure 6.2: Reaction Time results for Bott & Noveck Replication.

Figure 6.2 presents reaction times for all SENTENCE TYPES. Following the analyses reported in Bott & Noveck (2004), we conducted ANOVAs to analyze reaction time
data. Since we did not manipulate the instructions given to the participant in order to test whether they accessed a logical or pragmatic interpretation of some, we instead use their response of ‘Agree’ or ‘Disagree’ as a proxy for the interpretation that they accessed. Overall, there was a main effect of PROPORTION ‘AGREE’ on REACTION TIME (RT) \( F(1,7467) = 13.68, p < 0.001 \) and SENTENCE TYPE \( F(5,7463) = 40.44, p < 0.0001 \).

Figure 6.3: Reaction Time results for SENTENCE TYPE T1 for Bott & Noveck Replication.

Figure 6.3 plots the reaction time response for the critical trials (SENTENCE TYPE T1). Looking just at these, we find a Main Effect of PROPORTION ‘AGREE’ on REACTION TIME \( F(1,1316) = 74.52, p < 0.0001 \) revealing that ‘Agree’ responses were significantly faster than ‘Disagree’ responses. Note, we found no main effect of VERB, nor any interaction with another factor.

6.2.7 Discussion

As predicted, we replicated the finding from B&N that acceptance of sentences like Some cats are mammals are faster than rejections, suggesting that in this task, and with these kinds of test items, logical interpretations are faster to compute than SI interpretations. Unlike the original study, where participants accepted critical trials only at about 40%, we found that participants overall accepted these sentences much more (just under 75%). It’s possible that sample differences could account for this: the replication was conducted in English, and the majority of subjects were recruited through
Mechanical Turk; while the original study was conducted in French, and the subjects were all undergraduates recruited from the Université de Lyon 2. Another reason for the difference could be that B&N had participants perform a truth-value judgement in Experiment 3, while the replication had participants agree or disagree.

6.3 Experiment 5b: Replication of Chemla & Bott

The second independent measure of hearer interpretive preference involves presuppositions. Sometimes, the content of an utterance is taken for granted as true, or presupposed. Consider:

(170) The king of France is bald.
(171) Dana knows that the king of France is bald.

The definite description in (170) presupposes that there is a king of France (Frege 1892; Strawson 1950; Russell 1905’s existence condition). Similarly, the factive verb know in (171) presupposes that its propositional complement is true (Karttunen 1971). The presupposed content is distinguished from the asserted content: (170) asserts that the king is bald, and (171) asserts that Dana has a certain belief about the king. Sometimes the asserted content is called at-issue, while the presupposed content is called not at-issue. At-issueness is the question of whether the information is backgrounded, or potentially up for discussion in the conversation. Whether this distinction aligns with a semantics/pragmatics divide is controversial.

Importantly, presupposed content behaves differently from asserted content in certain embedded environments. In particular, when embedded under negation, asserted content is negated while presupposed content is not. Presuppositions are said to project from out of these environments. Consider (172).

(172) a. The king of France is not bald.
   b. Dana doesn’t know that the king of France is bald.

(172a) denies the asserted content (that the king is bald), but not the presupposed existential claim (that there is a king); (172b) denies that Dana has a particular belief about the king, but not that the king is bald.
What happens when the complement of a factive verb is false? Consider (173).

(173)  
   a. Dana knows that cats are insects.
   b. Dana doesn’t know that cats are insects.

While (173a) is infelicitous, there is a reading on which (173b) is true (and felicitous):

(174) Dana doesn’t know that cats are insects, because they’re not.

On this reading, it appears that the presupposition does not project out of negation, but is targeted by it, just as with asserted content. Thus, the speaker who utters (173b) may not be presupposing that the complement is true, but rather asserting that it is false. When the presupposition is associated below the negation (in the scope of negation), it is called *local accommodation*. When the presupposition is allowed to scope over negation, it is called *global accommodation*.

Chemla & Bott (2013) (henceforth C&B), following the experimental paradigm and logic of B&N, discuss two natural processing hypotheses. A *Global-First Processing Hypothesis*, posits that the global reading is computed first (and thus faster), and the local reading is computed second (and thus slower), and a *Local-First Processing Hypothesis* posits that the local reading is computed first (and thus faster), while the global reading is computed second (and thus slower).

Further, C&B suggest that these two processing theories could be compatible with competing theories of how global and local accommodation readings arise. A semantic account, like Heim (1983), treats asserted and presupposed content as different components of meaning. The negation operator (as with other operators which allow presuppositions to project) only targets asserted content, allowing the presupposed content to project. When the presupposed content is false as in (173b), it is inconsistent with the common ground (or the speaker’s beliefs). Thus, the more likely reading is the one where the presupposition is in the scope of negation. Note that, C&B call this a semantic theory because both readings are derived by semantics. This kind of theory, C&B suggest, is compatible with a Global-First Processing Hypothesis.

In contrast, on a pragmatic account, (e.g., Simons 2001; Abusch 2010; Schlenker
2008, 2009; Abrusán 2011), the negation operator targets both asserted and presupposed content equally. The local reading of (173b), where both asserted and presupposed content are negated, is considered to be the literal meaning of (173b). The global reading is derived via a pragmatic inference (a manner implicature on Schlenker’s view). On Schlenker’s theory, the local reading is provided by the semantics, while the global reading is provided by a Gricean pragmatic inference. C&B suggest that this kind of theory is compatible with a Local-First Processing Hypothesis.

C&B found that participants took longer to respond to local readings than global ones, providing support, they argue, for semantic theories. However, other research has confirmed that global readings can be fast, but also cognitively effortful (i.e., slow) if the context does not support the presupposition (Schwarz 2007; Tiemann et al. 2011; Schwarz & Tiemann 2017; Romoli et al. 2015; Schwarz 2015b, Schwarz 2014). Processing time is thus a function of the presupposition trigger, how embedded it is, and contextual support.

6.3.1 Methodology of Chemla & Bott (2013)

C&B used a sentence-verification task to present participants with different tokens of the five sentence types below in Table 6.3. Critical test sentences were sentence type T1, which involved a negated factive verb (realize in Experiment 1, know in Experiment 2) and false complement. The remaining sentence types were included as controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>PREDICTED RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Zoologists do not realize/know that cats are insects</td>
<td>T/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Zoologists do not realize/know that cats are mammals.</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Geographers do not realize/know that cats are mammals.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Zoologists were told that cats are mammals</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Zoologists were told that cats are reptiles</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Sentence Types from Chemla & Bott (2013).

Similar to B&N’s use of taxonomic relations, C&B generated their stimuli from a
list of 60 place exemplars across four geographical supercategory, and 60 animal ex-
emplars across six zoological supercategory. Participants saw 120 items (not including 
training). Sentences were presented one word at a time, and each word flashed for 
200ms.

The experiment was presented in a cover story about aliens. The aliens had in-
vaded Earth, and different alien specialists were trying to learn about the Earth in only 
their specialty subject. So, alien geography specialists would have learned about Earth 
geography, but not zoology, while alien zoology specialists would lean about Earth zo-
ology but not geography. This permitted unambiguous true/false control sentences.

### 6.3.2 Design and Materials of C&B Replication

Table 6.4 presents the nine SENTENCE TYPES used in the CB TASK replication. As with 
the original task, the critical test trials were of SENTENCE TYPE T1. These trials are true 
on a local reading (i.e., Cats are not insects and Zoologists don’t know this), and false on 
a global reading (i.e., Cats are insects and Zoologists don’t know this).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>PREDICTED RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t know that cats are insects</td>
<td>T/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Zoologists know that cats are insects</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t know that cats are mammals</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Zoologists know that cats are mammals</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Babies don’t know that cats are insects</td>
<td>T/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>Babies don’t know that cats are mammals</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t say that cats are insects</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>Babies say that cats are insects</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>Babies say that cats are mammals</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.4:** Stimuli from Chemla & Bott replication.

Unlike the original study, we did not couch the experiment in a cover story about 
aliens visiting and learning about the Earth. We opted for no cover story to simplify 
the experiment, and used agents whose knowledge base would be clear: Zoologists 
should know the taxonomic facts about animals, while babies should not, given that
they lack sufficient world knowledge. This further allowed us to keep the experimental design as similar to the BN TASK as possible.

6.3.3 Predictions

Results from C&B are presented in Table 6.5. For the critical SENTENCE TYPE T1, responses of ‘True’ reflect a local interpretation, while responses of ‘False’ reflect a global interpretation. Participants responded ‘True’ a little under 40% of the time, and ‘False’ about 60% of the time, and ‘True’ responses were significantly longer than ‘False’ responses. The results from this task thus support the Global-First Processing Hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>MEAN PROP TRUE</th>
<th>MEAN RT (SEC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| T1        | Zoolog. do not realize that cats are insects  
Zoolog. do not know that cats are insects | 0.38 (true)  
0.36 (true) | 3.5  
2.75 |
| T1        | Zoolog. do not realize that cats are insects  
Zoolog. do not know that cats are insects | 0.62 (false)  
0.64 (false) | 2.5  
2.25 |
| T2        | Zoolog. do not realize that cats are mammals  
Zoolog. do not know that cats are mammals | 0.12  
0.14 | 2.0  
1.9 |
| T3        | Geog. do not realize that cats are mammals  
Geog. do not know that cats are mammals | 0.85  
0.83 | 1.85  
1.75 |
| T4        | Zoolog. were told that cats are mammals | 0.93  
0.91 | 1.5  
1.4 |
| T5        | Zoolog. were told that cats are reptiles | 0.11  
0.11 | 1.75  
1.75 |

Table 6.5: Results from Chemla & Bott (2013).

While we use slightly different control sentences, and do not couch our replication in a cover story about aliens, our test stimuli are more or less the same as in the original. We thus predict to replicate the original result for test sentences.

6.3.4 Data Analysis

Statistical models ranged from ANOVA where assumptions were met to be consistent with procedures from Chemla & Bott, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests where ANOVA assumptions were not met, as well as logistic regression models. Regression
models were computed using RStudio (RStudio Team, 2019) and the Ordinal package (Christiansen, 2019), using cumulative link models specified with a logit link for binomial data with the function clmm(). Models were also fitted with random effects for Subject and Items. Model comparisons were conducted using Likelihood ratio tests with the R function anova().

In their original study, C&B removed responses longer than 10s, and did not remove error trials as B&N did. However, three participants were removed for scoring under 75% correct on control items. We followed this strategy and removed participants who scored under 75% correct on controls. This removed about 11% of the data. Removing then responses longer than 10s excluded an additional 1.8% of the data.

6.3.5 Results

We repeat the SENTENCE TYPES below in Table 6.6. Critical test sentences are SENTENCE TYPE T1. We will compare against SENTENCE TYPE T5 and SENTENCE TYPE T7, which minimally differ based on plausibility that the subject would have knowledge (T5) and factivity in the matrix verb (T7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t know that cats are insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Zoologists know that cats are insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t know that cats are mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Zoologists know that cats are mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Babies don’t know that cats are insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>Babies don’t know that cats are mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>Zoologists don’t say that cats are insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>Babies say that cats are insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>Babies say that cats are mammals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: SENTENCE TYPES from Chemla & Bott replication.

Proportion ‘Agree’ responses in this replication are comparable to the original study. Participants rejected critical test items a large proportion of the time (over 75% ‘Disagree’, more than in the original study). Participants rejected false controls T2, T3, and T8 almost at floor. However, responses on true controls varied: at ceiling for T4 (Zoologists know that cats are mammals), but a little under 75% for T6, T7, and T9. One
possible reason for the variation in these latter responses could be that a case could be made for the appropriateness of a ‘Disagree’ response.

Sentences T5 (Babies don’t know that cats are insects) and T7 (Zoologists don’t say that cats are insects) are useful comparisons for T1 although they were not included in the original experiment. T5 includes the factive know but predicates knowledge of a subject who would not plausibly have the requisite world-knowledge of zoological and taxonomic categories. Participants actually accepted these significantly more than the critical T1 trials, accessing the local interpretation around 45% as compared to 20%. We expected a ceiling ‘Agree’ response to sentence T7, but participants only agreed to these 70% of the time. It is possible that some participants thus responded to these on the basis of the false complement.

Figure 6.5 plots reaction time as a function of SENTENCE TYPE. The data are not normally distributed, and violate homogeneity of variances (Levene’s test $F(8,8351) = 36.546, p <0.0001$) so we use non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests. We found an overall significant effect of SENTENCE TYPE on REACTION TIME ($\chi^2(8) = 445.92, p <0.0001$), PROPORTION ‘AGREE’ ($\chi^2(1) = 6.3474, p=0.01$), and an interaction between the two ($\chi^2(17) = 526.19, p <0.0001$).

Figure 6.6 presents the critical trial T1, alongside foils T5 and T7. In these trials, we find a significant effect of PROPORTION ‘AGREE’ ($\chi^2(1) = 19.071, p <0.0001$), but not
6.3.6 Discussion

We replicated the finding from C&B that local accommodation readings are processed slower than global accommodation readings. Note that this result held for not only...
the critical T1 test targets, but also T5 (Babies don’t know that cats are insects) and T7 (Zoologists don’t say that cats are insects). It is unsurprising that T5 should exhibit the effect, given that the sentence involves a factive verb that presupposes the truth of its complement. It is interesting that we find the same effect with T7, which does not have a presupposition trigger. Perhaps, given that zoologists are supposed to be experts about zoology, participants are treating say here as carrying a factive presupposition, and thus as ambiguous between a local and global reading. However, participants judge T7 true significantly more than T1 (70% vs. 20%), suggesting that they are not treating T7 exactly the same as T1.

6.4 Experiment 5c: Questions Task

6.4.1 Design and Materials

The third and final block of the experiment was the QUESTIONS TASK. This study manipulated a 2x4x2x3 factorial design, with MODAL (MODAL, NOMODAL), ANSWER (Mention-One (MO), Mention-Some (MS), Mention-All (MA), Mention-False (MF)), and VERB (know, say) as within-subjects factors, and GOAL (NONE, MA, MS) as between-subjects factor.

The premise of the experiment was that friends were getting together to play a game of cards, and two of those friends were relatively unfamiliar with cards and/or the game. Thus, the participant and the experiments were working together to help these two individuals learn. Figure 6.7 presents a sample trial. Each test trial displays a picture with six people labeled with letters of the alphabet (A-F). Under each person is a card, which represents the card that the character has/can play. Under the picture is a question-answer dialogue: a root who-question is asked, one character answers, and the other character gives a know-who or say-who report. Question predicates were always has a(n) __ to play in the NOMODAL condition and can play a(n) __ in the MODAL condition. The blanks were filled with 16 different nouns that tokened different properties of the cards (i.e., the suit, number, face, or color). Given the within-subjects factors, there were 16 unique sentence-types. Participants were shown
Figure 6.7: Experimental trial from questions section of Experiment 5.

each sentence type twice, with different token card properties. Presentation of sentence type and card property was pseudorandomized in a Latin-square design with 16 lists.

There were four phases of the experiment: familiarization with a deck of cards, experimental instructions and introduction to the game, practice/training, and then the test phase. During familiarization, we introduce the names of card properties, like faces, suits, etc. During the instructions, the study was introduced and the goal of the game identified (/manipulated). The practice phase included four trials where participants were introduced to the trial structure above, and trained to attend to Dana and Melissa’s responses.

In the NO GOAL Condition, no explicit goal or game was specified. Rather instructions stated simply:

(175) **Instructions for No Goal Condition**
Some friends have gotten together to play a game of cards. Dana and Melissa have never played cards before. We will ask Dana a question, and she will give an answer. Then Melissa will say something about what Dana said. Your task to to say whether you agree or disagree with what Melissa says.
As is evident, no other information about the kind of game to be played was provided in this condition. The reason for this was two-fold: to test the assumptions about the card game that participants would impute into the experimental scenario, and to test the hypothesis that the lack of an explicit goal would lead participants to rely on semantic information encoded in the question form (i.e., the presence/absence of the existential priority modal can) to guide their evaluations of answers.

In contrast, the other two conditions included explicit information about the particular game that the friends would be playing. This information was included in two places: in between the very first sentence and the introduction of Dana and Melissa; and in a lead-up to the root question in the training/practice trials. The leading sentence was dropped in the test trials.

Let us first consider the MA GOAL condition below.

(176) **Instructions for MA Goal Condition**
Some friends have gotten together to play a game of cards. The goal of this game is to collect points. If a player plays a certain card, they will receive a point. The players with the most points at the end can move on to the second round. Thus, it is important to keep an accurate account of the points.

(177) **MA Goal question lead-up**
Players with a __ get a point. Who has a __ to play?

These instructions encode a mention-all goal exactly for the reason discussed above: they explicitly say that the goal is to collect points, and that an accurate account of each player’s points will be crucial for determining whether that player passes to the next round. Thus, the mention-all answer is the most appropriate and salient answer for this goal because we must determine for each person whether they receive points on any given trial.

It was a challenge to find an acceptable mention-some goal for these stimuli without creating an overly complicated set of instructions that might make this condition more taxing on participants than the other two conditions. Another challenge was to keep the goal compatible with giving a mention-all answer as well—we did not want the goal to just restrict the domain of answers in some way, such that one could argue that the answer was exhaustive of that subset.
In the end, we modified trials in two ways:

(178) **INSTRUCTIONS FOR MS GOAL CONDITION**
Some friends have gotten together to play a game of cards. The goal of the game is to play a card that matches either the number, the color, or the suit of the current card. Players go one at a time.

(179) **MS GOAL QUESTION LEAD-UP**
Let’s say you play a __. Who has a __ to play?

### 6.4.2 Participants

240 participants were recruited through two platforms: the Rutgers Linguistic and Cognitive Science undergraduate subject pool, and online through Mechanical Turk. 3 participants (undergraduate pool) participated twice, so the data from their second participation was removed. 11 participants were removed for reporting a native language other than English. 3 of those reported two native languages, one of which was English. We removed them from analysis to be conservative.

### 6.4.3 Predictions

**Goal Manipulation**

In this study, we predict a significant effect of MODAL in the NO GOAL conditions, but not in either the MA or MS GOAL conditions. While the NO GOAL condition is meant to be neutral with respect to mention-some and mention-all goals, we suspect that participants in this condition will pattern with participants in the MA GOAL condition, given that they may expect the card game to be inherently mention-all. We pursued this card game context despite this, rather than choosing a more neutral context, for several reasons. Practically, it provided a fairly straightforward way to depict the possible set of answers, and permitted a range of possible question predicates based on card properties while maintaining a fairly consistent visual display. Additionally, the possibility that hearers may recruit these strong prior expectations about the context into the evaluation of (non-) exhaustivity is theoretically interesting because it can reveal the influence of prior expectations on (non-) exhaustivity resolution. Future research
will be able to look at a wider range of contexts that may track different prior expectations about (non-) exhaustivity.

**Semantic Theories**

Let us turn to the predictions that our semantic theories make. Theories on which questions are semantically weak/strong exhaustive (Karttunen 1977; Groenenijk & Stokhof 1982, 1984; Heim 1994) predict that MA ANSWERS will receive a higher rate of agreement than MS/MO ANSWERS. We might also reasonable predict on these kind of theories that MS/MO ANSWERS may be agreed to higher in the MS GOAL condition than in the other two conditions.

It might also be reasonable to assume that modal theories, which hold that modal questions are ambiguous between a (strong) exhaustive and a non-exhaustive meaning, predict significant differences between MODAL and NO MODAL questions: MODAL questions should give rise to significant higher rate of agreement than NO MODAL questions, in the MS GOAL condition.

Along with modal theories, other ambiguity/underspecification theories predict that (non-) exhaustivity is resolved relative to the context. Reasonably, then we may expect on these theories that MS/MO answers will be accepted higher in the MS GOAL condition, MA ANSWERS in the MA GOAL CONDITION and perhaps equal acceptance in the NO GOAL condition—or, taking into account the caveat about card games, higher agreement with MA ANSWERS in the NO GOAL condition.

**6.4.4 Data Analysis**

Statistical models ranged from non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests where ANOVA assumptions were not met, as well as logistic regression models. Regression models were computed using RStudio (RStudio Team, 2019) and the **Ordinal package** (Christiansen, 2019), using cumulative link models specified with a logit link for binomial data with the function `clmm()`. Models were also fitted with random effects for Subject and Items. Model comparisons were conducted using Likelihood ratio tests
with the R function `anova()`.

6 participants were removed for incorrectly answering false controls over 50%. These were Mention-False reports for know-wh targets.
Figure 6.8: Results from Experiment 6, Questions Task.
6.4.5 Results

Results are presented in Figure 6.8. Overall, participants consistently rated MA ANSWERS near ceiling, and MF answers near bottom. There was no significant difference between MS/MO ANSWERS, but a main effect of ANSWER ($\chi^2(3) = 2878.7, p < 0.0001$) revealing significant differences between MA/MF and MS/MO ANSWERS.

This effect was modulated by the GOAL manipulation, which significantly affected participant responses alone ($\chi^2(2) = 12.324, p < 0.005$) and interaction with ANSWER ($\chi^2(11) = 2905.9, p < 0.0001$) as well as MODAL ($\chi^2(5) = 12.447, p = 0.03$). The effect of the GOAL manipulation was driven by the MS GOAL condition, which differed significantly from the other two conditions (MA $p = 0.03$, MS $p = 0.002$). Further, the two interactions reveal that participants agreed to targets in MS/MO ANSWER conditions significantly higher in the MS GOAL condition than in the other two (MS vs. MA: $p = 0.0003$; MS vs. NONE: $p < 0.0001$). The interaction with MODAL was significant only in aggregation.

Additionally, there was a significant effect VERB ($\chi^2(1) = 30.705, p < 0.0001$) that yielded 2-way interactions with ANSWER ($\chi^2(7) = 2925.5, p < 0.0001$) and GOAL ($\chi^2(5) = 43.597, p < 0.0001$), as well as an interaction between the three ($\chi^2(23) = 2954.3, p < 0.0001$). These effects and interactions reveal that while participants on average responded to know-who statements with a higher proportion of ‘Disagree’ responses, the magnitude of the difference varied based on what kind of answers the character in the story gave, and whether the goal of the game was MS or not: they were indeed rated highest in the MS GOAL condition.

6.4.6 Discussion

We predicted that the effect of MODAL would come out in the NO GOAL condition, because we hypothesized that participants would use the question form here (if anywhere) when no goal was explicitly presented. This prediction was not borne out. We found no significant Main effect of MODAL for any subset of factors, however there
was an overall interaction with GOAL, but no pairwise comparisons between conditions were significant.

At the same time, we acknowledged the possibility that participants’ prior experience with card games could potentially lead them to impute an exhaustive-compatible goal in the NO GOAL condition. Thus, their responses would pattern with the MA goal condition. Indeed, there were no significant differences between those two conditions.

Note that the MS GOAL condition significantly raised the acceptance of MS/MO answers. These responses, while degraded from ceiling/MA, are closer to ceiling than they are to bottom. Thus, if participants are merely tolerant of partial answers, it is a different kind of tolerance than, for example, the tolerance of false answers we saw in Experiment 1 or in Philips & George (2016). There, when a character gives a false answer in addition to a weak exhaustive answer, participants were more likely to reject know-wh reports than to accept them. In contrast, here we see the reverse: participants are more likely to accept than to reject MS/MO ANSWERS.

Further, that this high acceptability holds across both know-wh and say-wh (despite statistically significant differences) speaks to the general availability of mention-some across different embeddings, and the importance of context in licensing interpretation.

6.5 Correlation Analysis

In this section, we present a correlation analysis between the three studies discussed above. Before discussing those results, we introduce potential connections between the three studies.
6.5.1 Links and Predictions

Scalar Implicature and Presupposition

The link between scalar implicature and presupposition is debated. Some have suggested that (some) presuppositions are generated by the same mechanism as scalar implicatures (Simons 2001; Abusch 2002, 2010; Chemla 2009; Romoli 2009, 2014). However, experimental results like Chemla & Bott (2013) seem to challenge this view (see also Romoli & Schwarz 2015; Bill, et al. 2016). These studies have found that the two phenomena behave differently, suggesting different processing mechanisms. While sentences with SI-triggering words or phrases are slower to process than their literal meanings, globally accommodating a presupposition (what we might think of as a pragmatic mechanism) can be faster than not accommodating it (what we might think of as a semantic mechanism).

Questions and Presupposition

To date, none have explicitly suggested a link between (non-) exhaustivity in questions and presupposition. Researchers have discussed questions as having a presupposition that one member of the Hamblin set is true (cf. Karttunen & Peters 1976; Karttunen 1977; Comorovski 1989, 1996; Dayal 1991a, 1991b; Cross 1991; Krifka 2011). Further, a speaker who asks a question might presuppose that the hearer can answer the question. But (non-) exhaustivity has not been suggested to be a presupposition of any kind.

Exhaustivity in Questions as Scalar Implicature

Theories of grammatical scalar implicature (cf. Chierchia, Fox & Spector 2012) employ exhaustivity operators with similar meanings as the ones used in many semantic theories of questions (cf. Fox 2014, 2018; George 2011; Nicolae 2015; Xiang (2016)). Some of these theories treat the exhaustivity operator as mandatory in all questions.
Other semantic theories of questions treat exhaustive readings as scalar implications, where questions are semantically weak (or non-)exhaustive and pragmatically strengthened to strong exhaustivity (cf. Spector 2007; Spector 2006; Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Zimmermann 2010). The advantage to this latter kind of approach is that, as Asher & Lascarides (1998) point out, this view of (non-) exhaustivity in questions is consistent with standard assumptions about the relationship between semantics and pragmatics: Pragmatic inferences are strong, but defeasible; semantic inferences are weak but non-defeasible.

Using Logical Responders to Diagnose Literal Meaning

It might be reasonable to assume that to be a logical responder in the B&N task means that one’s response more directly reflects the output of a truth-conditional semantic mechanism. If that’s right, then it seems reasonable that all theories would predict that logical responders will pattern with whichever truth-conditional representation that theory takes to reflect the literal meaning.

Theories where questions are semantically weak or strong exhaustive (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982, 1984; Karttunen 1977; Heim 1994) would then predict that logical responders would have a high rate of agreement in mention-all answer conditions, and low rate of agreement in mention-some conditions. We might further expect that this result would hold regardless of GOAL condition for logical responders. This kind of a theory would predict that only pragmatic responders would rate mention-some condition high (in the MS GOAL condition), because mention-some is pragmatically derived.

Modal theories would predict that logical responders will be sensitive to the MODAL form of the question, in the MS GOAL condition: participants should rate mention-some conditions higher in modal question conditions than in non-modal question conditions.

For ambiguity/underspecification theories, we might expect that both logical and
pragmatic responders would be sensitive to the GOAL manipulation, rating mention-some conditions high in the MS GOAL condition, and mention-all high in the MA GOAL condition.

Finally, theories which hold that strong exhaustivity is a pragmatic inference from a non-exhaustive baseline (cf. Asher & Lascarides (1998); Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2006, 2007; Zimmermann 2010) would predict that pragmatic responders would calculate exhaustivity inferences in mention-some conditions.

**Locating context-sensitivity**

Another motivation behind testing different kinds of speakers, is to draw parallels between computational pragmatic models, as discussed in Section 6.1.3, which posit literal and pragmatic hearers that differentially reason about contextual or speaker goal information. In the RSA framework, literal hearers respond strictly on the basis of the output of truth-conditional semantic mechanisms, while pragmatic hearers respond additionally on the basis of contextual information, and/or inferences about the speaker’s goals/intentions.

By using the B&N task as an independent measure of these two kinds of speakers, we hope to pinpoint the location of the context-sensitivity of (non-) exhaustivity in questions. If logical responders (as proxy for literal hearers of the RSA model) are sensitive to the goal manipulation, then it would provide support for the idea that context is necessary to establish a literal meaning of questions.

If only pragmatic responders (as proxy for pragmatic hearers of the RSA model) are sensitive to the goal manipulation (rating answers differentially based on GOAL), then we might have support for the idea that the context-sensitivity is not necessary to establish the literal meaning of the question.

**Caveat**

Often goals of communicative exchange involve the maximization of information conveyance. Thus we might expect overall preferences for MA ANSWERS because these
independently convey the most information in the context/reduce uncertainty about
the true state of the world (cf. van Rooij 2003, 2004; Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Zimmermann 2010)). This result would not necessarily indicate an underlying exhaustive semantics, but a general pragmatic principle. Thus, it is possible that pragmatic responders would embody this by responding more exhaustively than logical responders.

The predictions for these theories may be further complicated when we remember the discussion about the typical goals associated with card games. The pragmatics of ambiguity resolution, the specification of context-sensitive variables, and most likely the fixing of the referential domain of a wh-expressions, will likely be sensitive to a variety of factors (linguistic, situational, psychological). These and many other factors, like frequency and co-occurrence statistics, subjective experience and world knowledge, all these factor together in the complete picture of the psychology of language understanding and production. The question of when an observed contextual aspect of meaning belongs in the explanatory realm of a semantic theory, or is the purview of a psycholinguistic theory is a complicated one, and depends on the explanatory goals of the semantic and psycholinguistic theories, and the extent to which they do or do not overlap. Thus, there are several open questions about the predictions for logical and pragmatic responders, as well for local and global responders.

6.5.2 Method

To determine a correlation between studies, first the proportion ‘logical’ and proportion ‘global’ were computed for each subject and compiled into one dataframe. For Bott & Noveck stimuli, proportion logical was the average rate of ‘Accept’ for sentence type $T_1$ (aggregating over VERB, which was not a significant effect). For Chemla & Bott stimuli, proportion global was the average rate of rejection on critical $T_1$ trials. Once those two numbers were calculated, they were combined together by participant ID so that each participant had a score from the two experiments. Then, that dataframe was merged with the QUESTIONS TASK dataset for statistical tests.
6.5.3 Results

Correlations between BN TASK and CB TASK

There was a weak but significant negative correlation between PROPORTION LOGICAL and PROPORTION GLOBAL ($r_s = -0.07, p < 0.0001$). Figure 6.9 plots these two variables against each other. Participants who agreed with (responded based on a logical reading of) underinformative statements like Some elephants are mammals were slightly less likely to reject (respond based on the global reading of) statements like Zoologists don’t know that elephants are insects. In other words, logical responders were more likely to access local presupposition readings.

![Figure 6.9: Bott & Noveck responses (proportion ‘logical’) plotted by Chemla & Bott responses (proportion ‘global’).](image)

Correlations between CB TASK and QUESTIONS TASK

There was neither a significant correlation between responses on the CB TASK (proportion ‘global’ responses, $r_s = 0.02, p = 0.1$), a significant difference of that measure on responses in the QUESTIONS task ($\chi^2(2) = 4.48, p = 0.1$), nor did participant’s GLOBAL-ITY significantly improve model fit ($\chi^2(1) = 1.185, p = 0.3$). As we see in Figure 6.10, regression lines are generally flat, except in the NO GOAL condition.

Figure 6.10 plots results from the QUESTIONS TASK split by participants’ GLOBAL-ITY: participants who answered over 50% global on the CB TASK were labeled ‘global
Figure 6.10: Responses from Questions Study split by response to scalar implicature in Chemla & Bott stimuli. The columns plot GOAL condition, the rows plot VERB, and colored shapes plot ANSWER condition.

responders’, while participants who responded under 50% global were labeled ‘local responders’. 66% of subjects were global responders, about 10% were local, and 24% are at 50%. While we do not find a correlation, global responders did agree in MS/MO conditions significantly more than local responders ($\chi^2(1)= 4.2778$, $p=0.04$). Neither kind of responder was significantly affected by GOAL.

Correlations between BN TASK and QUESTIONS TASK

Using a Spearman non-parametric test, we found a weak correlation with BN TASK responses that was significantly different from zero ($r_s = 0.07$, $p <0.0001$). We confirmed this effect with both a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test ($\chi^2(6)=107.36$, $p <0.0001$), and a model comparison showing that a regression model including the participant’s score on the BN TASK (PROPORTION LOGICAL) as a predictor of response on the QUESTIONS TASK significantly improved model fit ($\chi^2(1) = 9.8278$, $p <0.005$).

Figure 6.12 plots the proportion ‘Agree’ in the QUESTIONS TASK by LOGICALITY. Here we see that regression lines for MS/MO answers are positively sloped in all three GOAL conditions, driving the positive correlation.

Figure 6.13 presents the results from the QUESTIONS TASK split by participants’
LOGICALITY: participants who answered over 50% logical on the BN TASK were labeled ‘logical responders’ (top graph), while participants who answered under 50% ‘logical’ were labeled ‘pragmatic responders’ (bottom graph). About 70% of subjects were logical responders, 26% pragmatic, and the rest responded at chance. Note the significant increase in ‘Agree’ responses to MS/MO answer conditions amongst logical responders ($\chi^2(1) = 60.205, p <0.0001$). Both logical and pragmatic responders were significantly sensitive to GOAL (logical responders: $\chi^2(2) = 8.5605, p=0.01$; pragmatic responders: $\chi^2(2) = 30.592, p <0.0001$), rating MS/MO answers higher in the MS GOAL condition. Neither logical nor pragmatic responders rated MS/MO answers differently.
between the MS GOAL and NO GOAL conditions, and both groups rated those answers significantly lower in the MA GOAL condition. MODAL was not significant in either group.

6.5.4 Discussion

We found a weak negative correlation between the B&N task and the C&B, suggesting that participants who accepted statements like Some cats are mammals on the logical reading (i.e., the true statement some and possibly all cats are mammals), were slightly less likely to accept statements like Zoologists don’t know that cats are insects on the global presupposition readings (i.e., the false statement Cats are insects and Zoologists don’t know that).

While we did not have concrete expectations about the connection between the C&B task and (non-) exhaustivity in questions, global responders rated mention-some conditions significantly higher than local responders. The difference was mostly driven by the NO GOAL condition.

We found that participant logicality predicted how they responded on the questions task: logical responders rated mention-some significantly higher than pragmatic
responders across all three GOAL conditions. Further, these responses are incredibly high, almost at ceiling. This result suggests that, if logical responders are responding based on the output of a semantic mechanism, this suggests the presence of a non-exhaustive semantic representation.

Figure 6.13: Responses from Questions Study split by response to scalar implicature in Bott & Noveck stimuli.

Mention-some answers with exhaustivity inferences (A and only A, or A and B, and only A and B) are false in the task. Given the near-floor rejections we see in the MS/MO conditions amongst pragmatic responders, it seems plausible that these participants calculated exhaustivity inferences. Further, these response rates are more on par with how participants responded in Experiment 1 to answers that provided false answers
in addition to the weak exhaustive answer. These pragmatic responders constituted a minority of overall participants.

Mention-all answer conditions are rated high across the board. This is consistent with our caveat about general pragmatic principles of maximizing informativeness, but it’s also consistent with the availability of an exhaustive semantic representation. However, the fact that logical responders did not rate only these answers high, suggests that non-exhaustive answers also constitute logical ways to respond.

We found a significant effect of GOAL in both logical and pragmatic responders, although the effect was much greater in pragmatic responders. We hypothesized that context-sensitivity in logical responders could provide evidence for context-dependence at the literal/semantic level. The fact that mention-some responses are not accepted at ceiling, but degraded from ceiling (as opposed to from floor), is unsurprising given the overall bias of the card game context towards exhaustivity (cf. discussion in Section 6.1.1).

6.6 General Discussion

We found no effect of modal even in the NO GOAL condition. There could be several different explanations for this. First, one could argue as in response to Experiments 3a and 3b, that the experimental task allowed participants to complete the task without paying attention to the question form manipulation. Thus, so the reasoning goes, these results do not show that the modal doesn’t make a difference to question meaning, but reflect a task-related artifact.

Recall the digression about the naturally exhaustive nature of card games. Given this, it is possible that with the addition of hearer expectations, the NO GOAL condition was sufficiently informative for a mention-all goal, thus question form was unnecessary as a cue to a discourse goal. The fact that we found no significant difference between the MA and NO GOAL conditions reveals that participants treated the two conditions on par.
Further, the contextual bias for exhaustivity could have been so strong as to cancel out the non-exhaustivity we built into the MS GOAL condition. Without this proper contextual licensing, then, the MS GOAL condition failed to be sufficiently non-exhaustive to actually license the mention-some representation. This interpretation of the results is consistent with our main hypothesis because it still posits a goal-driven (non-) exhaustivity.

However, one could argue that the lack of difference between those two conditions reveals that questions are semantically mention-all. One reason to reject this explanation is the fact that logical responders agreed in MS/MO ANSWER conditions almost at ceiling, while pragmatic responders agreed at most around 50% of the time. If responding logically tracks a penchant for responding closer to a truth-conditional semantic representation, then this result would suggest that there is a non-exhaustive semantic representation (in modal-less as well as modal questions). That we found this effect in spite of the context being biased towards exhaustivity, is perhaps stronger evidence.

Further, that pragmatic responders rejected MS/MO ANSWER conditions more than not, is consistent with them calculating exhaustivity inferences. This interpretation supports the idea that exhaustivity inferences are a general pragmatic phenomenon, rather than a hard-wired aspect of the question meaning (van Rooij & Schulz 2004, 2006; Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2006, 2007; Zimmermann 2010).

That logical responders were also sensitive to the GOAL manipulation is suggestive of context-sensitivity at the literal level. Hawkins et al.’s literal $A_1$ hearer will respond to the question asked with the answer that reduces the most uncertainty in the world. Given that exhaustive answers reduce the most uncertainty, the results are compatible with the RSA model predictions. Note, under this conception of a literal hearer, we might have expected to see mention-some answers accepted more than mention-one answers, given that the former conveys more information (reduces more uncertainty
about the world) than the latter. Of course, the exact model predictions would depend on how model parameters are actually cashed out, but this might be a reasonable expectation. We did not see any significant differences between mention-some and mention-one answers.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and General Discussion

Empirically, (non-)exhaustivity is like many other phenomena at the interface of semantics and pragmatics. It is resolved via an interplay between fine-grained compositional semantic information and general expectations about the context and world knowledge. Theoretically, the issue is vexed by an apparent asymmetry between readings, variations in readings due to linguistic form, and general context-sensitivity. These ingredients are compatible with quite distinct underlying semantics. How do we account for these variations in a principled way? Before attempting to answer that question, let us review what we have seen so far.

In Chapter 2, we reviewed several empirical generalizations about the distribution of mention-some answers to root questions, and readings of embedded questions. On the one hand, it appeared that mention-some was semantically constrained by the linguistic form of the question. In particular, we noted that the type of wh-question, the presence/absence of an existential priority modal, and in embedded questions, the matrix embedding verb, all appeared to impose restrictions on whether the question was interpreted mention-some or mention-all. At the same time, these restrictions appeared to be no more than defeasible baseline interpretations that could shift appropriately with context.

Also in Chapter 2 we also reviewed theoretical semantic accounts of mention-some. We saw that semantic theories fall into two main categories: single representation theories, and ambiguity theories. Single representation theories, like the name suggests, posit that questions are not ambiguous but have a single underlying form. That single form could specify a (weak/strong) exhaustive/mention-all denotation (Groenendijk
& Stokhof (1982), (1984); Karttunen 1977), a non-exhaustive/mention-some denotation (Asher & Lascarides (1998); Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010), or be underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity (Ginzburg (1995); van Rooij (2003), 2004). No matter what the underlying semantic theory posits, all theories will require some pragmatic mechanism to explain however the range of interpretations are derived.

In Chapter 3, I conducted two experiments to test on a larger scale, and across a wide range of questions, the observed dual-licensing of mention-some. In Experiment 1, I determined baseline interpretations based on three linguistic form factors, the wh-word (who vs. where), the presence/absence of modality (finite non-modal clauses vs. infinitival clauses with a covert priority modal), and a matrix embedding verb (know vs. predict). We found significant differences for all three factors, as well as interactions, but the modal difference was the largest.

In Experiment 2, we manipulated context using high- and low-stakes as a first approximation of weak/strong exhaustive and non-exhaustive goals. We found that low-stakes contexts made singleton and intermediate non-exhaustivity significantly more acceptable than exhaustivity, while high-stakes contexts made weak/strong exhaustive and intermediate non-exhaustivity significantly more acceptable than singleton non-exhaustivity. Low-stakes contexts further made non-exhaustivity more acceptable than exhaustivity in non-modal finite clauses. This result suggests that constraints on the linguistic form of the question do not have a grammatical blocking effect, but instead facilitate baseline interpretations of (non-)exhaustivity. Not only is non-exhaustivity sensitive to discourse goals, but exhaustivity is as well (Schulz & van Rooij 2006; Spector 2007; Zimmermann 2010). The acceptability of a given level of (non-)exhaustivity is determined by its sufficiency for meeting contextual demands.

Across the two experiments, we also discussed the differences seen within individual experimental items. This post-hoc analysis suggested that variations in (non-)exhaustivity are further modulated by the expectations and world-knowledge that hearers imported into individual scenarios.
Together, these results support an analysis of (non-)exhaustivity that is resolved relative to the goal-relevant information encoded in the context, and additionally the world knowledge and expectations that are generated from each of those. The linguistic form of the question modulates those expectations, especially when the context does not make goal-relevant information clear enough.

In Chapter 4, we quantified the conditional probability of (non-)exhaustivity given the linguistic signal (Experiment 3a) and of (non-)exhaustivity given contextual discourse goals (Experiment 3b). In Experiment 3a where we did not explicitly manipulate contextual goals, we found that participants were sensitive to the linguistic form of the question but that evaluations of mention-some acceptability were all relatively high. Thus, while mention-some/mention-one conditions were rated lower in non-modal question conditions, median ratings were overall on the high end. These effects were driven by the dependent measure: when the measure was likelihood of (non-)exhaustivity, form differences were significant, but this was less often the case when the measure was acceptability. I argued that these task differences reflect another form of goal-sensitivity in the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity. In Experiment 3b we manipulated high and low stakes contexts as in Experiment 2, and found that hearers rated (non-)exhaustivity based on context, and not linguistic form. There was no main effect of modal in any condition. This result gave rise to the hypothesis that, when the context is informative with respect to a goal, defeasible goal-relevant information encoded in the linguistic signal is valued by hearers less than the contextual information.

In Chapter 5, we looked at the baseline distribution of linguistic cues in a corpus study, and then in an experimental task (Experiment 4) manipulating contextual goals as in Experiment 2 and 3b. The goal of these two studies was to understand the information available in the input to the language learner, and to quantify the probabilistic relationship between (non-)exhaustivity, linguistic form, and context.

Using the linguistic form factors established from the literature and experimental studies as cues for (non-)exhaustivity, the corpus study revealed that these cues are
infrequent, and often provide conflicting evidence for (non-)exhaustivity. While how-
questions were the most frequent question-type (between who, where, and how), finite
non-modal clauses are the most frequent clause type, and know the most frequent em-
bedding verb. Thus, finite (non-modal) know-how-questions constitute the majority of
questions found in naturalistic speech. On their own, these cues differentially link to
(non-)exhaustivity; in combination, they render non-exhaustive interpretations much
more frequent in the input (Asher & Lascarides (1998); Ginzburg (1995)). Yet, why is
exhaustivity assumed to be more prevalent amongst semanticists? This suggested the
need for a much deeper and fine-grained analysis of question predicates, as well as
the surrounding contextual information. Both these elements could provide valuable
insight into how goal-relevant information is encoded and updates hearer expecta-
tions about (non-)exhaustivity. In Experiment 4 we manipulated context again as high
and low stakes, and found that speakers did not overwhelmingly produce questions
that would reduce hearer uncertainty about (non-)exhaustivity. This suggested that
informative contexts reduce the need for informative questions.

Finally, Chapter 6 tested (1) the hypothesis that goal-informative contexts neutral-
ize linguistic form factors, while under-informative contexts facilitate them, and (2)
tapped in to hearer preferences to pinpoint the source of context-sensitivity.

Using a card-game experimental task (cf. Cremers & Chemla 2017; Phillips &
George 2018), we manipulated context in three ways: to encode exhaustive goals, non-
exhaustive goals, and to be explicitly underspecified for goals. On the one hand, we
expect that form factors (presence/absence of a modal) would be significant in the
unspecified context, per the hypothesis. At the same time, we expected that partici-
apants’ prior expectations about typical card-game goals would be exhaustive, thus
that responses in the unspecified goal condition would pattern with responses in the
exhaustive goal condition. We found a significant effect of context which bore in the
expected way (non-exhaustive answers were significantly more acceptable in the non-
exhaustive goal condition), but found no effect of modal in any condition.

We also used two independent measures of semantic/pragmatic phenomena (scalar
implicature and presupposition projection) to gauge hearer preferences and diagnose the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity against these more established phenomena. We found that (non-)exhaustivity resolution correlated with interpretation of sentences with scalar implicatures: literal/logical hearers who access the unstrengthened meaning accept non-exhaustive answer conditions near ceiling in the non-exhaustive goal condition, while pragmatic hearers reject them closer to floor. Further, both groups of hearers respond significantly differently with respect to our contextual manipulation. I argue this provides evidence that (non-)exhaustivity resolution is not a purely pragmatic matter, but is crucial to fixing literal meaning.

7.1 Fine brushstrokes

7.1.1 Interpretational variability and the underlying grammar

The data presented here, I argue, favor semantic approaches which in principle allow all wh-questions—regardless of their linguistic form—to give rise to any degree of (non-)exhaustivity. Essentially, that questions on the surface, are ambiguous. This descriptive observation is compatible with two distinct hypotheses about the underlying grammar. On the one hand, we could have underlying semantic ambiguity, where each distinct interpretation corresponds to a legitimate semantic representation. On the other hand, there could be one underlying representation.

We can take a look at some representative theories and identify what aspects of the theories are grammatical (or semantic), and what aspects are extra-grammatical (pragmatic). What I’ve shown in this work is that (non-)exhaustivity falls out from the close link between compositional semantic structure and information frequently considered to be extra-linguistic. This puts the current phenomenon squarely in line with much other research, for example like anaphora resolution (Asher & Lascarides 2003).

For Lahiri’s (2002) semantics, this parallel is quite apt because his semantics appeals to context-sensitive variables which pick up their values from context. Lahiri (2002)’s goals are to capture (1) variability in question meaning due to the presences of
adverbs of quantification (quantificational variability effects), as well as variability due
to different matrix interrogative-embedding verbs. Like many theories, Lahiri appeals
to an ANS operator to capture the variability, but he adds a parameter $C$ that relativizes
answers to “context”. This parameter serves two functions: it allows lexical semantic
restrictions from the matrix verb to play a role in restricting the answer set, and it
allows “further conditions derived from some contextually salient property (or some
property easily inferable from the context),” (Lahiri 2002, pp. 93). By this latter condi-
tion, Lahiri refers to typical factors thought to constrain referential domains. He goes
on to suggest that this variable may not be sufficient for capturing non-exhaustivity,
and posits a covert quantificational adverb whose force varies contextually (a “prag-
matically variable default adverbial,” pp. 94). Thus, a sentence like Dana knows $Q$
would have a meaning close to (180).

(180) enough $p. [\text{ANS}(p, Q) \land C(p)] [[\text{Dana knows in } w \text{ that } p]]$

The covert quantifier is not always overtly pronounced, but syntactically present,
and the contextual variable $C$ is in the restriction of the covert quantifier. Note that
for Lahiri, there are two loci of context-sensitivity that conspire to constrain the set of
answers, and they arise because of the lexical semantic properties of the two compo-
nents (the ANS operator and the covert adverbial quantifier). Further, these pragmatic
variables interact with the narrow sentential context as well as the broader situational
context. As with other kinds of context-sensitive variables, these two variables here
may introduce vagueness that is compounded when embedded under know.

Asher & Lascarides (1998) model (non-)exhaustivity as arising from the interaction
between compositional semantics, discourse, and the intentional content of interlocutor’s mental states (for example, their plans). They do this using a very dif-
f erent formalism, Segmental Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT), whose goal is
to provide a formal dynamic semantics of discourse, thus modeling the interaction of
linguistic and extralinguistic information. Crucially, rhetorical (or coherence) relations
determine how information in the discourse is composed, and which relation is used
is determined both by semantic and syntactic information in the utterance, and by
mental state information.\footnote{More correctly, by the hearer’s mental model of their interlocutor’s mental states.}

For Asher & Lascarides, a question denotes a set of propositions, the (direct) answers to the questions, and includes non-exhaustive ones. They capture the dependence of (non-)exhaustivity on the questioner’s plan and mental state because these non-linguistic pieces of information helps guide the inference that the hearer makes about how utterances in the discourse attach to one another, which relation is the best to deploy. Root questions and answers can be attached in a discourse via two different relations. Question-Answer Pair takes a question and a response as arguments, and returns true if the response is in the set denoted by the question (a direct answer). Indirect Question-Answer Pair relates a question and a response, and returns true if a direct answer can be inferred from the response (that a direct answer normally follows from the response). These relations also hold at the embedded level because they represent models of the discourse participants’ knowledge states, and SDRT representations can be arguments to propositional attitude verbs (Asher 1986, 1993).

The theories of Lahiri and Asher & Lascarides have very different explanatory goals. Lahiri’s theory represents a traditional approach to the study of linguistic meaning that separates out linguistic meaning from linguistic use. As such, it attempts to abstract away from the pragmatic aspects of language. To give a completely explanatory theory of language, and even more so to give a theory of how linguistic meaning changes in discourse, Lahiri’s theory would have to be embedded in a theory of discourse, and in a theory of intentional content. However, this is not his explanatory goal. In contrast, it is Asher & Lascarides’s aim to give a formal account of discourse that shows how hearers make the context-sensitive and/or pragmatic inferences that they make. Indeed, their theory is intended to be cognitively-plausible, while traditionally linguistic theories avoid such questions of cognitive plausibility.

Further, while neither theory gives an explicit account of how prior expectations are involved in interpretation, neither theory is inherently incompatible with this data. For Lahiri, as a representative of traditional semantic theories, linguistic expectations
are a product of language use and language experience. They are therefore not in the explanatory realm of a semantic theory per se. Like Lahiri, the theories on the table which posit underlying ambiguity (Beck & Rullmann 1999 and George 2011, Ch. 2) are in principle compatible with the results presented here. For Asher & Lascarides, the interaction between expectations and compositional semantic information is potentially salient to modeling discourse. SDRT allows for these two kinds of information to interact. While Asher & Lascarides (1998) haven’t attempted to model all the other interesting phenomena occurring with questions that many semanticists like Lahiri have, SDRT provides a framework in which such accounts could be integrated and their interaction with extra-linguistic information formally modeled and tested. Thus, it provides a hope for examining the interaction between context and linguistic form in much more concrete and scientific way.

7.1.2 Baseline interpretations derive from hearer expectations

Baseline interpretations of (non-)exhaustivity in questions are derived, not from an underlying semantics, but from extra-grammatical factors concerning the prior likelihood of a given level of (non-)exhaustivity, given the linguistic form of the question. This is because, when we access an intuition about meaning we implicitly construct background contexts against which we evaluate meaning.

The psycholinguistic evidence showing that prior expectations often drive interpretation is abundant. For example, world knowledge (Chambers et al. 2004; Kehler et al. 2008), lexical semantic, syntactic, prosodic properties of the utterance (Carroll, Tanenhaus & Bever 1978; Tanenhaus 1978; Tanenhaus, Leiman & Seidenberg 1979; Altmann & Steedman 1988; Crain 1980; Altmann 1985; Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Kello 1993; Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell & Tanenhaus 1993; Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Garney 1994; Altmann & Kamide 1999; van Berkum, Brown & Hagoort 1999; Cummins & Rohde 2015; De Marneffe & Tonhauser 2019), context and QUD (Marslen-Wilson, Tyler & Seidenberg 1978; Swinney 1979; Sedivy and Spivey-Knowlton 1993; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers & Carlson 1999; Degen & Goodman 2014).
Consider an analogy: the difference between the two minimal pairs in (181), from Steedman (2000), citing Bever (1970). These are variations on a classic garden path sentence, The horse raced past the barn fell. They have the same syntactic structure, but the difference is in the subject of the sentence.

(181)  

(a) The doctor sent for the patient arrived.  
(b) The flowers sent for the patient arrived.

(181a), unlike (181b), gives rise to a garden-path. The differences in transitional probability between the pairs doctor/flower and flowers/sent are said to be blamed: the first pair has a higher transitional probability than the second pair. This fact derives from our experience and world knowledge: “because flowers, unlike doctors, cannot send for things,” (Steedman 2000, p. 241). Importantly, those expectations will change with context. If the sentence occurred in a children’s story where we expect animacy from typically inanimate things, (181b) would give rise to the predicted garden path effect because in that world, unlike the first, flowers can send for things. Without explicitly manipulating context in this way, we might be inclined to conclude that the difference between (181a) and (181b) was grammatical; however this conclusion would be wrong. Our expectations, which may differ with context, guide the interpretive processes of language understanding. Without this manipulation, we fail to capture an important generalization about interpretation, and thus about meaning.

The fact that an interpretation may accessed by “default”, typically, more often, or first, could reflect several different factors, including a lack of proper contextual manipulation as shown above. We see this in studies of quantifier scope ambiguity as well (Bolinger 1965; Akmajian & Jackendoff 1970; Jackendoff 1972; Ladd 1980; Ward & Hirschberg 1985; Kadmon & Roberts 1986; Musolino 1998; Musolino, Crain & Thornton 2000; Baltzani 2002, 2003; Fodor 2002; Anderson 2004; Musolino & Lidz 2004; Syrett & Nisula 2014), and the lesson we learned was that interpretive preferences with regards to ambiguous utterances should not license the inference that the dispreferred interpretation is not grammatically available, without a serious attempt at providing a context to license the purported reading. Pragmatics determines both
the “a priori” and “a posteriori” interpretations, in virtue of filling in required contextual information implicitly (“a priori”) or explicitly (“a posteriori”) via expectations.

Even if a given question form is underspecified or underlyingly ambiguous, not all resolutions of non-exhaustivity are a priori likely given hearer expectations. Both the questions in (182) can be asked by a smoker looking to light their cigarette. While (182a) clearly indicates a goal, (182b) could be understood in the same context as indicating the same goal.

(182) a. Who has a light?
   b. Who has fire?

Note that, if we had not been discussing the lighting of cigarettes, it would perhaps be more difficult to make sense out of (182b)—what kind of fire do you need?—unless you are familiar with smokers, and in particular, French smokers. You might have the impulse to answer (182b) in a certain way, depending on your prior expectations about the likely goals that a speaker asking that question would have. Those expectations may derive from any number of things, but they do not show that the question cannot have a goal that is different from your best-guess. The manner in which a question is asked may betray all sorts of extra-linguistic facts about the speaker asking it, including the kinds of goals that they are likely to have.

Similarly, if a speaker wanted to be completely transparent about why they are requesting information, they might ask not (183a) but (183b) or (183c).

(183) a. Who came to the party?
   b. Who is everyone that came to the party?
   c. Who is someone that came to the party?

But speakers are not that transparent, as we saw in Chapter 5 (the corpus study and Experiment 4). They do not go out of their way to unambiguously communicate their goals and intentions. Given that the hearer’s job involves a high degree of uncertainty about the speakers goal and the speaker’s intended meaning, it seems natural that prior expectations would fill in some of those holes.
In Chapter 3 we analyzed individual test scenarios and found significant differences in some cases. We said that the world knowledge associated with these items permitted participants to impute additional information into the test items, which further constrained the resolution of (non-)exhaustivity. In particular, for some high-stakes test scenarios in Experiment 2, participants did not rate (highly informative) non-exhaustive answers differently from exhaustive answers. It is plausible that participants imputed for example, an addition constraint of time-sensitivity into the scenarios, and this rendered non-exhaustive answers as acceptable as exhaustive ones.

When we quantified hearer preferences in Experiment 5, we found that there were significant differences between “logical/literal” hearers who access some and possible all reading, and “pragmatic” hearers who access stronger some but not all readings of ambiguous sentences with the existential quantifier. This was yet one more way that hearer-specific factors drive (non-)exhaustivity resolution.

7.1.3 The source of strong and weak exhaustivity on an underspecified semantics

I have argued that questions are underspecified for non- and weak/strong exhaustivity. Ginzburg (1995) and Asher & Lascarides (1998) argue weak and strong exhaustivity are too strong when we consider how-, why-, and even where- questions. Note, the claim is not that one cannot ever construct a context where it is possible to determine a strong/weak exhaustive set. On the contrary, the central claim of this thesis is that one could construct a contexts to make any answer felicitous, and that the preference for certain kinds of answers is determined by pragmatics. I have also argued that our a priori expectations about how a question should be answered (or an embedded question be interpreted) derives from our expectations about the typical goals of a speaker who makes the utterance. This happens because question underspecification is resolved relative to speaker goals, and thus hearers will impute goal-relevant information into the discourse if the requisite information is not already forth-coming.

Asher & Lascarides have suggested that one reason for this asymmetry in questions
has to do with whether the cognitive task at hand is compatible with the strongest interpretation, i.e. “the maximally specific proposition in the meaning of the interrogative,” (169). They cite Dalrymple et al. (1998) for this, the strongest interpretation principle. For non-who-questions, it’s not cognitively reasonable to demand the strongest interpretation. I think the bears further discussion because this idea relates very much to Grice’s Maxim of Quantity.

The Maxim of Quantity has two parts. Quantity 1 states that speakers should make their contributions to the conversation as informative as is required, and Quantity 2 states that they should not make their contributions more informative than is required.

In a question/answers dialogue, when the hearer doesn’t know the questioner’s goal, the pressure to be informative could drive them to be as exhaustive as possible in order to be a good conversational participant, and discharge their responsibility as answerer.

For a who-question, the referential domain will often be greatly constrained by the common ground between interlocutors. This lessens the cognitive task of constructing a weak or strong exhaustive set. Let us take a familiar question, Who will chair their committee?, asked in a familiar context: a graduate student preparing for their doctoral candidacy qualifications. In the worst case scenario, there might be forty faculty in the student’s department who are possible chair candidates, in virtue of being faculty members. However, by the time the student approaches candidacy, already most of those candidates will be weeded out based on the match between the student’s and potential chair’s research interests, amongst other practical factors like the faculty’s administrative duties. In this context, because the community is rather small, there will be shared knowledge between the members of the department. It will be known—or at the very least suspected based on the faculty’s knowledge of their colleagues’ research programs—who the short list of candidate chairs would be, and it would be rare to find a list greater than two. In terms of cognitive tasks, it is therefore quite easy to construct the weak or the strong exhaustive answer set.
Shared knowledge can in principle constrain the referential domain for any question. However, it seems that the “pre-packaged” restrictions that we saw for who-questions will not necessarily be available for non-who-questions. If we keep the context of an academic department we can examine how other answer sets may constrained by world knowledge. A question like, How do I get in to grad school?, will have an answer set with a somewhat different structure, and the questioner’s world knowledge is potentially vastly different than the answerer’s. One candidate answer, You get in to grad school by demonstrating your ability to think critically and thoroughly about a particular subject, may not give enough concrete information. Another candidate answer that reiterates the list of typical application requirements (e.g., writing sample, GRE scores, three recommendation letters), will be underinformative, despite the fact that it constitutes an exhaustive list at some level. In some sense the first answer subsumes the second, because following the guidelines in the application list demonstrates the candidate’s competence. Finally, let us not dismiss the additional reality of the situation, the ingredients which must be just right, but are not under the candidate’s control: the pool of applicants, issues of funding, the composition of the admissions committee. Even in this constrained domain, it isn’t clear that one can provide a weak exhaustive answer. However, the answer may invole a set of causally-dependent steps much in the way a recipe does. At what point does the student know how?

There will also be interactions with the linguistic form of the question, which encodes some degree of information about the world. Chairing a committee will typically be a single-person job, especially in academic circles, though co-chairing is possible as stipulated by the practice of a given context. This a fact about language grounded in social ontology. The linguistic form of the question thus reflects the natural constrains on the referential domain of expressions.
7.2 Conclusion

I've argued that questions are underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity, and as such, must be resolved relative to a context which makes explicit discourse goals. When a question is evaluated without an explicit context, hearers impute one using their expectations about typical contexts given the linguistic utterance, and using default pragmatic assumptions consistent with Grice’s Maxim of Quantity. While hearers are driven to give weak and strong exhaustive answers, and likewise so interpret embedded question utterances, this strategy is tempered by cognitive constraints: often it is not possible, plausible, or even necessary to be weakly or strongly exhaustive. Thus, the asymmetry between who-questions, which on the one hand appear to typically require weak or strong exhaustive answers/interpretations of embedded counterparts, and other wh-questions, which on the other hand appear to disprefer weak/strong exhaustive answers, can be explained as a balance between being maximally informative, and being sufficiently informative.
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